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ABSTRACT
In this extensive review of the literature, we addressed the topic of grade span configurations and academic achievement as they relate to adolescents. We examined the historical trends of school organization to provide a context for understanding policies and decisions regarding grade span configurations. We also analyzed early studies regarding nonacademic student indicators and grade spans as background for more recent academic investigations. Two major school reform movements were discussed because of their prominence in the history of grade span configurations. Moreover, international, national, and state assessment data were explored regarding adolescent proficiency and student growth over the past 20 years. Finally, we outlined the two major theories (i.e., school transition and instructional environment) that have framed the grade span configuration debate from its inception.

Keywords:

INTRODUCTION
In this article, literature related to grade span configurations and academic achievement pertaining to adolescent students was reviewed. The historical trends of school organization were examined to understand the social and pragmatic roots underlying policies and decisions that have been made regarding grade span configurations. Early studies pertaining to nonacademic student indicators and grade spans were also analyzed to provide context for later academic studies. Details regarding two major school reform movements were also provided, given the prominence of those two initiatives in the history of the topic. In addition, data related to international, national, and state assessments were explored to gauge adolescent proficiency and student growth over the past 20 years, and studies related to academic achievement and grade spans were analyzed. Finally, two theories are outlined that have framed the grade span configuration debate from its inception, namely school transition and instructional environment.

Early Schools in America
At the onset of compulsory public education in the United States, rural schools were primarily one-room structures containing all grade levels, whereas urban schools tended to divide students into primary (i.e., 8-year, Grades 1-8) and secondary (i.e., 4-year, Grades 9-12) schools (Schafer, 2010). In some cases, a six year-six year (grades 1-6 and 7-12) model was implemented because it provided for a more natural transition of adolescents into the workforce following the sixth grade (Elovitz, 2007). However, such early deviations were rare, and the division of primary and secondary education into eight-year elementary and four-year high schools was the principal configuration for American public schools throughout the 19th century (Manning, 2000).

One of the first calls to restructure public education’s two-tier system came in the late 1800s. Harvard University president Charles Eliot and his peers on the National Education Association’s Committee of Ten on Secondary Schools Studies argued that the later years of primary schools were wasted, and could be better utilized by introducing college
preparatory courses to students at an earlier age (National Education Association [NEA], 1894). The committee advocated for secondary education to begin in the seventh grade rather than the ninth, in order to provide gifted and college-bound students a better opportunity to reach their full potential as early as possible. In a report published 5 years after the committee’s commission, the NEA (1899) declared that “the seventh grade, rather than ninth, [was] the natural turning point in [a] pupil’s life ... and demand[ed] new methods and wiser direction” (p. 10).

Around this same time, new ideas began emerging that recognized adolescence as a distinct phase of life, with defining characteristics and unique social needs (Angus, Mirel, & Vinovskis, 1988; Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education, 1918; Juvonen et al., 2004). Hall (1905), a prominent psychologist during this period, argued that when students reached puberty distinct developmental needs arose and had to be addressed. In regard to schooling, he observed:

The pupil in the age of spontaneous variation which at no period of life is so great ... suffers from mental ennui and dyspepsia, and this is why so many and an increasing number refuse some of the best prepared courses. (p. 509)

Hall would advocate for a separate transitional period for students that would ease their move from an eight-year primary school to the more demanding environment of the high school.

In addition to Eliot’s call for academic rigor at an earlier age, and the recognition of puberty’s roll in adolescence, many other factors played a significant role in the reorganization of public education’s two-tier system. An influx of immigrants into elementary urban schools resulted in overcrowding and soaring drop-out rates in the later grades (Angus et al., 1988; Juvonen et al., 2004), new child labor laws instituted in the early 20th century meant more students would be staying in school longer as opposed to working in the factories, (which exacerbated the overcrowding problem) (Elovitz, 2007), and, finally, industrialists called for an earlier secondary experience for students in the hopes that it would inject more high school graduates into the factory workforce (Juvonen et al., 2004). For all of these reasons, at the turn of the 20th century, a new three-tier model emerged that moved upper grade students out of the primary school and into junior high schools (Cook et al., 2008).

Although difficult to establish precisely when and where the first junior high school was established in the United States, it is generally accepted that the first schools began appearing around 1910 (Juvonen et al., 2004). These new schools, which typically housed Grades 7-9, were designed to expose students “to a high school-like environment without the trauma of placing them in the same building as older teenagers” (Bedard & Do, 2005, p. 660). Shortly after the debut of the junior high school, policy makers quickly realized that the new three-tier model was cost-effective, solved problems of over-crowding, and offered advanced students a more rigorous curriculum. However, Otto (1931) commented that the efficacy of the new model to general student learning had not been examined.

Expansion of the junior high school model was rapid. In the 1920s, four of five high school graduates had attended a 8-year primary school followed by a 4-year high school, and by 1960, four of five graduates reported attending an elementary school, a 3-year junior high and a 3-year senior high (Alexander & McEwin, 1989; Elovitz, 2007). However, the fast ascent of the junior high school did not occur without criticism. From the very beginning, concerns arose regarding whether the new model was appropriately addressing any of the needs of early adolescents (Hansen & Hearn, 1971). Cuban (1992) contended that the junior high schools too closely mirrored the high schools they were designed to transition to in “curriculum, instruction, organization, teacher attitudes toward subject matter, and extracurricular activities” (p. 242), offering little or no consideration to the distinct developmental issues related to pubescent teens. From 1920 to 1960 dissatisfaction with the junior high school grew substantially (Cuban, 1992; Hansen & Hearn, 1971; Schafer, 2010; Weiss & Kipnes, 2006).

The Rise of the Middle School

The junior high schools that had spread rapidly across the United States did not fit the increasingly popular view that young teens had unique social, psychological, intellectual, and emotional needs that required a different kind of education than that provided by either elementary or high schools (Schafer, 2010). As a result, Gruhn and Douglass (1956) advocated setting new goals for junior high schools that included (a) the exploration of student’s interests and abilities, (b) differentiated instruction based on students’ backgrounds and aptitudes, and (c) providing socialization experiences that would offer guidance in decision-making. In addition, Alexander and Williams (1965) called for
organizational structures that would foster social ties between teachers and students while utilizing the strengths of teachers with different specialties. However, despite the theoretical rhetoric calling for change, junior high schools remained the same, “with ... emphasis on content rather than exploration, departmentalization rather than integration, and an adherence to rigid schedule” (Brough, 1995, p. 38).

Despite growing dissatisfaction with junior high schools, in the 1960s, policy makers began making a general call for the inclusion of sixth-grade students into the junior high school model (Bedard & Do, 2005). Part of the reason lay with the maturation process, and Tanner’s (1962) observation that young teens were reaching puberty earlier than their counterparts in the 1900s. Eichorn (1966) argued, rehashing the preliminary argument from decades earlier, that a middle school model including the sixth grade would serve as a bridge to help students make the transition from the classrooms of elementary schools to the departments and class periods of high schools. However, the primary reason for inclusion of the sixth grade into a new middle school model seems to have been based more in organizational and structural limitations rather than taking the needs of adolescent students into consideration.

In the 1960s, secondary school enrollments were declining whereas elementary school enrollments were exploding because of large birth cohorts following the war and the popularity of early childhood education (Juvonen et al., 2004). According to Alexander (1984), the resulting shortage of space at the elementary level caused the sixth grade to be pushed out into the junior high level. A 1967 survey of middle school principals gave credence to this hypothesis when the respondents stated that the most frequent reason for establishing middle schools had to do with relieving overcrowded conditions in elementary schools (Alexander & George, 1981).

Primarily as a result of enrollment pressures brought on by societal factors and encouraged by idealistic educators, scholars, and intermediate school reformers, middle schools (containing Grades 6-8 and 6-9) developed in different pockets across the United States (Eichorn, 1984; Weiss & Kipnes, 2006). As before, researchers examining the efficacy of the new model concluded that “no research with significant findings to substantiate one organizational pattern over another,” was present and remarked that “all [grade span organization] lack[ed] a validating research base” (Martin, 1974, p. 7). In spite of this deficiency, however, middle schools rapidly replaced junior high schools in the 1960s and 1970s, and became the dominant intermediate structure by the 1990s (Herman, 2004; Mizell, 2005; Paglin & Fager, 1997). Similar to the establishment of junior high schools in the early 1900s, criticism of the newly formed middle schools began shortly after their creation (Elovitz, 2007). In light of the fact that the underlying cause of the reorganization was driven by pragmatic reasons, as opposed to ideological calls for reform, the newly configured schools possessed many of the unfavorable characteristics of the junior high schools that came before them (Cuban, 1992), and led some persons to claim that the “changes were restricted largely to the names of the schools and the grades they contained” (Maclver & Epstein, 1993, p. 835).

The Middle School Concept

Despite repeated calls, going as far back as the late 19th century, for intermediate school reform based on the emerging and ever growing body of research concerning the needs of adolescents (Alexander & Williams, 1965; Gruhn & Douglass, 1956; Hall, 1905; NEA, 1894, 1899; Otto, 1931), it was not until the 1980s that the educational community, as a whole, came together to launch a nationwide movement for middle school transformation. Comprehensively summing up the problems of the middle school, which had its origins in the junior high schools of the early 1900s, criticism of the newly formed middle schools began shortly after their creation (Elovitz, 2007). In light of the fact that the underlying cause of the reorganization was driven by pragmatic reasons, as opposed to ideological calls for reform, the newly configured schools possessed many of the unfavorable characteristics of the junior high schools that came before them (Cuban, 1992), and led some persons to claim that the “changes were restricted largely to the names of the schools and the grades they contained” (Maclver & Epstein, 1993, p. 835).

The concept of a bridging school is not enough ... because children of middle school age have their unique characteristics and needs which cannot be subordinated to the impact of the elementary school nor to the demands of the high school. An effective middle school must not only build upon the program on earlier childhood and anticipate the program of secondary education to follow, but it must be directly concerned with the here-and-now problems and interests of its students. Furthermore, the middle school should not be envisioned as a passive link in the chain of education below the college and university, but rather as a dynamic force in improving education. (p. 2)

This newly organized middle school movement focused its attention on the “volatile mismatch ... between the organization and curriculum of middle grades schools, and the intellectual, emotional, and interpersonal needs of young adolescents” (Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development, 1989, p. 32). Comprising the views of educational leaders, psychologists, school administrators, and teachers, a new Middle School Concept was proposed as the solution to the
woes of intermediate education in public schools. In 1985, the National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) published An Agenda for Excellence at the Middle Level, detailing the primary components of the Middle School Concept, including (a) altering the culture and climate of the school to support excellence and achievement rather than intellectual conformity and mediocrity; (b) providing opportunities for students to achieve and excel in a number of domains, including the arts, athletics, academics, crafts; (c) creating a caring, supportive atmosphere that tolerates and welcomes a wide angle of student diversity; (d) establishing student advisement programs that would assure each student regular, compassionate, and supportive counsel from a concerned adult; (e) fostering sensitivity to the needs of the physical, intellectual, emotional, and social conditions of students; (f) creating opportunities for students to explore their aptitudes, interests, and special talents and to develop an accurate and positive self-concept; (g) instituting a curriculum that balances skills for continued learning with content coverage which may be outdated before it is used; and (h) relating curriculum content to the immediate concerns of the young adolescent, assuring its utility outside the classroom (pp. 2-11).

From the 1980s to the present, the Middle School Concept dominated the educational landscape in terms of espousing the best instructional and organizational practices for adolescents (Erb, 2006; George, 1999; National Middle School Association [NMSA], 2003). Shortly after Alexander and George (1981) rallied against the notion of the middle school as a mere stepping stone to high school, a huge volume of position papers and professional development sessions were produced that focused on successful pedagogy, leadership, and instructional strategies at the middle school level (Offenberg, 2001). During the course of this 30-year movement, the Middle School Concept was refined and expanded, ultimately coming together in one solid and unified philosophy regarding best practices for middle schools (Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development, 1989; NASSP, 1985; NMSA, 2003; Schafer, 2010; Tucker & Coddington, 1999). Even though middle schools had been in operation since the 1960s, and were continuing many of the negative high school practices of the junior high schools that preceded them, proponents of the Middle School Concept argued that the middle school grade span configurations (i.e., 6-8, 6-9) were ideal for such best practices as team teaching, mixed level classrooms, and small learning communities (Epstein & MacIver, 1990; Hough, 2005; Lee & Smith, 1993; Midgley, 1993; Offenberg, 2001). All that was required to achieve results was successful implementation.

By 2002, the National Forum to Accelerate Middle Grades Reform had recognized eight different middle school reform models, aligned to the principles of the Middle School Concept, that were being used across the country. In addition, by 2003, as the standards and accountability movement was coming to full fruition following the NCLB Act of 2001 (U.S. Department of Education), national middle school organizations, representing both teachers and administrators, were advocating the philosophy of the Middle School Concept (Juvonen et al., 2004). However, even as the middle school movement was enjoying near universal acceptance, beginning in the 1980s and leading right up to the present, a large volume of studies started appearing that, though inconclusive at first, would eventually call the overall effectiveness of middle schools into question.

The Effectiveness of the Middle School

As the Middle School Concept was gaining universal acceptance, a number of studies started appearing in educational journals across the country that sought to determine the effectiveness of middle schools. These early studies were few and far between at first, but would grow in frequency and depth from the late 1980s to the present (Juvonen et al., 2004). Lacking an appropriate comparison group, student variables between elementary and middle schools were examined. Eventually, the methodology would shift, and comparisons would be made between middle schools and the large number of K-8 schools, also known as “elemiddle” schools (Hough, 2005, p. 10), that existed in districts that had not converted to the three-tier model. These K-8 schools only accounted for 7-9% of the school configurations containing adolescent students from the 1980s until the late 1990s, but provided the best indication of the natural progression of students unencumbered by a transition to middle school (NCES, 2011a).

Initially, researchers did not look at nationwide or statewide standardized student achievement as a dependent variable, primarily because national testing would not begin until the 1990s, and state standardized testing was not mandated until the passage of the NCLB Act. However, other student indicators such as grades, social-emotional well being, attendance, and public perceptions were explored in depth from the 1980s to the present. What follows is a brief summary of the findings of these studies in relation to the student indicators previously mentioned.

Grades/Grade Point Averages

In one of the first landmark studies concerning grades, Finkelstein (1913) concluded that “marks constitute[d] a very real and very strong inducement to work” and were “accepted [by students] as real and fairly exact measurements
A number of researchers observed in early studies that individual grades and overall GPA were far lower in middle schools than in elementary schools (Eccles et al., 1991; Simmons & Blyth, 1987). In examining the grading practices between the two types of schools, Eccles and Midgley (1989) observed that middle school teachers typically graded more rigorously than did their elementary counterparts. Given the middle school’s close association with the academic model of the high school, like the junior high schools that preceded them (Cuban, 1992)—a model that involves multiple teachers focused on individual subject matter and discipline, as opposed to the elementary model that typically involves one teacher who emphasizes the growth and formation of the whole child (Whitley, Lupart, & Beran, 2007)—the discrepancy between the two, and the resulting decline in student marks, should not have been surprising. However, the more stringent grading practices in the middle school, though perhaps more reflective of actual ability, did have a negative effect on academic self-perception (Murdock, Anderman, & Hodge, 2000), making students less optimistic about their future success in school. Anderman (2002) also observed that declining grades in the middle school were closely associated with student depression and an increase in discipline problems, two issues discussed later in this article.

When examining the actual differences in grades and overall GPA between middle schools and K-8 schools, the research is far less conclusive. Offenburg (2001) compared the grades of students in middle schools to the grades of students in K-8 schools in Philadelphia and established that grades in K-8 schools were significantly higher than grades in middle schools. Offenburg noted that the difference was, on average, one tenth of a letter grade higher per class (or 0.1 in terms of GPA). However, effect sizes were not reported, making it difficult to determine the relevance of these findings. In a similar study, Abella (2005) noted that sixth-grade students had higher GPAs in K-8 schools when compared to middle schools. However, the differences in GPA between the two school settings diminished over the course of 3 years, and by the time the cohort of sixth-grade students examined in the study had transitioned to high school, the increases were completely gone. Finally, in one of the most comprehensive studies comparing 6-8 to K-8 schools, Weiss and Kipnes (2006) examined longitudinal data in Philadelphia Public Schools from the mid 1990s and commented that no significant differences were present between the two school configurations with regard to average grades or course failures.

Overall, the sharp contrast that exists between elementary and middle schools in terms of grading practices and student grades was not as pronounced and definitive when examined between middle and K-8 schools. One possible explanation for these findings could be the fact that most K-8 schools offer a more departmentalized model of instruction beginning in the sixth grade, a model which essentially mirrors the one employed by middle schools, minus the effects of transition from one school to another (Becker, 1987; Brown, 2004; Wihry et al., 1992). Though grades and GPA have been shown to be an inconclusive differentiator in direct comparisons of K-8 to middle schools, other indicators of student success have yielded more stark comparisons.

Social-Emotional Well Being

In the late 19th century educational researchers and psychologists began advocating for educational reform that acknowledged and took into account the social-emotional well being of middle-grade students (Hall, 1905; NEA, 1894, 1899). Despite the fact that early proponents of junior high schools (and middle schools decades later) believed that that moving to a three-tier model would provide a school climate more conducive to the development of adolescents (Weiss & Kipnes, 2006) and act as a transitional bridge between elementary and high schools (Eichorn, 1966), little consideration was actually given to the social-emotional needs of these students in the organization of these new schools (MacIver & Epstein, 1993). Junior high and middle schools sprouted up across the country primarily as a result of shifting enrollments and overcrowding in elementary schools (Juvonen et al., 2004). Lacking a comprehensive and universally accepted reform model for adolescent education, which would not appear until 70 years after the first junior high school opened its doors, the newly established junior high and middle schools simply adopted the practices of high schools in regard to academic structure and discipline management (Cuban, 1992). Researchers following the middle school movement of the 1980s would focus the majority of their attention on the effects that mirroring middle schools after high schools would have on the social-emotional needs of adolescents (Elovitz, 2007).
In a study that pre-dated the Middle School Concept, Blyth, Simmons, and Bush (1978) observed that boys in junior high schools did not experience the same levels of growth in the self-esteem during the adolescent years that students in a K-8 school setting did, and that girls actually showed a decline. In a similar study 3 years later, Blyth et al. (1981) attributed significant differences in attitudes and behaviors between junior high school and K-8 students to the organizational structure of the school itself, namely, the presence or absence of younger students on the campus. In the years that followed Blyth et al.'s initial studies, numerous researchers would document lower levels of self-esteem among students in junior high schools, and later middle schools, when compared to students in K-8 schools (Anderman, 2002; Eccles et al., 1991; Reddy et al., 2003; Simmons & Blyth, 1987; Weiss & Kipnes, 2006).

In one of the more noteworthy early studies, Simmons and Blyth (1987) examined sixth- and seventh-grade students’ ability to adapt to developmental tasks in K-6 schools (followed by a transition to a junior high school) compared to K-8 schools. Though the focus of their study was adaptation in various academic settings, the researchers observed that student self-worth, which in this case was strongly associated the students’ perceptions of belonging to either the oldest or youngest cohort on a campus, was a significant factor. More specifically, students in cohorts that were at the bottom of a campus’ grade span configuration had significantly lower levels of self-esteem than students at higher levels, though effect sizes were not provided. Observing that the junior high schools provided a far more impersonal environment than K-8 schools, Simmons and Blyth (1987) commented that transitioning from a smaller elementary school to larger impersonal junior high school had “a negative impact on the early adolescent child” (p. 226). Later researchers (e.g., Cook et al., 2008) would also comment on the negative social-emotional effects of resetting sixth-grade students back to the bottom rung of the social ladder in the three-tier middle school model. Related to social stratification in adolescents, Anderman (2002) observed that students in K-8 schools felt a greater sense of belonging when compared to middle school students.

In one of the most comprehensive studies of middle school effectiveness, Weiss and Kipnes (2006), using comparative sampling and multilevel modeling, examined longitudinal data from Philadelphia Public Schools in relation to 6-8 and K-8 schools. The data, from the 1995-1996 school year, consisted of eight student success indicators: average grades, course failures, attendance, disciplinary incidents, student safety, student threats, student satisfaction, and student self-worth. Of the eight variables examined, only two variables exhibited a statistical difference. More specifically, the researchers observed that middle school students had significantly lower levels of self-esteem and perceived their school environment as significantly more threatening than students who attended K-8 schools, though effect sizes were not reported for either finding.

In regard to Weiss and Kipnes’s (2006) second observation pertaining to safety, Astor, Meyer, and Pitner (2001) also established that sixth graders in middle schools were much more likely than sixth graders in elementary schools to perceive multiple and specific threats in their school environments. Also, Anderman (2002) noted that students who attended middle schools were more likely than students in K-8 schools to report feeling victimized, or to perceive their school as being unsafe. Finally, Cook et al. (2008) stated that sixth-grade students in middle schools were twice as likely to be cited for discipline infractions as sixth graders in a K-6 school setting. In addition, they observed that middle school students continued to exhibit higher rates of discipline infractions through the ninth grade. However, whether or not this last observation was the result of an actual increase in negative student behavior, or just the result of more students being cited for misbehavior due to an organizational structure that emphasizes rigid discipline (like the high schools they essentially model) has not been determined (Whitley et al., 2007).

Of all of the nonstandardized academic indicators examined from the late 1980s to the present, the research pertaining to the social-emotional well being of adolescents offers the strongest, most well documented case against junior high and middle school configurations as being the most appropriate organizational structure for adolescent students. Students “are lost before the educators even realize they were there” (Bateman & Karr-Kidwell, 1995, p. 29) and do not feel like they have a support system at the institution level on which they can rely (Eccles & Midgley, 1989; Murdock et al., 2000; Seidman, Allen, Aber, Mitchell, & Feinman, 1994). The studies pertaining to the social-emotional well being of adolescents naturally raised questions associated with student levels of motivation and desire to attend school.
Attendance

Poor attendance and high drop-out rates among adolescents have been reported since the inception of junior high schools, and were among the primary reasons for the emergence of the middle school in the late 1960s (Juvonen et al., 2004). Coupled with increasing enrollments at elementary schools, demands for space at the elementary level necessitated the inclusion of sixth-grade students into the junior high school model (Alexander, 1984; Alexander & George, 1981). Though attendance was included as a factor in evaluating middle school effectiveness, primarily because of its association with student motivation, the research in which attendance rates between middle schools and K-8 schools were compared has not yielded a conclusive difference over time.

Researchers comparing attendance in middle schools to K-8 schools indicated a preference for the latter for instilling motivation in students to attend school. Alexander (1984) described higher attendance rates and more favorable attitudes toward school in seventh- and eighth-grade students in K-8 schools than in their counterparts in junior high school. Franklin and Glascock (1996) also observed higher attendance rates and lower incidents of expulsions and suspensions when comparing K-8 schools to middle schools. Finally, Abella (2005) examined student indicators in both settings and observed that students in K-8 schools had higher rates of attendance and fewer suspensions. However, in all of the studies mentioned above, statistical controls were not present in making comparisons between middle schools and K-8 schools, and effect sizes were not provided. Also, in the case of Abella, the study was based solely on a pilot program in Miami-Dade County which consisted of five K-8 schools, and no attempts were made to control for variables which could have had a far greater effect on attendance than grade span organizations (e.g., SES, school size).

In their rigorous comprehensive study of middle school effectiveness, Weiss and Kipnes (2006), using sound comparative methods, documented the lack of significant difference in attendance rates between middle schools and K-8 schools. Additionally, Offenburg’s (2001) study of middle school effectiveness, which included multiple measures of student success and controlled for SES and school size, detailed no statistical differences in regard to attendance or credits earned. When comparing the earlier studies, which lacked proper statistical modeling and controls, with later studies that were sounder in their design examining attendance as an indicator of middle school effectiveness has not demonstrated a decisive conclusion one way or another.

Perceptions of Adolescent School Settings

Adolescent students in the United States have a lower perception of their peer culture at school than students in most other nations around the world (Juvonen et al., 2004). Middle grade students report that their classmates are not “kind, helpful, [or] accepting” of each other and “do not enjoy one another’s company” (p. 56). Though the views expressed above were not limited to students enrolled in middle schools, the majority of adolescent students in the United States were in that configuration at the time of the survey (NCES, 2011a). Understanding the history of adolescent education in the United States, the connection between preference for school organization based on pragmatic factors, as opposed to research pertaining to the developmental needs of students, and resulting global student perceptions is easy to comprehend (Juvonen et al., 2004).

In one of the first studies pertaining to students’ perception of their school setting, Otto (1931) conducted a survey of student attitudes in relation to departmentalized teaching (common associated with the middle and high school model of instructional delivery) versus homeroom based teaching (where one teacher teaches his/her class in all subjects) (McPartland, Coldiron, & Braddock, 1987). In his findings, Otto concluded that students preferred departmentalized teaching when their teachers were easy and took into account their overall coursework load, and opposed it when their teachers were difficult and impersonal. As junior high and middle schools have evolved from the early 1900s, researchers have reported that students perceive their teachers in these settings as difficult and unsupportive (Anderman, 2002; Murdock et al., 2000; Seidman et al., 1994). In addition, since the advent of the NCLB Act, the academic rigor at the middle school level has only increased (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007; Schafer, 2010). Middle school students in the last 30 years have detailed numerous negative perceptions of their school environment including (a) infrequent contact with teachers, (b) unsupportive teachers, (c) receiving large and unmanageable quantities of work, and (d) being held to higher academic standards in middle schools as opposed to elementary configurations (including K-8 configurations) (Eccles & Midgley, 1989; Murdock et al., 2000; Seidman et al., 1994). Given the perceived emphasis on academic rigor that these observations seem to imply, it is interesting to note that middle school students were reporting that they were not being prepared to succeed in future academic endeavors (Bottoms & Timberlake,
In 2008, Bottoms and Timberlake conducted a survey of middle school students in Atlanta, and examined their perceptions related to academic preparedness. The results of that survey were that only 39% of middle school students believed they were not being prepared with the necessary reading skills for college preparatory high school courses. Additionally, 49% reported being unprepared in writing, 57% reported being unprepared in mathematics, and 60% reported being unprepared in science. In 1999, a TIMSS survey revealed that 86% of eighth-grade students in the United States indicated that they worked from worksheets or textbooks on their own almost always or pretty often during mathematics lessons, significantly higher than the international average of 59% (NCES, 1999). Though TIMSS results were not disaggregated by grade span configurations, in 2000 83% of all adolescent students were in either middle or junior high school configurations (NCES, 2011a).

From the point of view of parents, the K-8 school seems to be the clear favorite in terms of school structure. In numerous studies that have included perception surveys, parents have indicated that K-8 schools provide a stronger sense of community and improve the relationship between themselves and teachers than traditional middle schools (Herman, 2004; Pardini, 2002; Offenburg, 2001; Yakimowski & Connolly, 2001). In addition, parents have commented that the longer grade spans of K-8 schools provide their families a more uniform schooling experience (Pardini, 2002), and are typically closer to their homes, reducing travel to multiple schools (Herman, 2004; Mizell, 2005). Finally, Abella (2005) surveyed parents who had recently transitioned from traditional middle schools to K-8 schools as a part of Miami-Dade County Public Schools pilot program. In that survey, parents overwhelming preferred the K-8 structure to the traditional middle school model from which they had transferred. However, when the perceptual focus shifted from students and parents to school administrators, including administrators in K-8 schools, the overwhelming preference for K-8 schools was dramatically different.

In 2004, McEwin et al. conducted a national survey of K-8 and 6-8 administrators to determine which academic model they believed was most appropriate for adolescents. They observed that the majority of the administrators favored the middle school as "the best organizational structure for young adolescents" (p. 1). Only 16% of the 101 K-8 principals surveyed favored K-8 schools, whereas 84% favored the 5-8 or 6-8 configurations. The reasons they gave for their preference of the middle school model over the K-8 school setting included (a) the fact that the physical, intellectual, and social needs of adolescents were different from the needs of students in elementary grades, and a separate school structure is better suited to address them rather than trying to tackle them in a mixed elementary/middle K-8 school; (b) elementary and middle school teachers utilize different educational practices that are easier to foster and monitor a split two-tier model; and (c) the K-8 structure is less likely to help adolescent students prepare for the transition to high school. The perceptions of the surveyed administrators mirrored the concepts espoused by the Middle School Movement (NMSA, 2003), though it has been generally acknowledged that the majority of middle schools have not correctly implemented this model today, a topic discussed in detail later in this article (Elovitz, 2007; Lounsbury, 2009; Wormeli, 2006).

When perceptions are taken together as a whole, no clear grade span configuration emerges as the universal favorite. Certainly students and parents seemed to favor the K-8 school setting for reasons related to student support and community, whereas school administrators, including those administrators in charge of K-8 schools, believed that middle schools were the most appropriate setting for adolescents. As with the topics of grades/GPA and attendance, examining perceptions “does not provide definitive answers to the myriad possible questions about grade span, [and] the questions have never gone away” (Paglin & Fager, 1997, p. 1).

Student Achievement in The Middle Grades

Early researchers attempting to determine the effectiveness of middle schools seldom focused on standardized student achievement in relation to grade span organizations (Coladarci & Hancock, 2002; Hough, 2003; Klump, 2006; Renchler, 2002; Wihry et al., 1992). Hough (2003) noted that of the more than 3,700 studies pertaining to middle schools that had been published at that time, few researchers attempted to examine the connection between student achievement and grade span configurations, and the ones who did infrequently used statistically controlled variables (Klump, 2006). The primary reason for this early deficiency in the research lay in the fact that state standardized testing was not mandated until the passage of the NCLB Act. However, prior to the NCLB Act, standardized test results at the
national level indicated that middle grade students were not living up their potential in terms of academic achievement (Juvonen et al., 2004).

In 1990, the federal government began administering the NAEP to large samples of students in Grades 4, 8, and 12 (NCES, 2001b). Since its first administration in 1990, the NAEP has become the largest nationally representative and continuous assessment of student aptitude and progress in the United States (NCES, 2001b). Assessments given in the NAEP program are standardized and administered periodically in a variety of subjects, using essentially the same content from year to year, with only carefully documented changes (NCES, 2001b). Though NAEP results are not provided for individual students and schools, the assessments have come to represent general academic achievement and are included in the Department of Education’s National Report Card (NCES, 2001b).

Eighth grade results from the first administration of the NAEP were bleak. In 1990 only 15% of tested students obtained scores classifying them as proficient in mathematics, and in 1992 (the first year it was given), only 29% were proficient in reading (NCES, 2011c, 2011d). In the ensuing 10 years of the program, the majority of eighth-grade students taking the NAEP would fail to reach proficient levels of achievement in mathematics, reading, and science (Juvonen et al., 2004). In fact, in 1998 and 2000, only approximately one third of eighth-grade students attained proficiency in mathematics (26%), reading (32%), and science (32%) (NCES, 2009, 2011c, 2011d). The disparity between academic expectations and actual student results was even more pronounced when examining results by minority groups (Beaton et al., 1996; Juvonen et al., 2004; Schmidt, McKnight, Jakwerth, Cogan, & Houang, 1999). Results from the 1998 and 2000 NAEP administrations referenced above indicated that African American and Hispanic populations failed to reach higher than 15% proficient as a group on any subject area tested (Juvonen et al., 2004).

Five years after the federal government launched the NAEP program, the TIMSS program began with the purpose of comparing fourth- and eighth-grade student achievement in mathematics and science around the world (NCES, 1999). Unlike the NAEP, which was designed to measure academic progress against standards set by the NAGB of the United States, assessments given under the TIMSS program used a framework designed by multiple content experts, education professionals, and measurement specialists from countries around the world (NCES, 1999). After two administrations of the TIMSS, with participants in 34 countries, it was becoming apparent that eighth-grade students in the United States were not only deficient in meeting proficiency standards set by the nation, but were falling significantly behind on the international level as well (NCES, 1999).

In 1999, eighth grade results on the TIMSS assessments in mathematics were only slightly above the average international scale score of 500 (with a mean scale score of 502), ranking the United States 19th out of the 34 participating countries (NCES, 1999). In addition, 14 other countries scored significantly higher than the United States in mathematics including Singapore, Korea, China, Japan, Hungary, Canada, Russia, and Australia. On the science assessments, the results were only slightly better. As with mathematics, eighth-grade students scored only slightly above the average international scale score of 500 (with a mean scale score of 515), ranking the United States 18th (NCES, 1999). In addition, 14 other countries scored significantly higher than the United States in science, including many of the same countries that had scored higher in mathematics.

In 2000, the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) began an additional standardized testing program at the international level to compare 15-year-old students (the point where most students internationally are near the end of compulsory education) in various countries in the areas of mathematics, reading, and science (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OCED], 2003). The United States, together with 43 other countries, participated in the new assessment program and administered tests to a national sample of students. The results from the assessments revealed that the United States, though third among participating countries in per capita gross domestic product, had below average mean scores in mathematics (ranked 20th) and science (ranked 15th), and only slightly above average mean scores in reading (ranked 16th) (OCED, 2003). Though the assessments were given to 15-year-old students (typically during their sophomore year in high school), critics of the scores were quick to point out that academic achievement in the United States began declining sharply during the adolescent years (Juvonen et al., 2004).

This lack of academic proficiency in the middle grades is the crux of the grade span configuration debate (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007). Even prior to the advent of the NCLB Act, the middle grades were identified as the turning point in a
student’s career where academic achievement sharply declined (Bateman & Karr-Kidwell, 1995; Tucker & Codding, 1998). Given the fact that, in 2000, 53% of middle grades students were in a 6-8 school configuration, and 83% were in middle and junior high school configurations combined, the grade span configurations of these schools were targeted as the culprit (Bateman & Karr-Kidwell, 1995; NCES, 2011a; Tucker & Codding, 1998). Bateman and Karr-Kidwell (1995) declared middle schools a “floundering ground” (p. 29), and Tucker and Codding (1998) of the National Center on Education and the Economy called them “the wasteland of our primary and secondary landscape” (p. 153). The abysmal performance of middle grades students also raised questions about the middle school movement and the Middle School Concept of the 1980s, and what it had actually accomplished in the 20 years since its inception.

Student Achievement and the Middle School Concept

Despite the best efforts of the middle school movement, and the comprehensive volume of best practices that resulted from it, middle schools continued to struggle to produce adequate academic results for their students, leading to the perception that they were a dead zone between elementary and high school education (Tucker & Codding, 1998). According to advocates of the Middle School Concept, the root cause of the disconnect between theory and results lay in implementation (Lounsbury, 2009). By the time the principles of the Middle School Concept were fully flushed out in the 1980s, middle schools had already been in operation for 20 years. Despite early optimism in the 1960s that the newly configured middle schools would address the unique academic needs of adolescents (Alexander & Williams, 1965; Gruhn & Douglass, 1956), the reality was that from the 1960s to the 1980s middle schools had accomplished very little in terms of changing the educational practices that had dominated the junior high schools that preceded them (Calhoun, 1983).

Despite the prominence of the middle school movement, the lack of a federal or state mandate for the reforms the movement proposed meant that adoption was voluntary (Lounsbury, 2009). As a result, the recommended instructional practices and organizational changes were slow to catch on, and, as some authors have argued, have only recently been implemented in earnest (Elovitz, 2007; Lounsbury, 2009). As Lounsbury (2009) noted, critics of middle schools often failed to differentiate between middle schools and the Middle School Concept, assuming that all middle schools were “operating in ways that reflected the advocacy of its proponents” (p. 2). As a result, critics were more likely to blame the organizational structure of the schools, as opposed to the individual instructional practices of each school, as the cause of poor student performance (Midgley, 1993; Cuban, 1992; Juvonen et al., 2004).

Research into Student Achievement and Grade Span Configurations Pre-NCLB

In one of the first great studies in which academic achievement and grade span organizations were examined, Becker (1987), representing the Center for Research on Elementary and Middle Schools at Johns Hopkins University, studied the impact of organizational patterns on sixth-grade student achievement. Using a random sample of 8,000 students (out of approximately 30,000) in 330 schools in Pennsylvania, he compared K-6 schools to 6-8 schools using results from the Pennsylvania Education Quality Assessment (EQA). To control for SES, Becker used a “background index” score which included SES, race, and “residential instability” (p. 8) as a control element. This index score essentially represented wealth, with higher scores denoting greater affluence than lower scores. In addition, he examined schools’ instructional practices, levels of departmentalization, and ability grouping practices as sub-categories of their grade span configurations.

In his multivariate analysis of sixth-grade achievement on Pennsylvania’s EQA, Becker (1987) documented a significant difference in achievement scores in the five subject areas tested favoring the K-6 elementary schools. However, Becker observed that the advantage of the elementary configuration decreased as students’ wealth index scores increased. More specifically, sixth-grade students with low wealth index scores performed much better in the elementary setting than in the middle school setting. However, sixth-grade students with high wealth index scores actually performed slightly better in the middle school setting. Students with wealth index scores that were somewhere in the middle showed better results in the elementary setting, though the gains were only about one half as a great as students with low wealth index scores. Effect sizes for the significant differences between grade spans were not established, making it difficult to determine the relevance of these findings. Finally, Becker observed that between-class ability grouping worked well for students who had high wealth index scores, whereas within-class ability grouping was preferable for students with low wealth index scores.
In 1992, Wihry et al. examined four grade span classifications in relation to eighth grade performance on the Maine Educational Assessment, an assessment in which student proficiency in mathematics, reading, science, social studies, writing, and humanities is assessed. Wihry et al. classified 163 schools based on their grade span configurations into elementary, middle, junior high, and junior/senior high schools categories. In conducting their analysis, the researchers controlled for SES, teachers’ salaries, instructional expenditures, per-pupil expenditures, school size, pupil-staff ratio, post-baccalaureate education, and average teacher experience. Using a multiple regression, Wihry et al. (1992) observed that SES and average teacher experience were two large predictors of eighth-grade student achievement, whereas school size and pupil staff ratio were not statistically significant predictors.

In regard to academic achievement, Wihry et al. (1992) determined that the grade span configuration of the school influenced eighth-grade student achievement, even after SES and various school and teacher attributes were taken into account. More specifically, eighth-grade student achievement was better in the elementary school setting across the board, and significantly better when compared to the junior high and junior/senior high school categories. Wihry et al. (1992) concluded that the elementary setting appeared to be the most favorable location for eighth-grade students in Maine, resulting in achievement advantages ranging from one third to a full standard deviation over other grade span configurations. However, similar to Becker (1987), effect sizes were not reported.

Four years later, Franklin and Glascock (1996) examined the effects of grade span configurations on student performance in rural schools across Louisiana. Using several different state and national tests, the researchers controlled for SES and school size. In addition, Franklin and Glascock used a student persistence index as an additional control for each school by grade. Student persistence was defined by the researchers as “those activities that indicate the holding power of a school … [such as] attendance, suspensions, expulsions, and dropouts” (p. 10). In their analysis, Franklin and Glascock stated that students in grades six and seven in elementary configurations (K-6, K-7, and K-12) showed significantly higher achievement results on three separate academic assessments in reading and mathematics than students in middle or junior high schools (6-8 and 7-9). Effect sizes, however, were not reported.

In Connecticut, Tucker and Andrada (1997) analyzed the academic achievement of sixth graders in K-6, 6-8, and K-8 settings using the Connecticut Mastery Test. No controls were implemented to account for independent variables such as SES or school size. Using a multivariate analysis of covariance, the researchers established that students who were at the upper end of an elementary grade span configuration (e.g., sixth graders in a K-6 setting) performed better than did students in the lower grades of a secondary configuration (e.g., sixth graders in a 6-8 setting). Reported effect sizes were extremely small ($d < 0.09$ in all cases where findings were statistically significant) (Cohen, 1988). Based on the performance of certain Title I schools in their study, Tucker and Andrada concluded that schools that expected to be held accountable for student results (as the Title 1 schools in their pre-NCLB study were) produced better student results than those schools that were not held accountable.

Finally, in the one of the last significant pre-NCLB studies of grade span configurations, Offenberg (2001) examined eighth-grade student achievement between middle schools and K-8 schools using the students’ ninth grade achievement data the year following their promotion to high school. The study involved 42 middle schools and 43 K-8 schools and controlled for SES and school size. In his findings, Offenburg stated that students from the K-8 schools had statistically significantly higher levels of achievement in mathematics, reading, and science on the Stanford Achievement Test, Version 9 (SAT9), than did students from middle schools. However, effect sizes were not provided.

Though most all of the early researchers examining the relationship between grade span configurations and academic achievement seemed to favor elementary or K-8 school configurations, the non-reporting of effect sizes in most all of these studies, a trend in educational research at the time (Hough, 2003), makes it difficult to determine the extent of the findings. In the one case where effect sizes were reported, the magnitude of the difference was so small as to be insignificant (Tucker & Andrada, 1997). Delineated in Table 1 the results of the research into student achievement and grade span configurations prior to the NCLB Act of 2001.
Table 1. Summary of Research into Student Achievement and Grade Span Configurations Prior to the NCLB Act of 2001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Controlled Variables</th>
<th>Significant Findings</th>
<th>Setting Favored</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Becker (1987)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>K-6</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wihry et al. (1992)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>K-8</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin &amp; Glascock (1996)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>K-6, K-7, K-8</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker &amp; Andrada (1997)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>K-6, K-8</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offenburg (2001)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>K-8</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the accountability movement would come to full fruition following the NCLB Act, researchers and policy makers would call for more sound research into this area to determine which grade span configuration, if any, would be the most optimal for adolescent achievement (Hough, 2003).

No Child Left Behind

The NCLB Act of 2001, Public Law 107-110, was signed into law on January 8, 2002 as an amendment to and reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) (U.S. Department of Education). One of the NCLB Act’s four main goals was the assessment of all students using standardized instruments for the purpose of holding schools, districts, and states accountable for progress and for closing the achievement gap (U.S. Department of Education, 2004). The mandated testing of all students and public reporting of those results (disaggregated by various subpopulations) thrust the spotlight of accountability onto districts and schools across the nation. As a result, an incredible amount of emphasis was placed on test scores, and the desire to perform well on those assessments crept into the day-to-day activities of teachers and students (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007).

Suddenly, deficiencies in adolescent academic performance, which had been identified a decade prior to the NCLB Act, were a crisis that needed immediate remedy (Schafer, 2010). Reformers seeking a cure turned to research examining student achievement in regard to grade span configurations and located very few studies in which a statistical approach was employed to the issue that controlled for variables documented to play a large role in student achievement (e.g., SES, student mobility) (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007; Cook et al., 2008; Schafer, 2010). However, since the passage of the NCLB Act, new studies have emerged, comprised mostly of doctoral dissertations in which standardized state assessment data were analyzed in attempts to determine the effect of grade span configurations on academic achievement. These studies are examined in the following section.

Research Pertaining To Student Achievement And Grade Span Configurations Post-NCLB

In 2002, Connolly, Yakimowski-Srebnick, and Russo examined 2,871 students from Baltimore in grade span configurations of 6-8 and K-8. In regard to sixth-grade students, they determined that the K-8 setting had statistically significantly higher performance on standardized tests in the areas of mathematics, reading, and writing than did students in the 6-8 settings. However, effect sizes were not reported, making it difficult to determine the importance of their findings.

Four years later, Collins (2006), in a doctoral dissertation completed at East Carolina University, examined sixth-grade achievement scores in North Carolina schools, using the North Carolina End-of-Grade assessment as the instrument. Comparing 60 schools over 3 years, Collins compared the differences in mean reading and mathematics achievement scores for students in 6-8 middle schools compared to K-8 schools using a series of t-tests. Results were additionally disaggregated by four subgroups: Black, White, male, and female. In his findings, Collins reported that students in 6-8 middle schools who made a transition at the sixth-grade level showed statistically significantly lower mean reading and mathematics scores than did students who remained in a K-8 school. He also established that overall academic achievement was generally higher for all grade levels in a K-8 setting when compared to the 6-8 setting. However, differences in mean scale scores for the four subgroups examined did not consistently show statistical significance between school settings over time. For 2 of the 3 years, the data showed no statistically significant difference for any of the subgroups based on the configuration of the school they attended. Collins did not report any effect sizes for his significant findings, and did not attempt to control for any student variables in his study.
In the most comprehensive study on grade span configurations to date, Byrnes and Ruby (2007) compared student achievement between preexisting K-8 schools, emerging K-8 schools, and the 6-8 middle schools in Philadelphia. Examining longitudinal data over 5 years in 95 schools (involving 40,883 eighth-grade students), the researchers employed multilevel and hierarchical linear statistical models and controlled for the following variables: prior achievement, cohorting, teacher attendance, certification, average teacher experience, student-teacher ratios, average grade size, and region. Using the SAT9 as the instrument, and focusing on eighth-grade students, Byrnes and Ruby noted that the more established K-8 schools demonstrated higher levels of achievement than did middle schools. More specifically, normal curve equivalents in both mathematics and reading on the SAT9 were significantly higher in preexisting K-8 schools than in middle schools. Effect sizes, however, were small ($d = 0.19$ for mathematics and $d = 0.11$ for reading) (Cohen, 1988). In addition, the researchers ascertained that students at emerging K-8 schools had lower levels of achievement when compared to middle school students who were taught by less experienced teachers. Byrnes and Ruby speculated that emerging K-8 schools might require time in order for an instructional environment supporting best practices to flourish.

Byrnes and Ruby (2007) drew several stark conclusions from their research. Emphasizing the low effect sizes, and the fact that their models accounted for less than one half of the between-student variation in achievement, the researchers concluded that the K-8 school setting did not represent a “silver bullet” for raising adolescent achievement, and questioned whether or not the resources required to convert existing middle schools to the K-8 configuration was truly worthwhile (p. 132). Noting that a good deal of the unaccounted for variance resided in factors such as parental involvement and home environment (factors that schools and school administrators could not reasonably address) the researchers questioned the accountability movement in general, stating that "linking ... a school’s annual performance to [a] reward and punishment system might be the wrong method for reaching the right goals” (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007, p. 133).

In her dissertation from Fayetteville State University, Sanders-Smith (2009), similar to Collins 3 years before her, examined results on the North Carolina End-of-Grade assessment in 108 schools (81 middle schools and 27 K-8 schools) for the 2004-2005, 2005-2006, and 2006-2007 school years. Sanders-Smith compared results between middle and K-8 schools for all 3 years using a series of $t$-tests and reported no statistically significant differences in terms of academic achievement. However, one major drawback of the study was the fact that, although SES was identified in the methodology section as a well documented indicator of student success, no attempt was made to control for this variable in comparing schools (Sanders-Smith, 2009).

Watson (2009), in a doctoral dissertation completed at the University of Montana, examined student achievement between intermediate (5-8, 6-8, 7-8, or 7-9 grade configurations), elemiddle (schools containing both primary and middle grades—a definition that differs from Hough’s [2005] definition used in this study), and K-8 schools using the Montana Comprehensive Assessment System, Phase Two, a criterion referenced test. Test data were gathered from the 2004-2005 school year, and involved 11,690 students from 58 K-8 schools, 156 elemiddle schools, and 57 intermediate schools. Accounting for SES and school size, Watson used a factorial analysis of variance to compare student performance between schools and determined that grade span configuration did not play a statistically significant role in achievement results.

In her doctoral dissertation out of the University of Maryland, Fink (2010) analyzed the effect of grade span configuration between middle and K-8 schools in relation to student achievement and attendance. Using a multilevel statistical approach, which accounted for ethnicity and SES, Fink stated that scores on the Maryland State Assessment were statistically significantly higher for sixth-grade students in reading and mathematics in a K-8 school setting. For Grades 7 and 8, however, statistically significant differences were not reported. Though Fink noted that results were only slightly better in K-8 schools, effect sizes were not given.

Finally, in her doctoral dissertation, completed at the University of Central Florida, Schafer (2010) analyzed the achievement results of sixth-grade students on the 2009 Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test. Controlling for SES, results were compared between K-6, K-8, and 6-8 school configurations. In both mathematics and reading, the K-6 school configuration had statistically significantly higher scores over 6-8 schools, with mixed results between K-6 and K-8, and K-8 and 6-8 schools. However, Schafer did not report effect sizes for any of the comparisons made, making it difficult to determine the practical importance of her findings.
When analyzed collectively, research about the effects of grade span configuration on student achievement conducted after the passage of the NCLB Act has not pointed to an optimal organizational structure (Elovitz, 2007). In addition, the post-NCLB research, consisting mostly of doctoral dissertations in education colleges across the country, has been plagued by inconsistent research practices (e.g., the lack of controlling for student variables known to play a significant role in student achievement and the non-reporting of effect sizes). Summarized in Table 2 are the results of the research into student achievement and grade span configurations after the passage of the NCLB Act of 2001.

Table 2. Summary of Research into Student Achievement and Grade Span Configurations After the Passage of the NCLB Act of 2001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Controlled Variables</th>
<th>Significant Findings</th>
<th>Setting Favored</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connolly et al. (2002)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>K-8</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins (2006)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>K-8</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byrnes &amp; Ruby (2007)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>K-8</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanders-Smith (2009)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>K-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson (2009)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fink (2010)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>K-8</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schafer (2010)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>K-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Middle School Achievement Post-NCLB

Though the age of accountability forced states, districts, and schools to go under the microscope of public scrutiny in terms of academic achievement, adolescent students continued to languish in regard to overall academic performance. Ten years after the NCLB Act was passed by Congress, results on the NAEP were somewhat better than in 2000, but still far below the desired levels sought in the NCLB legislation. More specifically, in 2011, only 35% of eighth graders scored in the proficient category on the mathematics assessment (up 9% from 2000) (NCES, 2001c) and only 34% scored in that same category on the reading assessment (up 2% from 1998) (NCES, 2001d). In addition, only 30% of eighth graders were proficient on the science assessment administered in 1998 (down 2% from 2000) (NCES, 2009). Although the results detailed above were specifically for the 2009 and 2011 NAEP administrations, overall results in mathematics and reading between 1998 and 2009 were similar (NCES, 2009, 2001c, 2001d). Internationally, achievement trends were not much better.

In 2007, 47 countries participated on the TIMSS assessments in mathematics and science (NCES, 2007). Similar to results 8 years earlier, eighth-grade students in the United States scored only slightly above the international average in mathematics (with a mean scale score of 508, an increase of six points from 1999) (NCES, 2007). Though scaled scores were only slightly better than in previous administrations, the United States’ overall rank had improved from 19th to 9th, indicating that other nations had slipped in terms of overall achievement (NCES, 2007). However, of the five countries that scored significantly higher than the United States in 2007 (all of them located in Asia), all had higher average scale scores than the top performing country in 1999, indicating that the achievement gap between the highest performing countries and the lowest performing countries was expanding dramatically (NCES, 2007).

On the TIMSS’s science assessments, the United States improved from an average scale score of 515 (in 1999) to 520 (in 2007), ranking 11th out of the 47 participating countries (an increase from 18th 8 years earlier) (NCES, 2007). However, unlike results in mathematics, of the 10 countries that ranked higher than the United States in science—all performing significantly better—one had broadened the achievement gap (NCES, 2007). In 2009, 65 countries participated in the international PISA assessment program (up from 41 countries in 2000) (OECD, 2010). Since the 2000 administration, the United States had not made any progress in closing the gap among the other participating countries. Results were that in mathematics scaled scores had declined six points since 2000, placing the United States 31st (OCED, 2010). In addition, scores in reading and science were only slightly above average, ranking the United States 16th and 23rd, respectively (OCED, 2010). Although the results detailed above were from the 2009 administration of the PISA, scores from the 2003 and 2006 administrations were similar in terms of progress and overall global rank (OCED, 2010).

Public criticisms against middle schools began after initial NAEP and TIMSS results were reported in the 1990s. Tucking and Codding (1998) summed up the sentiments of many at the time when they exclaimed that “caught between the warmth of a good elementary school and the academic seriousness of a good high school, middle school students...
often get the least of both and the best of neither” (p. 153). However, after the advent of the NCLB Act and subsequent NAEP, TIMSS, and PISA results, criticisms of the middle school configuration escalated sharply. In 2007, Gaudet, a senior policy analyst at the Donahue Institute at the University of Massachusetts declared that “middle schools [were] the great disaster of the education system” (Jonas, 2007, p. E1). Others called middle schools the Bermuda Triangle of education (Juvonen et al., 2004), and the weak link in the public education system (Lounsbury, 2009). Yecke (2006), the former Chancellor of K-12 Public Schools for the Florida Department of Education, declared that “U.S. middle schools are where student academic achievement goes to die” (p. 20).

However, in addition to the limited and inconclusive post-NCLB studies pertaining to academic achievement and grade span configurations, it should be noted that the NAEP, TIMSS, and PISA assessments have never disaggregated results by school or grade span configuration (NCES, 2007, 2009, 2011c, 2011d; OCED, 2010). As a result, the majority of the criticisms leveled against middle schools in terms of academic achievement have been based on nothing more than guilt by association—given the fact that the majority of adolescent students happen to be in either middle or junior high school configurations at the time results were reported (Coladarci & Hancock, 2002; Elovitz, 2007; Hough, 2003; NCES, 2011a; Renchler, 2002; Weiss & Kipnes, 2006). Despite this fact, a perfect storm comprised of public criticism, poor academic performance across the board, and previous research establishing deficiencies in middle schools in regard to various social-emotion factors would lead to drastic action at state and local levels in an attempt to remedy the situation.

The K-8 School Reform Movement

The growing criticisms against middle schools, together with national and international assessment data and previous research into the social-emotional well being of middle school students, would eventually lead to a massive school reform movement seeking to make the K-8 school configuration the dominant setting for adolescent education. In several ways, the K-8 school setting had not gone away. As well as accounting for roughly 11% of the school configurations that contain adolescent students prior to the reform movement (NCES, 2011a), the K-8 school configuration has also remained a popular choice among private and parochial schools, as well as having a strong presence in several European countries (Herman, 2004). From 2000 to the present, states such as Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Tennessee, Oklahoma, Maryland, and New York began reorganizing a number of their middle schools into K-8 schools (Hough, 2005; Pardini, 2002; Reising, 2002). In addition to state-wide movements, a large number of public school districts in Cincinnati, Cleveland, Philadelphia, and Baltimore began undertaking massive conversions of their middle schools to the K-8 configuration (Pardini, 2002).

In spite of the rapid embrace of the K-8 school setting, many researchers were quick to point out that these school conversions were being undertaken without a sound research base, and that studies concerning academic achievement and grade span configurations had not produced a “silver bullet” for addressing the performance woes of middle grade students (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007, p. 132; Cook et al., 2008; Weiss & Kipnes, 2006; Wihry et al., 1992). Byrnes and Ruby (2007) observed further:

While the existing research has been clear on what the advantages of K–8 schools over middle schools are and for what reasons they may exist, the actual amount of research that has been done is quite small considering how widely the policy of K–8 conversion is being adopted across the United States. (p. 107)

In many ways, the most recent research in which academic achievement has been compared between middle and K-8 schools has been an attempt to provide justification for a reform movement that has already taken place (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007; Fink, 2010). In an attempt to provide a clear understanding of the connection between academic achievement and grade span configurations, researchers have continued to call for additional studies (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007; Coladarci & Hancock, 2002; Combs et al., 2011; Cook et al., 2008; Educational Research Service, 2004; Hough, 2003; Klump, 2006; Renchler, 2002; Viadero, 2008).

Theoretical Frameworks

During the course of the grade span debate, two theoretical frameworks have been utilized. More specifically, school transition and instructional environment have been consistently used by policy-makers, researchers, and reformers to frame aspects of adolescent education pertaining to grade span configurations. Transitions are the changes students make when changing from grade to grade, teacher to teacher, and, for the purposes of this study, school to school (Anderman & Midgley, 1997). Instructional environment, on the other hand, seeks to classify grade span configurations in relation to their ability to produce the most conducive setting for fostering and sustaining best
practices in instructional delivery (McPartland et al., 1987).

Since the early 1900s, these two frameworks have served as the focal point for almost every researcher seeking to answer questions about the effectiveness of various grade span configurations, and the twin lenses through which all results have been discussed. Additionally, though both frameworks have remained constant in definition and understanding, their implications in relation to the debate surrounding middle schools have changed drastically over the course of time, representing a near 180 degree shift in perception for both frameworks. In the late 1800s, school transition was seen as the vehicle for providing students better opportunities in education, serving as a preparatory stepping stone to high school (Bedard & Do, 2005; Eichorn, 1966). Since that time, school transitions have come to represent the root cause for most of the negative outcomes associated with grade span research (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007). In similar fashion, proponents for the creation of junior high schools in the early 1900s, and middle schools 60 years later, would cite the grade span configurations of these schools as being the most optimal for producing an instructional environment in which the unique needs of adolescent students could be addressed (Epstein & Mâclver, 1990; Hough, 2005; Lee & Smith, 1993; Midgley, 1993; Offenberg, 2001). However, researchers have indicated that just the opposite might be true (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007; Coladarci & Hancock, 2002; Hough, 2005; Offenberg, 2001; Yakimowski & Connolly, 2001). Both frameworks are discussed in more detail in the next section.

**SCHOOL TRANSITION**

Since the early 1900s, school transition has played a major role in the grade span configuration debate. In fact, grade span configurations have always been “inextricably linked” to school transitions “because grade spans dictate to a large degree when children will move between schools” (Burkam et al., 2007, p. 290). Although transitions occur within schools as students move from grade to grade and teacher and teacher, students face the most transitional effects when they move from school to school (Anderman & Midgley, 1997). These transitional effects include adjusting to new environments, buildings, faculties, routines, schedules, and instructional configurations (Combs et al., 2011). Although schedule changes and shifts in instructional configurations have been more commonly associated with transitions between the major tiers of the public education system (e.g., from elementary to middle school or from middle school to high school), these changes are present to a lesser degree when dealing with transitions within tiers (e.g., changing elementary schools).

From the early 1900s to the late 1970s, transitioning to a junior high or middle school was seen as a benefit to the student in their overall progression through the schooling system—preparing them for the rigors of high school (Bedard & Do, 2005; Eichorn, 1966). However, in the late 1970s, prior to the middle school movement, Feld et al. (1979) suggested that transitioning to new schools might not be entirely beneficial for students, and commented that early adolescent students experienced so much change that they could benefit from a secure, familiar school setting. Eight years later, Simmons and Blyth (1987) pointed out that middle grade students had to undergo two major transitions in their adolescent years: puberty and a change in schools. They suggested that if students only had to deal with one of those transitions, namely puberty, by remaining in a single school setting through their adolescent years, the reduced stress could lead to higher levels of student achievement, motivation, and self-esteem.

In the last two decades, numerous researchers studying various social-emotional aspects of grade span configurations would come to associate the negative outcomes they observed (such as lower self-esteem and increased behavioral problems) with school transition (Anderman & Midgley, 1997; Arcia, 2007; Bergquist et al., 2004; Cook et al., 2008; Cromwell, 1999; Kennedy, 1993; Malaspina & Rimm-Kaufman, 2008; Mendez & Knoff, 2003; Simmons et al., 1991; Weiss & Kipnes, 2006). In addition, researchers observed that negative social-emotional trends were more pronounced when students shifted from being the oldest members of their school community to being the youngest members, a common occurrence when elementary students transition to a middle school (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007). Reported declines in student confidence, leadership capabilities, and overall maturity levels would be tied back to the phenomena of social stratification, a by-product of school transition (Coladarci & Hancock, 2002; Herman, 2004; Simmons & Blyth, 1987; Yakimowski & Connolly, 2001).

In 2007, Whitley et al. stated that student transitions have “long been associated with a decline in academic performance” (p. 650). However, researchers examining academic achievement in relation to grade span configurations have yet to produce such a clear conclusion. Over time numerous researchers have hypothesized that declining
achievement in the middle grades could be traced to school transition (Alspaugh & Harting, 1995; Alspaugh, 1998; Byrnes & Ruby, 2007; Mizell, 2005); however, researchers have not firmly established that academic progress significantly differs between students who have undergone a school change during their adolescent years versus those students who have not undergone such a school change. In other words, declining academic achievement among adolescents has not been isolated to middle schools with any degree of certainty (where students typically make their first transition from elementary to middle school). As criticisms against middle schools have increased in light of unacceptable student progress on national and international assessments, proponents of the K-8 school reform movement began to cite the school transition framework as the foundation for their reform policies. In 2002, Byrd-Bennett, the CEO of Cleveland Schools, a district embarking on a massive K-8 reform program, remarked:

Here we were, taking children at 10—at their most delicate—and ripping them from a stable school environment. Then we put them in a new school where they had to move from class to class, learning to deal with a series of other adults while they were still learning to deal with each other. (Pardini, 2002, p. 6)

### Instructional Environment

The instructional environment of a school encompasses a large number of school characteristics and processes such as departmentalization, climate, curriculum, class size, grading practices, homework policies, teaching styles, and emphasis on testing and assessment (Wihry et al., 1992). McPartland et al. (1987), using national and state data, noted that grade span configurations play a large role in determining staffing, scheduling, and student grouping practices of a school. Summing up the primary differences in instructional practices between elementary and secondary schools across the country they observed:

Elementary grades are much more likely to assign teachers to self-contained classes with heterogeneous student enrollments, in which within-class ability grouping is used to focus instruction in reading and sometimes in math to match individual student differences. At the other end of the continuum, secondary students are usually in departmentalized schools that establish separate tracks and/or classes in which enrollment is determined by students’ measured academic performance, and in which between-class groupings usually remain static for the entire school term or school year. (p. 26)

Conceptually, middle schools should fall somewhere in the middle of this spectrum. In practice, however, middle schools have always been more closely aligned with high schools in organizational structure and instructional practice. They typically employ a school day that is segmented into several subject-specific periods, with teachers specializing in academic subject areas (Weiss & Kipnes, 2006). As a result, middle school teachers typically see many students every day for a short period of time, a structure that does not allow for much individualized student attention or personal student-teacher relationships (Weiss & Kipnes, 2006).

One of the key assumptions of the Middle School Concept was the belief that the grade span configuration of the middle school was ideal to foster an instructional environment that could better support team teaching, mixed level classrooms, and small learning communities (Epstein & Maclver, 1990; Hough, 2005; Lee & Smith, 1993; Midgley, 1993; Offenberg, 2001). However, 20 years after the rise of the middle school, researchers (e.g., Lounsbury, 2009; Wormeli, 2006) have indicated that the majority of middle schools across the nation had failed to institute many of these strategies. Lounsbury (2009) noted that even though middle schools were able to foster an instructional environment conducive to best practices, most instructional leaders at those schools had simply not chosen to do so. However, advocates of the middle school movement were quick to point out that in cases where middle schools had embraced the model, students flourished (Felner et al., 1997).

In response, policy makers began making the argument that the instructional environment the Middle School Concept espoused was not better suited to one particular grade span or another, but, rather, was indicative of an instructional climate that could be implemented in any school configuration (Wihry et al., 1992). Proponents of the Middle School Concept essentially agreed with this assertion in the 2000s, claiming that documented successes in K-8 school configurations were simply the result of those schools employing Middle School Concept recommendations (Borman, Hewes, Overman, & Brown, 2003; Wormeli, 2006). With the admission that academic and social-emotional success was more a product of sound instructional practices, as opposed to grade span configurations, the theoretical claim made by the middle school movement that middle schools were better suited to support those practices was questioned. In the 1990s, little evidence was available on whether or not the grade span configuration of a school made it more susceptible to fostering a particular instructional environment (Wihry et al., 1992). However, since the passage of the NCLB Act, and spurred further along by the K-8 school reform movement, a small number of studies have been...
introduced that reinforce the idea that the K-8 school setting may be, in fact, more conducive to an instructional environment that supports best practices—a complete reversal of the initial claims of the middle school movement.

Researchers examining the staffing practices of middle schools observed that they were plagued by lower rates of retention, less experience, and lower rates of certification than at the elementary and high school levels (Jackson & Davis, 2000; McEwin et al., 1996; National Forum to Accelerate Middle Grades Reform, 2002). Though comparisons were not made between K-8 and middle schools, Erb (2006) noted that the problems associated with staffing at the middle school level negatively impacted their ability to foster a positive instructional environment. In addition, data related to school size detail that K-8 schools typically have fewer students in each grade-level than do middle schools (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007). After numerous researchers confirmed that strategies such as team teaching, professional learning communities, and mixed level classrooms were more commonly present in the K-8 school setting than in the middle school setting, researchers speculated that the smaller grade cohorts observed in K-8 schools were more conducive to such practices (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007; Coladarci & Hancock, 2002; Hough, 2005; Offenberg, 2001; Yakimowski & Connolly, 2001). Although more research needs to be conducted, early findings in relation to instructional environment seem to indicate that the organizational structure of the K-8 school is better suited to support the best practices put forward by the Middle School Concept. Because determining which instructional practices are being used by any given school in a large scale empirical study can be extremely difficult, academic achievement has become the surrogate indicator for a sound instructional environment (Byrnes & Ruby, 2007).

SUMMARY

The history of grade span configurations pertaining to adolescent students has been characterized as the “the longest-running debate in middle level educational research” (Maclver & Epstein, 1993, p. 520), and the “most extensive educational reform movement in the United States” (Lounsbury, 1991, p. 68). From the establishment of the first junior high school in the early 1900s to the reorganization of middle schools into K-8 schools in the 2000s, policy decisions pertaining to school organization appear to have been formulated more in regard to pragmatic and structural considerations than sound research. Even though negative outcomes related to various social-emotional variables have been firmly linked to middle schools in the body of research, the connection between middle schools and poor academic performance has yet to be established with any degree of certainty. What has been undeniable is the fact that adolescent students are not meeting society’s academic expectations. Moreover, middle schools have taken the brunt of the criticism for results that reinforce that conclusion. In addition, the body of research pertaining to grade span configurations and their effect on academic performance is limited and riddled with inconsistent and flawed research practices. Finally, the history of grade span configurations in relation to adolescent education has seen the rise of two major reform movements (i.e., the initial conversion of K-8 schools in the early 1900s to junior high schools [and then to middle schools by the 1980s] and the K-8 School Reform Movement of the 2000s), and although the two major theoretical frameworks associated with this topic (i.e., School Transitions and Instructional Environments) have remained consistent in regard to definition and understanding, they have, at the same time, been used to justify both the creation and the dismantling of middle schools.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this research is to determine the efficacy of physical education teachers in teaching-learning process and to compare them in accordance with several variables. In this study, “Teacher Efficacy Scale” was utilized in order to examine the physical education teachers’ efficacy in the teaching-learning process. The research was carried out in the Spring Term 2011-2012 with 142 physical education teachers working in the public secondary and high schools in Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. The value of reliability was measured 0.96. As the result of research, teachers replied “I strongly feel confident” to the efficacy scale in teaching-learning process. Education level does not contribute to their efficacy in this process. The variables in gender or vocational seniority in their professions have neither separate nor shared impacts on their efficacy in teaching-learning process.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to have a regular and demanded education process in the educational institutions, it is compulsory to plan and programme each phase of education (Küçükahmet, 2005). The planned and programmed education is called “teaching”; so, curriculum is the major part of educational programme (Laska and Gürbüzтурk, 1984). Curriculum: “special objectives and their subsidiary components and critical behaviours are constituted of “test conditions which show whether these components and critical behaviours are taught or not” (Özçelik, 1992). In the curriculums was interiorised constructivist approach to fulfil the objectives of the curriculums. The teachers were given new roles in this approach in which students adopt their own learning (T.C. MEB-Öğretim Programları).

Teachers are the important figures in educational system (Bilgen, 1998). They are responsible for raising man power which is necessary for new generations and their countries and play a role model for those who they raise at the same time (Karakücük, 1999). Therefore, teachers are supposed to have sufficient knowledge, skills and attitudes. Their sufficient knowledge, skills and attitudes are also related to their vocational efficacy.

Consisting of knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviours, teacher efficacy can be both observed and testified. The behaviour and skills observed and testified are concerned with the assessment and evaluation of behaviour, attitudes and skills. This indicates that teacher efficacy can be assessed and evaluated (www.egyankosh.ac). These evaluations of efficacy put forth teachers’ tasks and success (T. C. MEB-TTKB-Öğretmen Yeterlilikleri, 2008). For that reason, teachers’ sufficient knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviours, namely their vocational efficacy, should be put into practice in order to determine their tasks and success. The evaluation of Physical Education Teachers’ Efficacy in is of great importance in terms of the practice of their craft knowledge, responsibility and skills, and it must be investigated. This study is viewed to be of high importance because it helps reveal the physical education teachers’ efficacy in Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC).
The aim of this study is to determine the efficacy of physical education teachers who work at secondary schools and high schools in TRNC and compare them with its variables (gender, education level, vocational seniority). In this light, answers were sought to the following questions.

1. At what level is the physical education teachers' efficacy in the teaching-learning process?
2. What are descriptive characteristics associated with sub-efficacies in lesson planning, material preparation, arranging learning environments, arranging extracurricular activities, diversifying teaching considering individual differences, time management and behaviour management?
3. Is it significant difference between physical education teachers’ efficacy in teaching-learning process according to education levels?
4. Is it significant difference between physical education teachers’ efficacy in teaching-learning process according to gender?
5. Is it significant difference between physical education teachers’ efficacy in teaching-learning process according to vocational seniority?
6. Is there significant interaction between gender, and vocational seniority on the teacher efficacy.

THE STUDY

The research horizon includes secondary and high schools in TRNC. A maximum sampling that would represent each county homogeneously was tried to be reached. Sampling involves 38 schools which were randomly selected (13 secondary schools and 25 high schools). The research included a total of 142 volunteer physical education teacher participants.

“Teacher Efficacy Scale” was used as data collection tool. Teacher Efficacy Scale was developed by Oskay et al. in 2010. The scale including 56 items comprises of 7 sub-efficacy fields as “Lesson Planning” (LP, 9 items), “Material Preparation” (MP, 10 items), “Arranging Learning Environments” (ALE, 9 items), “Arranging Extracurricular Activities” (AEA, 6 items), “Diversifying Teaching Considering Individual Differences” (DTCID 8 items), “Time Management” (TM, 3 items), “Behaviour Management” (BM, 11 items) and measured through Likert’s Scale with 7 items (“1= Never Feel Confident, ……… 7= Strongly Feel Confident”). Oskay et al. (2010) found the reliability coefficient value as .94 in their research while it is .96 in this research.

While analysing the data, standard deviation (Sd) techniques as frequency (N), percentage (%) and mean (\( \bar{x} \)) were made of use. Parametric statistics techniques were used so as to figure out if there are any distinctions among the Physical Education Teachers in terms of gender, education level, and vocational seniority. Numerical data was checked for normalisation. The measures of skewness and kurtosis were analysed and Kolmogrov-Sminorov was measured since the number of samples was more than 50. The measures of skewness and kurtosis were 0.44 and 0.49, and level of significance was measured .31 in Kolmogrov-Sminorov test. Parametric Statistics Techniques were decided to be used in line with the measures of skewness and kurtosis, and Kolmogrov-Sminorov test questions. The techniques of T test and bilateral analysis of variance (ANOVA) from parametric statistics techniques were utilised. Score ranges of measuring tool are normal at a level of \( p > 0.05 \) significance. In the research, the items are interpreted as follow: items 1-3 represent “Never Feel Confident”; item 4: Neutral; 5-7 represent “Strongly Feel Confident”. The data collected in the research was assessed via SPSS 17.0 package programme.

FINDINGS

Results of Descriptive Statistics Analysis

The mean value of physical education teacher efficacy in teaching-learning process is \( \bar{x} = 6.13 \) (Sd= .63, skewness= -0.44 and Kurtosis= -0.49). The rates of efficacy and sub-efficacy of the physical education teachers involved in the research were figured in Table 2.
Table 1. Mean and Standard Deviation Values for Physical Education Teachers’ Teacher Efficacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Efficacy</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>$\bar{x}$</th>
<th>Sd</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALE</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEA</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>-0.97</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTCID</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>-1.49</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is seen that the values for teaching-learning sub-efficacy range from 6.01 to 6.50. While the maximum sub-efficacy is “time management” sub-dimension, the minimum sub-efficacy fields are “Arranging Extracurricular Activities” and “Diversifying Teaching Considering Individual Differences”. According to these results, it is found that teacher efficacy of physical education teachers are so high in teaching-learning process. Mean values with regard to 7 sub-efficacy fields are shown below as “Lesson Planning”, “Material Preparation”, “Arranging Learning Environments”, “Arranging Extracurricular Activities”, “Diversifying Teaching Considering Individual Differences”, “Time Management” and “Behaviour Management”.

Figure 1. Mean Rates for Lesson Planning as Sub-efficacy

When physical education teachers’ sub-efficacy in lesson planning are analysed, the mean rates are seen to range from 5.84 to 6.34. The maximum mean value is the item “the specification of appropriate methods and techniques in lesson plan” ($\bar{x}$ = 6.34, item 5). The minimum mean value is the item “Ranking how information and communication technologies must be used in lesson plan” ($\bar{x}$ = 5.84, item 8). The mean values for sub-efficacy in lesson planning are so close to each other.

Figure 2. Mean Values for Material Preparation as Sub-Efficacy

When we analyse the material preparation as sub-efficacy of physical education teachers, we see that the mean values range from 5.63 to 6.32. The maximum mean values are the items of “Benefiting environmental facilities while preparing materials” and “considering the simpleness of the materials prepared for presentation” ($\bar{x}$ = 6.32, items 7 and 8). The minimum mean value belongs to the item 1, which is “Preparing worksheets” ($\bar{x}$ = 5.63, item 1). The values
for material preparing sub-efficacy are so close to each other.

**Figure 3. Mean Values for Arranging Learning Environments as Sub-Efficacy**

The mean values range from 5.80 to 6.37 in the physical education teacher sub-efficacy of arranging learning environments. The maximum mean value is the item “Maintenance of instuments, operationalisation” (\( \bar{x} = 6.37, \) item 5) while the minimum mean value is the item, which is “modeling and teaching effective use of technology sources” (\( \bar{x} = 5.80, \) item 8). The mean values for the sub-efficacy of managing learning environments are so close to each other.

**Figure 4. Mean Values for Sub-Efficacy of Managing Extra Curricular Activities**

The mean values range from 5.72 to 6.15 in the sub-efficacy of arranging extracurricular activities of physical education teachers. The maximum mean value is the item “Supplying instruments for extracurricular activities” (\( \bar{x} = 6.15, \) item 5) while the minimum mean value is the item, which is “planning for extracurricular activities” (\( \bar{x} = 5.72, \) item 1). The mean values for the sub-efficacy of managing extracurricular activities are so close to each other.

**Figure 5. Mean Values for the Sub-efficacy of Diversifying Teaching Considering Individual Differences**

When the sub-efficacy of diversifying teaching considering individual differences is analysed, the mean rates are seen to range from 5.83 to 6.21. The maximum mean is the item “considering individual differences while determining the methods” (\( \bar{x} = 6.21, \) item 4). The minimum mean value is the item “planning individual learning” (\( \bar{x} = 5.83, \) item 6). The mean values for the sub-efficacy of diversifying teaching considering individual differences are so close to each other.
When they are analysed, the mean rates for the sub-efficacy of time management are seen to range from 6.35 to 6.58. The maximum mean is the item “managing time effectively in the teaching-learning process” ($\bar{x} = 6.58$, item 2) whereas the minimum mean value is the item “guiding students to use lesson and free times effectively” ($\bar{x} = 6.35$, item 3). The mean values for the sub-efficacy of time management are too close to each other.

When they are analysed, it is seen that the mean rates for the sub-efficacy of behaviour management range from 5.86 to 6.37. The maximum mean belongs to the item “Considering individual differences in managing behaviour” ($\bar{x} = 6.37$, item 4) while the minimum mean value is the item “determining the class rules with students” ($\bar{x} = 5.86$, item 6). The mean values for the sub-efficacy of behaviour management are so close to each other.

Results of Parametric Statistics Analysis

**Physical Education Teachers’ Efficacy in Teaching-Learning Process According to Level of Education**

As the result of T test analysis, the distinction between teachers’ levels of education and teacher efficacy is not of significance ($t_{140}=346, p=.73$). While the mean value for those who work as a high school physical education teacher is 6.11, the one for those at secondary schools is 6.15 (table 4.9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education Level</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>$\bar{x}$</th>
<th>Sd</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sd_</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Efficacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
<td>.346</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary School</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Physical Education Teachers’ Efficacy in Teaching-Learning Process According to Gender, and Vocational Seniority*

The results of bilateral analysis of variance (ANOVA) are shown in the table 3 in order to diagnose the both shared and separate impacts of gender and vocational seniority upon the physical education teachers’ teacher efficacy in teaching-learning process.
Table 3. The two-Way-Anova Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Group Type</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>(\bar{X})</th>
<th>Sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational Seniority</td>
<td>10 years and less</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-20 years</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21 years and more</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender*Vocational Seniority</td>
<td>Female*10 years and less</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female*21 years and more</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male*10 years and less</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male*21 years and more</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

Gender

SoS*=0.94; MSV*=0.94; \(F_{5-136}=2.40; \eta^2*=0.02; p*=0.12

Vocational Seniority

SoS=1.23; MSV=0.62; \(F_{5-136}=0.62; \eta^2=0.02; p=0.21

Gender*Voc. Seniority

SoS=0.14; MSV=0.07; \(F_{5-136}=0.18; \eta^2=0.00; p=0.84

SoS: sum of squares; MSV: mean square values, \(\eta^2\): eta squared; \(p\): level of significance

When the table above is analysed, the mean value for teacher efficacy of females in teaching-learning process is seen to be 6.18 while that of males in this process is 6.06. As the result of the analysis of variance (ANOVA), gender has no effects on teacher efficacy for physical education teachers (\(F_{5-136}=2.40; p=0.12>0.05\)).

The table demonstrates that the mean value for teacher efficacy of physical education teachers who work for 21 years and more is 6.15; the mean value of those whose length of service in their professions is between 10 and 20 years is 6.15, and that of teachers whose length of service is 10 years and less is 6.02. Vocational seniority is of no significance for physical education teachers in teaching-learning process (\(F_{5-136}=0.62; p=0.21>0.05\)).

According to the table, when both gender and vocational seniority are examined, the mean value for teacher efficacy of females who are of vocational seniority in teaching-learning process for 21 years and more has the highest one (\(\bar{X}=6.24\)) while the mean value of male teachers’ efficacy who work for 10 years and less is of the lowest, which is \(\bar{X}=6.02\). Gender and vocational seniority (mutual interaction) are of no significance for the efficacy of physical education teachers observed in the research in teaching-learning process (\(F_{5-136}=0.18; p=0.84>0.05\)).

RESULTS

The results obtained in the research and discussions about these results are as follow:

Physical Education Teachers expressed “Strongly Feel Confident” for their own efficacies in teaching-learning process (\(\bar{X}=6.13\)). In another study in which the same scale was used, it was ascertained that pre-service teachers’ teacher efficacy in teaching-learning process is high (\(\bar{X}=4.81\)) (Oskay et al., 2010). It was pointed out that teachers’ and pre-service teachers’ efficacies are so close to each other and above average in the studies in which the vocational efficacy of physical education teachers, pre-service teachers and lecturers at Vocational Schools of Physical Education and Sports (Aktağ, 2011; Mirzeoğlu, et. al., 2007; Aktağ & Walter, 2005). According to these results, it could be said that the vocational efficacy of teachers is at a good level. It is important how efficacious teachers they are in order to help students achieve success (Aktağ, 2005). In that, it is seen that those who have high teaching efficacy tend to make use of various teaching methods, student-oriented teaching strategies and instruments (Hoy ve Burke-Spero, 2005). In other words, well-qualified teacher is the person to provide class environment and atmosphere that help students learn.
Education level of their school does not effect on their level of efficacy. In a study in which senses of vocational efficacy were investigated, there is no significant difference between the high school and primary school physical education teachers’ teacher efficacy (Mirzeoğlu et al., 2007). According to these results, it could be inferred that the vocational efficacies of physical education teachers who teach at schools with different education levels compare to each other.

Another result displays that gender also has no impact on the physical education teachers’ efficacy in teaching-learning process. In this respect, it is also possible to declare that the male physical education teachers’ efficacy in teaching-learning process compare to those of female teachers. While this result is similar to some research results (Aktuğ, 2011; Mirzeoğlu, et. al., 2007), it has no similarities to some others (Aktağ & Walter, 2005; Şeker et al., 2005). We see that vocational seniority has no important impact on the teacher efficacy.
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Creating Teaching Materials for Students of Nursing with the Use of E-Learning Methods

Iwona Bodys-Cupak [1], Anna Majda [2], Joanna Zalewska-Puchała [3], Zofia Musiał [4]

ABSTRACT

Background With the widespread introduction of computers and Internet access, distance education becomes increasingly popular and is accepted as a form of supplementing or replacing traditional teaching methods. Changes in education systems and socio-technological transformations have affected various areas of life, especially the education process. Development of information technology offering interactive software multimedia for education, obliges academic teachers to create courses provided through e-learning. One of the most important stages of e-learning involves developing educational materials, as the quality of prepared and presented content should be reflected in the students’ knowledge. Aim of the study The aim of the study is to present a way to create and use educational materials for e-learning methods of teaching.

Materials and method The educational tool in the form of a “virtual case of a patient with bedsores” developed as part of teaching materials using e-learning is the result of the authors’ own conceptual work and a review of available scientific literature on the creation and practical use of distance education tools.

Results The educational tool in the form of “a virtual case of a patient with bedsores” was prepared using the CASUS system for first-year students of nursing (full-time first-degree studies) as part of a lesson/course unit concerning the care and treatment of bedsores on the basis of content tailored to the requirements of the curriculum for Fundamentals of Nursing. The tool’s content concerned the problems of nursing care provided to a patient runs the risk of bedsores and a patient who actually has such lesions. Conclusions Solving the problems of a “virtual patient” running the risk of bedsores and a patient suffering from such lesions made it possible for the students to learn about daily practice; it also encouraged them to acquire knowledge. Most of the students were satisfied with that method of learning. It was an interesting supplement to traditional teaching.

Keywords: education, information technology, e-learning, virtual patient, nursing

INTRODUCTION

Education, like other areas of human activity, is undergoing constant transformation. Directions of change are determined by educational systems and naturally result from general social and technological transformations. Advancements in information technology, easy access to the Internet and the students’ expectations all influence the methods of knowledge transfer and determine certain changes in the existing educational methods [4, 6, 18].

Development of information technology offering interactive and multimedia educational software forces teachers to convert their traditional course format into distance courses and to combine elements of traditional teaching with e-learning (e-teaching) [18].

E-learning is used in distance teaching which applies information technology and eliminates the need to directly
contact the student. That is possible due to the provisions included in the Regulation of the Minister of Science and Higher Education dated 2nd November 2011 and in the Act on Higher Education of 2005. The directives therein impose certain obligations on educational institutions related to teacher training related to teaching with the use of such methods, e.g. development of teaching materials in an electronic format and equipping universities with the necessary infrastructure. It is also necessary to supervise the students’ activities and verify the quality of education provided through the use of new methods [6, 14, 16, 17].

E-learning is carried out with the use of distance learning platforms such as Pegasus and Blackboard and systems such as CASUS. Each platform consists of modules that make it easy to communicate remotely, to create, process and store documents, and to manage e-courses. CASUS allows the creation of virtual patient cases [8].

A distance format course is managed by a tutor who has full control over its settings. The teacher can modify the contents on a regular basis, add and remove individual elements and adapt them to the goals. E-course participants can take part in activities on the platform as a whole course group, or they may be divided into task groups performing identical or different tasks. One of the most important elements of e-learning is the need to develop educational materials, as the quality of content to be prepared and presented will be reflected in the students’ knowledge [3].

People who prepare e-courses face many difficulties. One of them is how to transfer the elements of verbal communication (voice intonation and its impact on the selection of content) into the system and another is how to focus and motivate students to acquire knowledge. Distance format materials should be interesting enough to engage students in the problems of patients and to motivate them to find the best ways to help such patients.

To meet the above-mentioned educational requirements, education materials should be much more attractive and varied than the materials used in traditional teaching; therefore, several standards to help build educational materials have been developed. One of the most famous is the Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) designed for asynchronous courses based on websites and mixed media [3,12].

Course content developed by a teacher or a group of teachers may be presented according to the themes and concepts of the course’s author(s) as written words, tables, figures, charts, photos, videos, etc. Each of the course units (lessons) can have attachments in the form of supervisory elements and self-check tools (examination and educational cases). Students, using the synchronous (real-time communication) or asynchronous technique (at any time), can interactively participate in the classes and assess their own knowledge or skills, e.g. by answering test questions [6, 16].

E-learning has a special place in the teaching of medical courses. With this teaching method one can use various graphic forms and images that may be zoomed-in or apply real-life descriptions, which is extremely valuable. These features are highly useful in acquiring knowledge in the fields of anatomy, physiology, histology, microbiology and other subjects (like the fundamentals of nursing or specialist nursing) which fall within the standards of education in the nursing curriculum [6, 13].

E-learning courses also use problem-solving methods, which is another advantage. In problem-solving education (e.g. Problem Based Learning, PBL) the students are encouraged to find solutions independently. The role of the teacher is also changed from an authoritative transmitter of knowledge into an accompanying mentor ready to assist in their independent search for knowledge. The teacher points out errors in the student’s reasoning and suggests further paths of research. Teaching with PBL involves identifying ways to acquire knowledge instead of transferring that knowledge. The concept of PBL is associated with a related type of education based on examples (Case Based Learning, CBL) which originally uses examples from real life based on case reports; it may be used in the creation of e-learning courses [7, 13].

A "virtual patient" is an example of a tool to assist the implementation of problem-solving teaching methods. The concept (virtual patient) refers to a computer program that simulates a meeting between a healthcare professional (doctor, nurse, dentist, nutritionist, or physiotherapist) and the patient. A student who plays the role of a doctor, nurse or physiotherapist has a wide range of information to use (description of the patient, signs, symptoms, test results). Working with the virtual patient translates into a number of therapeutic, diagnostic, nursing and rehabilitation decisions; the decision-making process is aided by teaching materials and the information contained in the program. The student has the opportunity to apply their knowledge and skills on a hypothetical patient. Students have to demonstrate their independence and the ability to synthesize facts and knowledge from many fields in order to make the right decisions before having contact with a real patient. Simulating a direct encounter with a patient is similar to daily practice and encourages learning by showing the application of knowledge in practice [7].

Electronic Virtual Patients (e-ViP) is a repository of e-learning tools. It is a place to store documents for sharing data in an orderly manner. Making e-ViP popular is to make the teaching of clinical skills more attractive and more effective. However, creating a variety of cases as part of e-ViP is associated with a significant amount of work and high
costs. The way to reduce these costs is to collaborate and share/exchange cases of virtual patients among educational institutions. That idea is the basic premise of the European e-ViP project. Its participants are European medical schools (including the Jagiellonian University Medical College) [12].

The Department of Bioinformatics and Telemedicine of the Medical College at the Jagiellonian University in Kraków, in order to meet the expectations of teachers and students, has organized a number of courses as part of the “Pro bono Collegii Medici Universitatis Jagiellonicae” project. One of them was the course entitled “Advanced educational techniques in medical education: e-learning tools in the teaching of medicine.” The course inspired the authors of this article to prepare the case of a “virtual patient with bedsores,” which – in cooperation with the Department of Bioinformatics and Telemedicine of the Jagiellonian University – was uploaded to CASUS and made available to first-year students of nursing at the Faculty of Health Sciences at the Jagiellonian University.

AIM OF THE STUDY

The aim of the study is to present a way to create and use educational materials for e-learning methods of teaching.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The educational case developed as part of teaching materials using e-learning is the result of the authors’ own conceptual work and a review of available scientific literature on the creation and practical use of distance education tools.

The educational tool in the form of a "virtual case of a patient with bedsores" was prepared for first-year students of nursing (full-time studies) as part of a lesson/course unit concerning the care and treatment of bedsores. The contents to form the basis for the case of a "virtual patient with bedsores" were aligned with the curricular requirements for the Fundamentals of Nursing. The idea which steered the authors was to facilitate the understanding of the problems of nursing care provided to a patient running the risk of bedsores and one with such lesions. The case of a "virtual patient with bedsores" was to help students decide on the issues of nursing during practical training in hospitals.

RESULTS

The educational case of a "virtual patient with bedsores" for nursing students was based on the linear model, in which events have a certain cause-and-effect order. The tool in the form of a "virtual patient case" consists of five parts which contain certain content and questions about the health of, laboratory tests on and nursing of that patient, his/her dietary care, and bedsore treatment. Each section contains tabs with card content, a question, a field for the student's answer and another one for the expert's comments on the answer. Photos and diagrams to clarify or further describe an issue are included as well. There was also a feature to upload a short video.
Dialog box taken from the CASUS system. Sample excerpt from an interview with the patient.

The card content includes a background description on the basis of which the student should respond to various questions. In the case of "a virtual patient with bedsores" these relate to risk factors for bedsore occurrence, the scales used to assess the risk of pressure sores, a scale to assess the stage of bedsores, the phases of wound-healing, and the signs of wound infection. Students have the opportunity to formulate nursing diagnoses. They can analyze the results of laboratory tests and determine the relationship between abnormal laboratory test results and the risk of bedsores for that patient. In the section related to nursing, the questions are focused on the rules of patient care, and especially on the facilities applied, a change in position, or the frequency of observation related to the sites of bedsore risk. Bedsore treatment is a part wherein the students select dressing groups that can be used on the virtual patient, then they suggest the most appropriate dressing and determine the sequence of actions during dressing replacement. In the final subsection, questions concern the type of diet applied to patients with bedsores, and certain food products and dietary supplements which should be included in such diets.
Dialog box taken from the CASUS system. A part of a sample question related to the nursing diagnosis.

Replies take various forms. The most common is a multiple-choice response to be underlined and a free-format text box where the student can give a written answer of any length. An additional type used here is a "sort/assign" response type and a gapped-text test. The version described here is intended for educational purposes; students are informed of their mistakes and guided towards the right path of reasoning. After the student answers the question, he/she is presented with an explanation. The expert’s advice allows the students to expand their knowledge and provide a hint that often affects their course of thinking.

The case of a "virtual patient with bedsores" was made available to first-year students in the academic year 2012/2013. The problem of bedsores and modern dressings was not discussed during lectures. Each student, in order to log on to CASUS, had received an individual access code to that course unit to use the shared content at any time of his/her choice. The students were given a certain amount of time to complete their self-learning objectives. Finally, they were asked to complete an evaluation questionnaire. The results of the evaluation clearly show that the method makes it easy to understand and learn the provided content. Most of the students were satisfied with that method of learning. According to them, it was an interesting supplement to traditional teaching and a valuable educational experience.

**DISCUSSION**

E-learning tools, such as the virtual patient, can be used in distance learning not only by students of nursing, but also by practicing nurses. These tools present an opportunity for current higher and post-graduate education. Studies conducted by B. Zych, I. Oskędra and W. Klapa [19] in 2002 among male and female nurses working in health care facilities in southern Poland and further studies conducted by I. Oskędra, B. Zych and M. Kozka [11] in 2006 in the population of nursing students of full-time and part-time studies of the 1st and 2nd degree showed that the respondents were interested in improving their occupational skills through the use of e-learning tools.

Similar results were also obtained by H. McVeigh [10] who polled nurses in the UK. Most of them declared that they were eager to use online courses which allow them to expand their knowledge and obtain professional qualifications, and which provide broader access to professional information, allow for flexible time management and guarantee an individual learning pace.

A similar opinion about the advantages and benefits of online education was expressed by students in other
fields. Studies conducted in 2007 by P. Betlej [1] among the students of the University of Information Technology and Management in Rzeszów and studies conducted by J. Karewicz [5] among the students of Organization and Management at the Silesian University of Technology who took part in a course on a Distance Teaching Platform based on Moodle software confirm that e-learning does not require note-taking and provides unlimited access to knowledge databases and training. The teaching process is individualized, and it saves time and learning costs. Additionally, students of the Silesian University of Technology found that classes conducted with the use of e-learning tools are more effective than traditional lessons. The students were convinced that the use of distance teaching methods and tools is connected with better teaching results.

To meet these expectations, the Maria Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin and the School of Humanities and Economics in Łódź (currently the Academy of Humanities and Economics), with the use of information technology and a wide range of mixed media, established the Polish Virtual University in 2002. The institution aims to provide distance training and studies. Nursing classes for university students have been provided there since 2003. Studies conducted in 2009, assessing the level of satisfaction expressed by the nursing graduates of the Polish Virtual University related to the online teaching system, confirmed that it is a good alternative to traditional teaching. In the respondents’ opinion, it has more advantages than disadvantages. Nurses valued the curriculum subjects, cooperation with the coordinators of classes, the working rules and the evaluation system applied in the course. The nurses also expressed their satisfaction by their willingness to continue education by means of the online system and recommend it to others as a good method to supplement nursing education [2].

In 2008, A. Stachoń, E. Walewska, L. Ścisło et al. [15] prepared an examination case in CASUS and introduced it into the teaching process of the Medical College at the Jagiellonian University. The case of a virtual patient concerned a person with gastrointestinal bleeding; it was prepared for third-year nursing students who had already attended classes in surgical nursing within the module of specialist nursing. All the students admitted to the exam were provided with a room equipped with computers with access to the Internet and the CASUS system. While simultaneously gaining access to the examination case, they were able to solve the problem within a specified time-frame. The results generally showed a high examination passing rate in that area. An evaluation questionnaire related to the presented case of a "virtual patient with gastrointestinal bleeding" showed that most of the students had positive impressions.

The Fundamentals of Maternity Care Laboratory, as one of the first units of the Medical College at the Jagiellonian University, also joined in the implementation of the e-ViP objectives. Two obstetric cases were created. They related to a 19-year-old pregnant patient at risk of preterm labor, and a preterm delivery in the case of a 41-year-old pregnant woman. The cases were presented to second- and third-year students of midwifery in the academic year 2009/2010. Most of the students had positive impressions in relation to the cases solved. The training element of the case, allowing the students to consolidate and expand their knowledge, was very important to the students. The tutors appreciated the chance to use the cases in the teaching process. They also claimed that these attracted more interest and motivated the students to work independently [9].

Preparation and implementation of the case of a "virtual patient with bedsores" in education as part of the course on the Fundamentals of Nursing at the Faculty of Health Sciences of the Medical College at the Jagiellonian University in 2013 was also very popular among students. They were satisfied with the features offered by that form of independent learning. The cases made a very good test before real-life contact with the patient, which is normally associated with additional stress, as the student is really responsible for his/her actions. An important advantage of the tool used in teaching is unlimited access to knowledge and the opportunity to choose any place and time for learning.

It may take some time before the library of virtual patients within the e-ViP project becomes available to the general community of medical schools in Europe (www.virtualpatients.eu). Therefore there is a need to create new cases of virtual patients with varying degrees of difficulty to be used in Polish medical schools for nursing students. Such cases could be tested and improved, so that they can make the teaching process more attractive and enhance the quality of education; in future, they could be available from a bank and exchanged between Polish and foreign universities.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The "case of a virtual patient" helps students prepare for nursing activities during practical sessions in hospitals and allows them to verify their clinical reasoning.
2. Preparation of teaching materials in the form of a virtual patient is extremely time-consuming and requires the ability to operate computer systems.
3. E-learning methods make it possible to re-use the "case of a virtual patient" in the teaching process, improve it and introduce changes related to the evolving best practices or the new means emerging on the market of medical services.
EXPECTATIONS

1. It is expected that university authorities should make efforts to include the working hours devoted to the creation of teaching materials using e-learning in the university staff teaching load.
2. To prepare or improve the computers and technical facilities used to teach with e-learning methods.
3. To create a bank for an inter-university exchange of materials used to teach with e-learning methods.
4. To provide access to the database of materials for nurses and students with no registration required.
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English Language Learners and Intercultural Competence
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ABSTRACT
This study explores the correlation between comprehensibility and intercultural development of Chinese English Language Learners (ELL) at a Canadian university. Students received 30 hours of an English language instruction which focused on developing linguistic and intercultural competence. The experimental design included a pretest-posttest procedure in order to compare the subject’s performance before and after instruction. A direct comparison between the scores on the comprehensibility pretest and posttest showed a minimal improvement in the subjects’ performance. The causal relationship between intercultural competence and language learning was assessed by comparing the results of the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI) with the comprehensibility test.
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INTRODUCTION

Competence in English has become a highly rated ability, in some cases a necessary skill, for citizens actively participating in the globalized economy of the twenty-first century. Approximately one quarter of the world’s population (1.5 billion people) is already fluent or competent in English. Furthermore, English is growing faster than any other language in the world. English as second language speakers now outnumbering those for whom English is a mother tongue (Crystal, 2003). In keeping with this trend, China is home to approximately 300 million people studying Shakespeare’s language (Yunbao & Huaying, 2008).

Within the globalized context of contemporary society, the juxtaposition of teaching and learning about the cultural values and mores of the acquired second language has been an area which has garnered considerable interest (Paige, Jorstad, Siaya, Klein & Colby, 2003). Linguistic knowledge as well as cultural integration into professional and academic contexts has become a necessary condition leading to successful international pathways. In fact, recent research focuses on the impact of intercultural training and the ensuing proficiency of English Language Learners (ELL) (Utley, 2002; Coleman, 1998; Hess, 1977).

Post-secondary institutions, populated by increasing numbers of English Language Learners (ELL), are becoming fertile grounds for an emergent dynamic and global community. The aim of the language students is bilateral: to learn a second language and to integrate into a culture that is very different to their own (Lupart, 2009; Chamberlin-Quinlisk, 2005; Sapir, 1921).

Previous publications recognize that an important skill development in second language learning is related to a good command of the sound system (Rossiter, et. al., 2010). In particular, English Language Learners (ELL) need to know how units of meaning are formed into words, the grammar of sentence formation and the vocabulary (Liceras, 2008; Lightbown and Spada, 1999). However, pronunciation studies have shown that when students are presented with phonemes that are not used in their own language, they typically show performance that is not as good as first language
speakers (Munro et. al, 2008; Derwing et. al. 2006; García-Pérez, 2011; Flege, 2003). In many cases, this issue may result in a breakdown of communication due to the language student’s poor level of comprehensibility in the acquired second language. Several studies have also suggested that there might be a correlation between exposure to the cultural background of the language and success in pronunciation. (García-Pérez, 2011; Flege, 2009; 2007; Vandergrift, 2006; Taylor & Francis, 2005). Therefore, this pilot study focused on examining the correlation between comprehensibility and intercultural competence in second language learning.

Within the scope of a language class, intercultural competence is often referred to as ‘the fifth skill, following reading, writing, listening and speaking. Communicative functions earned in intercultural developmental programs include observing, identifying and recognizing, comparing and contrasting, negotiating meaning, dealing with or tolerating ambiguity, effectively interpreting messages, limiting the possibility of misinterpretation, defending one’s own point of view while acknowledging the legitimacy of others and accepting difference.

The Intercultural Development Inventory™ (IDI) is a tool that assesses intercultural competence. The IDI is a statistically reliable, cross-culturally valid measure of an individual’s and group’s intercultural competence. Grounded in the Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS), the IDI has been successfully used since 1998 in corporate, academic, and other settings identify and support intercultural team development and diversity programs. The DMIS was created by Milton Bennett (1986, 1993) as an explanation of how people construe cultural difference. It is a theoretical framework used for conceptualizing intercultural sensitivity and competence. Bennett’s (1986, 1993) observations of intercultural adaptation allowed him to identify six orientations that people seem to move through in their acquisition of intercultural competence. This six stage developmental model of intercultural sensitivity provided conceptual framework for the construction of the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI) by Hammer (1998). The first three stages of the model, Denial (D), Defense/Polarization (DP), Minimization (M), contribute to an attitude of ethnocentrism in which one’s culture is experienced as central to reality. For example, denial of cultural difference is the state in which one’s own culture is experienced as the only one. Defense against cultural difference is the state in which one’s own culture may be perceived to the only real viable one. A variation of defense is reversal where an adopted culture is experienced as superior to the culture of one’s primary socialization. Minimization of cultural difference is the state in which elements of one’s own cultural worldview are experienced as universal.

The final three stages, Acceptance (A), Adaptation (A), and Integration (I), form the basis of ethnorelativism, an attitude in which one’s own culture is experienced in the context of other cultures. Acceptance of cultural difference is the state in which one’s own culture is experienced as just one of a number of equally complex worldviews. Adaptation to cultural difference is the state in which the experience of another culture yields perception and behaviour appropriate to that culture. Integration of cultural difference is the state in which one’s experience of self is expanded to include movement in and out of different cultural worldviews.

In general, the more ethnocentric orientations (DDM) can be seen as ways of avoiding cultural difference, either by denying its existence, by raising defences against, or by minimizing its’ importance. The more ethnorelative (AAI) worldviews are ways of seeking cultural difference, either by accepting its importance, by adapting perspective to take it into account, or by integrating the whole concept into a definition of identity.

This six stage developmental model (Denial, Defense/Polarization, Minimization, Acceptance, Adaptation, A) forms the basis of the IDI continuum.

**Figure 1. The Intercultural Development Continuum (Bennett, 1986; 1993)**
The Study

In the context of preparing students for life in a foreign community, the notion of cultural adapatation presupposes that some cultural norms are likely to differ from the student’s homeland. Moreover, the experience of living and studying in a foreign country physically separates the students from their normal micro-communities and transports them to a new community where they will have to be able to appreciate, adapt to, and function within the norms of a new reality (Mikk, et. al., 2009; Gielen, et. al., 2004; Utley, 2002).

Within this context, the study explores the correlation of comprehensibility and intercultural development in Chinese English Language Learners (ELL) at a Canadian university. Students received 30 hours of an English language/cultural instruction which focused on developing linguistic and intercultural competence. The experimental design included a pretest-posttest procedure in order to compare the subject’s performance before and after instruction.

This research proposal was submitted and approved by the university ethics review board. International students from China were sent a letter (in the form of an e-mail attachment) inviting them to participate in the study. Eighteen students responded and were invited to attend information session where the objectives of the study were explained. Those who decided to participate were asked to sign a consent form.

During this initial phase, the participants completed a language background questionnaire as well as the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI). An interview was conducted prior to the 30 hour language and cultural classes. This interview was recorded using a Sony IC Recorder and the speech samples were edited using Audacity 1.3.13 Beta, a free and easy-to-use multilingual audio editor available online. Once all the initial data was collected, the students were randomly assigned to, either, the experimental group, or the control group. The subjects in the experimental group undertook a thirty hour English language and cultural course highlighting the commonalities and differences between Chinese and Canadian cultures. Feedback on the suprasegmental features of the language was given. The control group did not receive this training. Both groups were interviewed a second time and the same set of questions was used.

Eighteen students agreed to participate in the study. Out of these students, ten withdrew because of personal reasons, conflict with the schedule, and illness. The eight students remaining were administered a questionnaire designed to obtain detailed information about their language background. Then, the subjects were randomly grouped into the experimental group and the control group (4 students each). The control group, made up of one female and three male International students, were between the ages of 18 and 30 years old. Originating from the Asia Pacific, all participants had lived in another country ranging from 3-6 months to 6-10 years. The experimental group was made up of International students, two females and two males between the ages of 22 and 40 years old. Originating from the Asia Pacific, all students had limited experiences with overseas studies and/or travel between 7 –11 months and 3-5 years. This information was collected through a series of demographic questions included in the IDI questionnaire.

Content of the 30 hour language and cultural classes were drawn from the textbook More Than Words, written by Pamela M. Elder and Barbara Chen, and published in 1997 by Hartcourt Brace and Company, Canada. The book is intended for high-intermediate to advanced ESL students and offers factual information for new students to Canada. The topics include Canadian history and Geography, famous Canadians, native animals, Canadian education and art, and Canada’s relationship with the world. The readings and exercises were completed in class, and students were asked to present and contrast information from their country (China) in relation to the Canadian theme discussed in class. The presentations were done individually and the students devoted a considerable amount of time and effort in the completion of these activities. The control group did not receive any type of language/cultural training.

At the end of the 30 hour course, speech samples focusing on comprehensibility were collected from the experimental group using a Sony IC Recorder. The samples were attained by asking the subjects to respond to the following questions:

1. How long have you been learning English?
2. What do you know about life in Canada?
3. What do you know about culture in Canada?
4. Have you had the opportunity to interact with locals in Kelowna? And what cultural differences did you notice?

The recording of responses to each question was repeated in the post-interview. All of the speech samples were inserted into a PowerPoint program so that each slide had a button that, when pressed, would play one recorded speech
sample. The sequence of the samples was randomized using a random number generator. This PowerPoint served as a means to deliver the speech samples for assessment by selected speech evaluators.

Three native born English speakers were asked to serve as evaluators to assess the speech samples. Each of the three evaluators had extensive background in speech related areas. Two were speech language pathologists with experience analyzing phonological patterns and speech articulation skills. The third evaluator was a trained English Additional Language (EAL) and an English Second Language (ESL) educator with seven years of teaching experience. Individually, the evaluators viewed the PowerPoint program and rated the comprehensibility of each of the samples using a response sheet with a 5-point Likert scale for each sample. A response of ‘1’ indicated that the sample was “very easy to understand.” A response of ‘5’ indicated that the sample was “very difficult to understand.” An additional recording of one Canadian English native speaker was added to the samples. This served as a bench-mark standard to calibrate each evaluator’s ratings.

FINDINGS

The following section summarizes the results of the interviews assessing the comprehensibility of the participants and the results of the data collected from the Intercultural Development Index (IDI). Table 1 presents the results of the comprehensibility test. Qualified evaluators assessed the samples for comprehensibility using a 5-point Likert scale.

Table 1: Comprehensibility of English Language Learners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>Post-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the comprehensibility test indicate an improvement in the experimental group and the control group for questions 2, 3 and 4 but not for question 1. Question 1 asked "How long have you been learning English?". All the participants had a hard time enunciating the number of years spent studying English. Despite the lower comprehensibility for question 1, the above results indicate that there is no discernible improvement in comprehensibility between the experimental group who took a 30 hour language and culture class and the control group who did not receive any instruction.

Results of the Intercultural Developmental Index (IDI)

This section discusses the IDI results of the control group (n=4) and the experimental group (n=4). In order to respect confidentiality, students were identified according to alphabetical and numerical codes. Code C represents the control group and code E represents the experimental group. As consent was received, students were coded numerically in chronological order (C1, E1 etc.)

Control group: Table 2 and Table 3 present the IDI results of the Control group and its collective profile. The tables show the Perceived Orientations of the participants, indicative of their personal assessment of Intercultural Competence, and the Developmental Orientations which show the individual’s primary orientation toward cultural differences and commonalities as assessed by the IDI, that is the actual measure level of intercultural competence.

Table 2 Perceived Orientations of the Control Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Denial</th>
<th>Defense</th>
<th>Minimization</th>
<th>Acceptance</th>
<th>Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>131.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>118.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>121.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>119.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Profile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>122.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three members of the control group rated their own capability in understanding cultural differences within Acceptance, an ethnorelative orientation which indicates a recognition and an appreciation of cultural differences in one’s own and other cultures. One member rates his/her capability within Adaptation, which indicates an ability to shift perceptions and behaviours according to different cultural contexts.
Table 3 Developmental Orientation of the Control Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Denial</th>
<th>Defense</th>
<th>Minimization</th>
<th>Acceptance</th>
<th>Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>114.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16</td>
<td>80.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>92.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>86.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Profile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>93.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 indicates the Developmental Orientations of each member of the control group as assessed by the IDI. This score indicates that the group’s primary orientation is within the ethnocentric stage of Minimization (50%) which indicates attitudes which focus on universalities while effectively negating differences in values, perceptions and behaviours in different cultures. One member’s (25%) orientation is within Defense, which indicates an overly critical attitude towards cultural differences. Another member’s (25%) orientation is situated within Acceptance, an orientation that recognizes and appreciates cultural differences. The Orientation Gap between this group’s Perceived Orientation (122.72) and their Developmental Orientation (93.60) is 29.12 points which indicates that the group has overestimated its level of intercultural competence. A gap score of 7 points or more can be considered significant in relation to where the group perceives itself to be on the developmental continuum and where the IDI places the group’s level of intercultural competence.

**Experimental Group:** Table 4 and Table 5 present the IDI results of the Experimental group and its collective profile. The tables indicate the Perceived Orientations and the Developmental Orientations as assessed by the IDI.

Table 4 Perceived Orientation of the Experimental Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Denial</th>
<th>Defense</th>
<th>Minimization</th>
<th>Acceptance</th>
<th>Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>117.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>116.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>118.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>106.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Profile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>114.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three members (75%) of the experimental group rate their own capability in understanding cultural differences within Acceptance, an ethnorelative orientation which indicates a recognition and an appreciation of cultural differences in one’s own and other cultures. One member (25%) perceives her orientation to be within Minimization, an ethnocentric stage which effectively negates cultural differences by focusing on universalities in attitudes and behaviours in cultures.

Table 5 Developmental Orientation of the Experimental Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Denial</th>
<th>Defense</th>
<th>Minimization</th>
<th>Acceptance</th>
<th>Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>87.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>75.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>79.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>66.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Profile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>77.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 indicates the Developmental Orientations of each member of the experimental group as assessed by the IDI. This score indicates that the group’s primary orientation is within the ethnocentric stage of Defense which reflects an *us and them* judgmental viewpoint towards cultural differences. This score indicates that two member’s (50%) primary orientation is within the ethnocentric stage of Defense, in which cultural differences relating to values, to perceptions and to behaviours are viewed negatively. One member’s (25%) orientation is within Denial, which is reflective of an avoidance or withdrawal from cultural differences. The last member’s (25%) orientation (E15) is within Minimisation, a stage which effectively negates cultural differences by focusing on universalities in attitudes and behaviours in cultures. The Orientation Gap between this group’s Perceived Orientation (114.57) and their Developmental Orientation (77.20) is 37.37 points which indicates that the group has overestimated its level of intercultural competence. Again, here the Orientation Gap is significant.
CONCLUSIONS

Despite the fact that there were no observable differences in the Comprehensibility Test between the control group and the experimental group, there were differences in the level of intercultural competence of the ELLs.

The control group (n=4), which did not receive the language/cultural instruction, was composed of younger students enrolled in undergraduate classes who had on average 6-10 years outside their native countries (Asia Pacific). In identifying Acceptance as a primary orientation, this group had overestimated its level of intercultural competence (see Table 1). However, the Developmental Orientation of this younger group was situated within Minimization, a stage which emphasizes universality over differences (see Table 2). Leading Orientations for this group were Acceptance through Adaptation which indicated a desire to increase cultural self-awareness and learning culture specific frameworks. This group was well positioned to recognize and appreciate cultural differences and to adapt behaviour around cultural differences.

The experimental group (n=4) which did receive the language/cultural instruction, was composed of older students who had spent on average 1-2 years outside their native countries (Asia Pacific). This group’s Perceived Orientation was within the stages of Acceptance (75%) and Minimization (25%). However, the Developmental Orientation indicated that all students overestimated their level of intercultural competence. This score indicated that two members’ (50%) primary orientation is within the ethnocentric stage of Defense, in which cultural differences relating to values, to perceptions and to behaviours are viewed negatively. One student (25%) was at the Minimization stage, two students (50%) were at the Defense stage, and one student (25%) was at the Denial stage. Within the Intercultural Continuum, Minimization, Defense and Denial represent an ethnocentric stage in which one’s own culture is viewed as superior and other cultures are viewed with fear and trepidation. Leading Orientations for this group were Minimization through Acceptance. In order to improve intercultural competence, this group could have begun to focus identifying cultural patterns of difference in an objective, critical manner in order to increase cultural awareness within themselves and the communities in which they live. This should have occurred in the language/culture class.

The above results found no causal relationship between intercultural competence, pronunciation and language/cultural classes. The Comprehensibility Test results did indicate improvement in both the experimental group and control group for questions 2, 3 and 4 but not for question 1 where the students had to respond with a number, stating how many years they had been studying English. The discrepancy in the IDI results may be attributed to the following factors: age, phonetic ability, length of residence outside the home country and motivation. For example, these differences in intercultural competence between the experimental group and the control group may be attributed to factors relating to age, phonetic ability, years of residence outside the home country and motivation.

The experimental group, which received the language/cultural instruction, was composed of students who were older than the ones in the control group. These subjects had spent less time abroad than their counterparts: 1-2 years on average. The participants tested at either at a Defense stage in the IDI in which cultural differences relating to values, to perceptions and to behaviours are viewed negatively or the Minimization stage in which effectively negates cultural differences by focusing on universalities in attitudes and behaviours in cultures. Despite the IDI results demonstrating a progression towards intercultural competence, there was no visible impact on comprehensibility. The control group, which did not receive any language/cultural instruction, was assessed at a higher level of intercultural competence. Leading Orientations for this group were Acceptance through Adaptation which indicated a desire to increase cultural self-awareness and learning culture specific frameworks. Chronologically younger, these participants had spent more time abroad than their counterparts. This exposure to different countries and culture may have impacted their intercultural awareness by sensitizing them to differences in linguistic and cultural mores.

There is a commonly held belief that there is a strong relationship between L2 language acquisition, cultural adaptation, years abroad and age (Flege, 2007; Hess, 1997; Utley, 2002). However, there is controversy on whether there is an age-related limit on the mastery of pronunciation and intercultural competence. Some researchers support the idea that pre-pubescent children have an excellent chance of acquiring a native like accent and a better understanding of the secondary culture if they have continued exposure to a native context. In addition, it is generally believed learners who study a second language after puberty will retain their native accent in an additional language. That is, a seventy-year old SL learner will be just as successful as a twenty-year old SL learner provided all other learning factors are equal for both. So, there is no advantage attributed to age after puberty (Scovel, 1969; Krashen, 1973).

In our study, all students improved. Pronunciation improved as the year progressed in both the experimental and control group. This has been substantiated by the fact that there are accounts about adult learners who have studied a second language after puberty and have achieved a native like pronunciation. Phonetic ability is the capacity some people have to discriminate foreign sounds; that is; to have an ear for a foreign language (Brown, 2001; Nunan, 2000).
Motivation is another important factor affecting language learning. All students had improved their scores in the comprehensibility test. The participants reported to have a specific interest in improving their pronunciation. In keeping with the literature, the correlation between motivation and comprehensibility can be established (Garcia-Perez, 2011).

Analysis of exposure to a second language indicate that International students living in foreign countries do not often take advantage of exposure to the foreign language (Derwing et al. 2006). For example, in this study, the students estimated that during 40% of their time they spoke English to a native speaker. However, the average time the majority of the students were exposed to an English speaking environment was 30%. Studies have shown that length of residence does make a difference in the accuracy of the production of foreign sounds (Bohn & Flege, 1992). If according to research most of the improvement in L2 pronunciation takes place within a 2-year period (Flege, Bohn, & Jang, 1997), a correlation between length of residence and pronunciation could be established in this study.

Despite the limitations of this small scale study, the observable results indicate that the increased exposure to the second language in either a formal (language/culture class) or informal (no classes) in the country of residence had a positive impact on comprehensibility but not necessarily on intercultural competence. Research recognizes that communication in today's world requires not only linguistic competence but also an intercultural competence emphasizing awareness of the values, traditions and ways of being of the language being acquired (Cummings, 2009; Egbo, 2009; Bennet, 2007). Previous research and anecdotal evidence indicate that Chinese students in first year classes in North American universities lack these skills (Bloch & Chi, 1995; Ferris & Hedgcock, 2005; Silva & Matsuda, 2001). Research also reveals that a lack of intercultural competence often results in students’ experiencing ‘culture shock’ (Killick & Parry, 1999; Roberts, 1998; Oberg, 1960). This has serious implications because trauma to the learners’ affective and behavioral disposition can prevent success in second language learning and in academic performance. If a student is tense, worried or anxious due to intercultural issues, second language acquisition and subject area knowledge may be affected (Krashen, 1985). Furthermore, comprehensibility in the spoken language may be affected. This may explain the IDI results of older, less-travelled experimental group who were assessed at a lower level of intercultural competence, the Defense and Minimization Stages.

From a Second Language Teaching (SLT) point of view, these interconnections between language and culture can have both practical and theoretical implications. In practice, the teacher can foresee the linguistic difficulties the students may experience arising from cultural differences. Theoretically, the teacher could determine the conditions that facilitate the development of the second language student’s ability to develop intercultural competence, the ability to successfully communicate with people of other cultures as well as comprehensibility in the second language. However, practically, the present study did not determine correlation between language/cultural instruction, comprehensibility and intercultural competence. In fact, exposure to the L2 in informal settings seems to have been more beneficial to comprehensibility than the language/cultural class as well as the amount of time spent abroad in a foreign culture.

In this case, the limitations of the sample do not promote generalizations regarding ELL’s language acquisition and intercultural competence but emphasizes the need for more research in this direction.
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Evaluating Images of the Environment for Educational Use: Exploring the Use of a Rubric Derived From Visual Information Theory

ABSTRACT
This study explored whether a rubric based upon criteria from visual information theory and intended to facilitate selection of images for environmental education purposes would be robust among users of differing backgrounds. Five higher education faculty evaluated 40 images for the criteria of content, context, information density, and credibility of source. Cronbach’s Alpha Reliability Coefficient was utilized to calculate internal consistency of user responses and findings indicated that the rubric was robust for the four criteria. Responses to different subject matter within environmental images were also considered using a qualitative interpretive methodology. Very different responses to the image categories of maps, terrain, plants and animals emerged. Images of terrain and of animals in terrain were highly ranked compared to map images and images of plants, likely due to relatively poor map understanding and lack of familiarity with plants. The majority of evaluator comments targeted human interactions with the environment, indicating a tendency to focus upon companion meanings of the images rather than environmental science content.

Keywords: Evaluating Images, Environment, Rubric Derived, Visual Information Theory

INTRODUCTION
Images mediate the environmental experience of many people (including students), and the term ‘environmental images’ conjures both compelling landscapes and depictions of actual or imminent environmental disasters or problems (e.g., oil spills and degraded rivers). However, this category of image is broad, as is the subject matter of environmental science and environmental education. In addition to fine art or photographic representations of landscapes or the causes and sustainable resolution of environmental problems, environmental imagery may include maps, technical illustrations of organisms that are intended for explanation and identification (such as in botanical watercolors and field guides to bird life) and diagrams of scientific phenomena such as the water-cycle and carbon cycle. Explicit and implicit content depicted by environmental imagery includes: matter and energy, water and soil chemistry, ecosystems and evolution, biodiversity, species interactions and population dynamics, water resources, waste and hazardous waste, energy issues, and the processes and technology of urbanization. Additionally, environmental concepts and issues in physical geography, geology, limnology, and oceanography may be addressed visually at a number of systemic levels. Such images fulfill a number of possible educational and cognitive functions as they engage the viewer aesthetically (Robin, 1992). They may describe and explain an organism or phenomenon, demonstrate cause and effect relationships, provoke inductive reasoning about the subject matter, teach visual classification skills by example, promote the development of explanations, and force the utilization of previously learned concepts in turn.

Thus there are many compelling reasons to give substantial consideration to selection of images for use in formal and informal environmental education settings. Conservationist Aldo Leopold understood this and utilized appealing illustrations of organisms in their natural habitat in A Sand County Almanac (1970/1949), a work that became influential in both the conservation movement and in environmental philosophy and aesthetics (Ito, 2008). More recently, images of the maned wolf in a traveling environmental cinema in central Brazil was one tool that proved effective in gaining
support for conservation of the species in a rural area (Bizerril, Soares, & Santos, 2011). However, not all images are equal in potential and power to fulfill Robin’s (1992) functions: an examination of images of the environment in more than 500 modern picture books about the natural world found that, exclusive of straightforward information texts, less than ten received the researcher’s unreserved recommendation as contributing to the environmental education of young readers (Marriott, 2002). Marriott concluded, that although images of nature are plentiful, there are “a few jewels, but a huge quantity of dross” (p.182), indicating that the reasoned and purposeful selection of images for environmental education is called for, and that use of a rubric based upon appropriate criteria might be appropriate and helpful in this process.

Although the cognitive and educational potential of any image naturally depends somewhat upon the visual literacy and previous knowledge of the viewer, the informational quality and design of the image is of paramount importance to the effectiveness of the image. In a four-volume work addressing data visualization and visual information theory, Edward Tufte (1983; 1990; 1997; 2006) expounds upon design strategies that maximize information representation, thus providing a potentially useful basis for image choice for environmental education use. Although many of Tufte’s exemplars are from the fields of cartography, fine artwork and graphic design, recent refinements in image processing capabilities render photography amenable to adjustment to meet many of Tufte’s criteria. The ability of a convincing photograph to transform and express a ‘created’ concept is consonant with the individual viewpoint and explanation of the subject matter offered by fine art painting (Gordin, 2013), and environmental images created by informed photographers have the potential to satisfy the criteria of visual information theory.

This study explores two questions. First, is it possible to develop a simple and robust rubric by which educators in environmental science or environmental education can evaluate images for their cognitive and educational power utilizing Tufte’s (1983; 1990; 1997; 2006) visual information theory? Second, given that environmental imagery is so wide in scope and includes such a range of genres and subject matter, we examine how different categories of image (maps, terrain, and images of organisms) are perceived in terms of information extracted and responses evoked in viewers.

**BACKGROUND: EDWARD Tufte’s Visual Information Theory**

Edward Tufte’s (1983: 1996; 1999; 2006) visual information theory provides a framework for effectively evaluating images in general, and pictures with environmental science content in particular. Tufte (1983) insists that an educational graphic exceed the function of ‘showing the obvious to the ignorant’ (p.53) and posits a standard of excellence for images that rests upon two major axioms: that the maximum possible information about the subject is to be communicated as efficiently as possible, and that the image is ‘relational’, explicitly showing relationships between variables or different components of the illustration wherever possible. Relational images link two variables and encourage the viewer to assess possible causal relationships and respond to their visual experience with thoughtful and meaningful questions. Expectations underlying these axioms are expounded upon throughout the four-volume exposition of visual information theory, but for purposes of informing image evaluation relating to environmental science and environmental science education can be summarized by attention to six key elements: content, context, data-ink, integrity, causal reasoning, and visual hierarchies.

**Content**

Content describes the explicit and implicit information provided within the image. In terms of environmental images, this might refer to the presence of visually accessible information about the abiotic environment, organisms, ecosystems, populations, or sustainability. Tufte (2006) has proposed that the initial issue to be addressed in image selection is to determine the content reasoning task that the image is intended to assist. Clarification of essential reasoning tasks will suggest necessary content elements, of primary importance in the image selection process as “presentations ultimately stand or fall depending on the quality, relevance, and integrity of their content” (p.136).

**Context**

A second criterion for an effective image choice is context. Environmental image selection requires that the targeted content is portrayed in authentic and accurate context (such as a cactus plant in a desert landscape), and that misconceptions are avoided. Context is an essential component of integrity in the illustration or image, and can be a difficult criterion to satisfy, as strict realism or authentic scenes that provide rich information while eschewing gratuitous detail (Tufte, 1983) are frequently not considered by artists and photographers to be pleasing or marketable. The principle of proper context in environmental imagery requires that illustrations of organisms provide direct answers to relevant questions about size, form, morphological and behavioral adaptations, and ecology (Hunt, 2006) and that images depicting multiple species of organisms indicate how the these are related, i.e., by taxonomy or by habitat. Modern illustrations in technical publications, such as field guides to birds, generally do organize their species according to a strict taxonomic arrangement (e.g., Kaufmann, 1990; King, Dickinson, & Woodcock, 1975), while some field guides intended for the beginner, and many narrative paintings show organisms related by niche or habitat (e.g., Coe, 2001;
Maps are a category of environmental image that illustrate how the power of an image can be enhanced by visual emphasis of causal and contributory factors to provide context: differences in of natural resources, population, rainfall, etc. are superb vehicles for geographic comparisons. The classic exemplar of this genre is Minard’s figurative map of Napoleon’s march through Russian in 1812 (Minard, 1869), in which both the advance and retreat of the army on and from Moscow are depicted with respect to six contextually relevant variables: environmental temperature, environmental hazards such as the crossing of the icy Berezina river, direction of movement of the army, the (decreasing) size of the army along the route, geographical coordinates, and dates at which the arm passed through key locations. Lesser known works of Minard include more than 50 thematic maps, most of which described and explained issues of economic rather than environmental geography, but which nonetheless demonstrate how maps with data shown in enriched context can summarize and convey impressive amounts of information (Friendly, 2013).

Information Density

A third element to be considered in image selection for environmental education is information density, or ‘data-ink’ (Tufte, 1983, pp. 91-105). Data-ink is the proportion of the image devoted to content, thus an image rich in information content will have a high ‘data-ink’ index (p.93). Data-ink can relay features of the environment that are explicitly portrayed or implied in the image. For example, the proportion of the image devoted to a nuclear reactor when illustrating energy sources, or to an urbanized river valley when the environmental topic is water conversation would be relevant to information density, or the data-ink index. Tufte (1983) has explained his concept of data-ink in more general terms:

Data graphics should draw the viewer’s attention to the sense and substance of the data, not to something else...graphics are instruments to help people reason about quantitative information (p. 91).... A large share of ink on a graphic should present data-information, the ink changing as the data change. Data-ink is the non-erasable core of a graphic, the non-redundant ink arranged in response to variation in the numbers represented (p. 93).

Thus when selecting an appropriate image for educational purposes, the percentage of the image area containing directly applicable content or information relevant to that content should be assessed: information density of the image increases with this percentage (Tufte, 1983;1997;2006).

Causal Reasoning

A fourth element Tufte (1997; 2006) to be considered in image selection is the extent to which it is likely invoke causal reasoning, encouraging viewers to ask reasoned questions about both the explicit content displayed and also that which is implied: “Scientific research involves causal thinking, for Nature’s laws are causal laws....principles of design should attend to the fundamental intellectual task in the analysis of evidence...causality, mechanism, explanation, systematic structure” (Tufte, 2006, p. 128).

Credibility

The element of integrity (Tufte, 1983, 1990, 1997) is described in terms of a number of dimensions, including design strategies that prevent the viewer from having to guess at missing information, or from being unintentionally deceived by misleading proportions or the optical plane in which the subject is depicted. However, integrity is primarily concerned with credibility: the scientific and historical credibility and the reliability of the source, this latter being of paramount importance when images are sourced from the Internet. Tufte (1997) is insistent on the matter of examination of image sources: “If images are to be considered credible, their source and history must be documented. And if an image is to serve as serious evidence, a more rigorous accounting should reveal the overall pool of images from which the displayed image was selected” (p. 25).

Visual Hierarchies

Tufte (1990) describes “confusion and clutter...as the failures of design” (p.53), impeding the comprehension of information. Thus the sixth and final element of image assessment generated from visual information theory is that of the provision of a visual hierarchy within the image. A visual hierarchy indicating the relative importance of content within the images can be provided by varying line weight, use of texture and patterns, color variation, and choice of compositional strategy. Color and line function in layering and separation of visual information, reducing noise and enriching the content of image by effective visual emphasis. Although beyond the scope of the current study, Envisioning Information (Tufte, 1990) also includes considerable attention to design strategies that sharpen the information resolution of illustrations.
METHODOLOGY

Criteria Employed

From the six criteria discussed throughout Tufte’s (1983; 1990; 1997; 2006) work in visual information theory, four were identified that were judged basic to guiding image choice for environmental education purposes, and that were suitable for a non-specialist in visual information concerns to comprehend quickly. Content, context, information density, and credibility of the source of the image were the criteria selected. Causal reasoning and the provision of visual hierarchies were judged to be beyond the scope of this study.

Content (Criterion 1) required that the image be rich in explicit and implicit environmental content.

Context (Criterion 2) required that the image content be shown in an accurate environmental context and that content was not diluted by gratuitous decorative material.

Information density (Criterion 3)) was the percentage of the image containing relevant information about the environment (from Tufte’s (1983) concept of Data-Ink).

Credibility of source (Criterion 4) required that the Internet source of the image be considered scientifically and historically credible.

To address the first question of whether a rubric for environmental image selection based upon visual information theory would be robust among users (i.e., that users would make similar judgments pertaining to our chosen criteria), we designed a questionnaire (see Appendix I) that was distributed to five evaluators, along with a 40 item image set. The questionnaire featured a Likert-type response to each of the four criteria, with a justifying written comment requested for each. For the criteria of content, context, and credibility of source we asked that the evaluator classify the images as fully, mostly, partly, or not met for each criterion and assigned each classification a numeric score (4 for fully met, 3 for mostly met, 2 for partly met, and 1 for not met.). The criterion of information density asked that evaluators estimate the proportion of the image that depicted environmentally relevant information, with available selections of 0 – 25%, 25% - 50%, 50% - 75%, and 75% - 100%.

Image Selection

The 40 images selected for evaluation (Muthersbaugh and Kern, 2012) were drawn from a set of 100 images, collected from Internet sources, that had previously been utilized in an elementary social studies and science study in which students explored the local (Pacific Northwest region of the United States) environment during the time of the Lewis and Clark expedition in the early 1800’s, and compared this to current environmental conditions. For the current study, images were selected from this larger collection to fit four general categories of ‘environmental image’: maps, terrain (landscapes), plants, and animals. Ten images were provided for each of these four categories, and of the ten images in each category, five were historic images (from the 1800’s) and five were contemporary.

Participants

Five educators were selected to evaluate the image set. These educator-evaluators had diverse professional lives, but all were positioned such that selecting images of the environment for educational purposes comprised part of their practice. All evaluators also possessed sufficient environmental science background to make a credible appraisal of the images. All individuals (four female, one male) were current or former higher education faculty with five to twenty-plus years of teaching experience at institutions in the Pacific Northwest region of the United States. Three have taught public schools and all have experience in science teacher preparation. The environmental science expertise of the evaluators varied from completion of relevant college coursework through actually teaching environmental science at the college level. One evaluator was employed in the private environmental sector, one was primarily a biological scientist, one was in engineering, one specialized in elementary education, and one was specifically science education faculty.

Data Analysis

To inform the first question of whether an image rubric would be robust to the subjectivity inherent in having different individuals evaluate images, Cronbach’s Alpha Based on Standardized Items (SPSS) was employed to estimate the internal consistency of the different evaluators’ scores for each of the criteria in the rubric for the 40 images (Cronbach, 1951). Scores were analyzed with n = 5, and an overall reliability agreement score of 0.700 preferred per criterion. Thus a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.700 or greater would indicate that the evaluators reached an acceptable level of agreement for that criterion on the entire image set (see Table 1).

To address the second question of how different categories of image were perceived, the numerical values of
the scaled Likert-type rankings (1 – 4) were averaged for each category of image for each criterion. With five evaluators, and 10 images per category, the average of 50 responses was calculated for maps, terrain, plants, and animal images for the criteria of content, context, and credibility of source (see Table 2). The pattern of rankings for each image by each evaluator for each category was also visually inspected, and departures from the norm examined. In addition, for the criterion of information density, the number of images in each category receiving rankings of 75-100%, 50 – 75% etc. was tabulated and reported as a percentage of the 50 responses for that category (see Table 3).

Finally, given that this study was exploratory and descriptive in in nature, evaluator comments for each criterion were subject to interpretative qualitative analysis in an attempt to uncover how evaluators perceived the four categories of image in terms of our four criteria. Comments were analyzed by image category and criterion. An interpretive approach to the qualitative analysis of the comments was chosen, a methodology that positions the researcher as the vehicle by which reality is revealed (Andrade, 2009), with this ‘reality’ bounded by particular time and specific context, and is based upon the epistemological assumption that “findings are literally created as the investigation proceeds” (Guba & Lincoln, p.111). In the interpretive version of content analysis, the researcher’s interpretations play a key role, bringing “subjectivity to the fore, backed with quality arguments rather than statistical exactness” (Garcia & Quek, 1997, p.459). Emerging themes that revealed understanding of how the evaluators interpreted the images were reviewed by two academics in the field of environmental science education.

FINDINGS

Reliability of the Rubric

Cronbach’s Alpha for the four Likert- style responses from the five evaluators indicated that all criteria within the image rubric produced acceptable internal consistency of image ratings (see Table 1). The highest reliability coefficient occurred for credibility of the internet sources of the images (α = 0.869), followed by environmental content (α = 0.797), appropriate context (α = 0.761), and data ink or information density (α = 0.707). The closer that Cronbach’s alpha is to 1, the greater the internal consistency of the ratings for each criterion. Guidelines for interpretation of Cronbach’s alpha coefficient are: ≥ .9 – Excellent, ≥ .8 – Good, ≥ .7 – Acceptable, ≥ .6 – Questionable, ≥ .5 – Poor, and ≤ .4 – Unacceptable” (Gliem & Gliem, 2003. p.87.) These relatively high levels of agreement (‘Good’ for credibility of source and content, and ‘Acceptable’ for information density and context) in this initial attempt to develop a rubric of criteria for image evaluation are encouraging.

Table 1: Reliability Coefficients by Criterion Responses to 40 Images by Five Evaluators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Reliability Agreement Score (Cronbach’s Alpha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Density</td>
<td>.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility of Source</td>
<td>.869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Responses to Criteria by Category of Image

Criterion 1: Content

Map images scored an average of 2.2 points (out of a possible 4.0) across the five evaluators, yielding an overall rating of ‘partly met’ for richness of environmental science content (see Table 2). Although certain evaluators had more experience with map interpretation than others, they were remarkably consistent in their ratings of individual images. As a group, evaluators were quite critical of the maps for this criterion: only one image received a rating of ‘fully met’ for environmental science content by one evaluator. Explicit and implicit environmental content of the maps generated 17 comments, with an overall indication that maps were richer in implicit than explicit content. Identified content included topography, geology, satellite imagery, vegetative cover, water resources, ecosystem variability, and abiotic aspects of environments, and political boundaries vs. ecological regions:

An attentive viewer can extract a good deal of environmentally relevant information from this image...about topography, water resources, vegetative cover...

Geology, and abiotic aspects of environment.

Environmental variation is revealed if you can extrapolate.
The different ecosystems depicted in a large scale map drew evaluator attention:

- Different limiting factors are implied by the different environments.
- Variation in ecosystems (across the route) as mountain ranges, Great Plains, plateaus are labeled.
- Food webs and diversity implied...will be very different in marine, coastal, vegetated mountainous regions and high desert environments.

Implied interactions between humans and the environment were also a topic of comment for the set of map images:

- There are implications about the natural resources available to the (Lewis and Clark) expedition.
- Natural vs. anthropogenic change is suggested.

The 10 images in the category of ‘Terrain’ scored an average of 3.3 points across the five evaluators, an average rating between ‘mostly met’ and ‘fully met’ for richness of environmental science content (see Table 2). Ratings of individual images were consistent between evaluators and all provided comments (24 comments total) on the content identified in this category. Evaluator comments tended to emphasize human interactions with, and modifications to, the environment.

- Modifications of the environment based on the major highway.
- Diversity may have changed over time as humans monopolized the prairie.
- Negative results (on the environment) due to the dam and barge traffic.

Images in the ‘Plants’ category scored an average rating of ‘partly met’ (2.1 out of a possible 4.0) for depiction of explicit and implicit environmental science content. Ratings were consistent between images, and moderately consistent between evaluators, although two individuals (one with a ‘naïve’ interest in botanical illustration, and one with some academic background in this area) gave the plants images higher ratings for content. These two evaluators were the only individuals to offer comments on the content of the plant images. Most of the comments made by the more ‘naïve’ evaluator keyed on flowers and fruiting structures or focused upon human interactions with plants, while the ‘informed’ evaluator appeared to be searching for ecological content:

**Examples of ‘Informed’ comments:**

- Plant appears to be in a woody landscape where it will be competing with other plant species for resources. It is providing a food source, which is beneficial to other species.
- Cottonwoods increase biological diversity in riverine environments by providing food and shelter for other organisms.

**Examples of ‘Naïve’ comments:**

- The seed pods are intriguing.
- Humans affected the plants’ environment in some way as they harvested wood.
- Plant used by humans for utilitarian and medicinal functions.

Evaluators indicated that depictions of unfamiliar plants such as wildflowers are more useful when an informative label was provided:

- The accompanying explanation brings the missing content to the image.
- The image alone does not provide much information — photos of flowers and foliage have limited usefulness.
Images of ‘Animals’ scored an average rating of 2.95, or ‘mostly met’ for environment science content (Table 2). Ratings of individual images followed a consistent pattern among the evaluators, although three individuals tended to score all animal images somewhat higher than did the other evaluators. The majority of content identified in the ‘animal’ images was broadly ecological, rather than specific to the organism depicted:

- Use of old growth forest by humans is depicted.
- Woody plants in background (of bird portrait) provide habitat, food source, and nesting sites.
- Showing pictures of several species implies food webs and life cycles.

Herbivory, over-harvesting of buffalo, habitat fragmentation, and loss of habitat to agriculture, food webs and life cycles implied by multiple species’ depictions, population plunges, piscivory, and competition for resources were identified.

A dramatic population plunge due to the loss of open prairie habitat is implied…we do not see massive herds of buffalo today.

The label states that the salmon population was once thriving…overfishing and habitat degradation since the time of the Lewis and Clark expedition are implied.

Crash of woodpecker populations due to the loss of large tracts of old growth forest is implied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Terrain</th>
<th>Plants</th>
<th>Animals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility of Source</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** 1.00 = criterion not met; 2.00 = criterion partly met; 3.00 = criterion mostly met; 4.00 = criterion fully met.

**Criterion 2: Context**

Maps received an average score of 2.52 points (see Table 2), a rating between ‘partly met’ and ‘mostly met’ for showing environmental content in an appropriate context. One evaluator felt the question was not suited to images of maps and rated all ten images as ‘not met’ for context. The remaining four evaluators tended to rate images similarly, judging the maps as showing appropriate context with respect to geography and geology:

- Shows appropriate natural features accurately.
- Topography is accurate.
- Geological phenomena only shown, these are depicted in correct context.

Maps with extensive legends, particularly those showing types of vegetative cover, were ranked most favorably:

- The variations of color depicting vegetative cover is useful.
- Lack of a legend reduces the usefulness of this map.

The one map image containing labels or illustrative embellishments of organisms drew favorable responses:

- Plant groups are appropriate to biome.
- Deciduous trees of the eastern forests, the western evergreens, and prairie grasses are shown in appropriate locations.
- Representative birds are a nice touch.

Even where plants or animals were not referenced, either by legend or direct illustration, some evaluators interpreted topographic features in terms of implications for organisms:

- Narrow continental shelf of Pacific coast has implications for marine life.
Images of terrain were highly ranked for display of environmental content in an appropriate context, scoring an average of 3.42, a rating between ‘mostly met’ and ‘fully met’ (see Table 2). Evaluators appeared more confident about evaluating environment context when presented with images of landscapes, and rankings were similar across all images and all five evaluators.

Evaluators cited details to support their high rankings for accurate context:

- Moisture loving herbs at the feet of fishermen, salmon in stream, the trees growing in rock crevices smaller than those on riverbank.
- The banks of the river show rising and lowering of water level, probably dependent of release of water from the dam (depicted).
- The flowers are consistent with the prairie ecosystem.

Images of individual plants were not ranked highly by the evaluators for showing accurate and appropriate environmental context, receiving an overall score of 2.02, or ‘partly met’ for this criterion (see Table 2). A number of these images were field plates, or illustrations of plant parts, and evaluator comments indicated the need for a full narrative background to be included in order that the plant be placed in context:

- Images in this section are beautiful, but not particularly environmentally contextual.
- An accurate depiction of the plant, but not shown in its environment.
- Camas depicted correctly, but hard to discern surroundings.

However, some less literally-minded evaluators felt it was possible to infer context from an illustration of a plant specimen:

- Painting depicts roots, a clue to typical environment (rocky soil in this case).
- Shows flowers low to the ground, appropriate for rocky soil.
- Others either relied on a label to provide context, or felt that a label was needed to provide sufficient context:
  - Environmental context given by label information (evaluator repeated this comment for three of the plant images).
  - If context is not provided directly in image, it should be provided by a label.

Where a full background was provided, evaluators gave high rankings for context, and did not question the placement of the plant:

- Accurate depiction of prairie environment.
- The flowers are in a grassland setting, natural for this type of wildflower.

The images of animals received a moderately high average score of 3.09 for display of environmental content in an appropriate context, a rating of ‘mostly met’ for this criterion (see Table 2). Two of the evaluators considered behavior to be contextual:

- Social group (coterie); individuals in characteristic postures, shown on open prairie.
- Burrowing while two members of the coterie watch for threat.
- I have seen woodpeckers behaving like this so assume context is correct.

One evaluator examined the context of an image and reevaluated her own knowledge:

- I was not aware the buffalo lived so near mountain foothills but it does make sense for the northern route taken by Lewis and Clark.

Images of animals set against narrative backgrounds received higher scores for context:

- Prairie and mounds are consistent with typical prairie dog habitat.
- Critical comments ensued when these (narrative backgrounds) were not provided or were judged insufficient:
  - Inaccurate – white pine should be included for most correct context.
  - Salmon not depicted in a natural habitat.

Greater familiarity with the behavior and ecology of specific animals on the part of individual evaluators increased ratings for context when a narrative background was absent. Comments of knowledgeable evaluators
indicated that ‘clues’ to context were considered sufficient:

Bird clinging to woody plant; both sexes and silhouette depicted in a configuration that would be observed in the field – artistic license used to good purpose here.

Bird on lichen covered igneous rock is characteristic.

Bird shown with a plant species with which it has a mutualistic relationship.

**Criterion 3. Information Density.**

Overall agreement between the five evaluators for the criterion of information density - the percentage of the image containing relevant environmental information - was acceptable ($\alpha = 0.707$) although a dichotomy between evaluator responses was apparent. Three evaluators rated all maps as displaying less that 50% of environmental information for this criterion, while two individuals who were geologically knowledgeable and familiar with interpreting maps in environmental terms rated maps highly for information density (Table 3). This effect of prior knowledge appeared again in evaluations of the plant images. Responses to images of plants were very variable, and it seems that judgment of what constitutes ‘environmental information’ in plant images correlates with the knowledge of plant ecology possessed by the evaluator. One evaluator rated all plant images as having low information density (in the 0-25% range), whereas another with some knowledge of plant ecology rated all in the 75-100% range.

Images of animals scored the highest average ratings for information density. More than 60% of the images of animals were rated as containing 75-100% environmental information (See Table 3). Images of terrain were also highly rated for this criterion: 50% of terrain images presented were rated as containing 75-100% of environmental information. The animal images presented were for the most part situated against a full background of a contextual landscape, thus this category might be better described as 'animal in terrain' and we hypothesize that the presence of an engaging and familiar animal (buffalo, prairie dog, salmon, woodpecker) offered some personalized context that enabled evaluators to identify environmental information in the images.

**Table 3. Information Density: Percentage of the image containing relevant environmental information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of Image</th>
<th>0-25 %</th>
<th>25-50 %</th>
<th>50-75%</th>
<th>75-100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrain</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Criterion 4: Credibility of source**

Credibility of the internet sources of the images produced good agreement overall across all images and evaluators ($\alpha = 0.869$). A breakdown of the average evaluator ratings of the images by category is supplied in Table 2. Federal agencies and sites that were ‘household names’ to our evaluators, such National Geographic and the Public Broadcasting Service were uniformly considered trustworthy and evaluators justified their rankings of ‘fully met’ for image credibility typically by naming the source:

Dept. of Fish and Wildlife.
National Park Service.

Maps, especially those from federal agencies, tend to be considered authoritative and were the most trusted of all categories of image in terms of integrity of source (See Table 2):

USGS is a reputable source of maps.

‘Rare Map Sites’ were problematic for evaluators, as they appeared credible but were unfamiliar territory and tended to be low ranked for credibility:

The title suggests reliability although I am not familiar with rare maps.
Not familiar with ‘Rare Map Sites.’

Commercial sites and Wikimedia were distrusted and images from such sites ranked low for credibility, even when the image seemed to be straightforward. Our evaluators were cautious about their rankings for all categories of image when they were unfamiliar with the source:
This is from a credible diary but Wikimedia is a problem.
The website is not necessarily a credible source but I recognize the image as accurate.
Appears historically credible but not enough information about source to trust.
Image is straightforward but a news source is not sufficiently authoritative.

Photographs of terrain, plants, and animals were treated with suspicion and ranked as ‘partly met’ or ‘not met’ (see Table 2), unless they originated from a source (such as National Geographic) that evaluators believed utilized scientific judgement:

- National Geographic employs scientists and is a trustworthy source.
- Appears to be a straightforward and untouched image but a reality is not a sufficiently authoritative source. The image is credible but the source is not.
- Not from an authoritative source but how important is this for an untouched photograph?
- No reason to distrust a nursery photograph of a cultivar, but is not botanically authoritative.

The credibility of fine art illustrations of terrain and/or organisms was considered to be dependent upon the artist’s scientific knowledge, which was unknown in most cases, thus some illustrations of plants and animals were ranked low for credibility:

- We don’t know how good a scientific observer the artist was.
- Source is respectable but we don’t know about the depth of the artist’s knowledge.

**SUMMARY**

This exploratory study utilizing 40 thematically linked images indicated that a rubric based on criteria derived from Edward Tufte’s visual information theory has potential for guiding selection of images for use in environmental education and environmental science education. The use of a rubric to focus educators’ attention upon explicit and implicit information contained in images, the context in which that information is presented, the information density of an image, and the integrity of its sources produced agreement within a group of five educators in higher education. Agreement was ‘good’ for image content and credibility of the image source, and acceptable for context and information density. Evaluator knowledge of environmental science, visual information theory and/or aesthetics appeared to some influence on evaluator response to an image, but not enough to undermine overall levels of agreement.

Of the four categories of image employed, images of terrain and images of animals in terrain appear to be rated most highly for environmental science content, appropriate context for the information, and density of information in the image. Images of animals lacking a full landscape background were rated less highly on all factors than when this was included/present.

Maps and images of plants, were rated as less rich in explicit and implicit environmental content and this content was less likely to be considered displayed in appropriate context. These two categories were also given mediocre ratings in terms of information density of the images. Maps were considered the most credible images of all categories, likely due to the tendency of these images to originate from governmental sources. An issue of credibility that seemed to concern evaluators was the knowledge of the artist in fine art illustrations, leading to doubts about the integrity of some images of plants and birds in particular.

All evaluators in this study appeared to be oriented toward issues of sustainability. Human interactions with the environment (use of resources, modifications to and corresponding effects upon) were a common theme that drew comments across all categories of image.

**DISCUSSION AND CRITICAL REFLECTION**

The results of the study were encouraging in terms of the potential of a rubric for selecting images for environmental education, and informative about viewer responses. However, it is recognized that more exploration is called for, particularly in terms of the criteria employed and the evaluator population. In this study, image criteria were
limited to content, context, perceived information density, and credibility of source as the aim was to obtain some preliminary results to guide future efforts, and there was concern about the possibility of evaluator fatigue distorting results if additional criteria were added, particularly as a fairly large number of images were presented for evaluation here. One important criterion being investigated in a current study is that of the potential of images to stimulate reasoning and questions in the viewer (Hunt, Mutthersbaugh, & Kern, in prep). This pertains to Tufte’s (1997; 2006) criterion of causal reasoning, where the visual explanations and cause-and-effect relationships demonstrated within an image effectively stimulate inductive reasoning and content-relevant questions in the viewer.

Differences in evaluator populations are also likely to affect responses to rubrics. This sample of educators attained reasonable levels of agreement on the criteria employed, but it is recognized that this sample consisted of individuals who likely possess greater environmental content knowledge than other populations. An appropriate next step might be to evaluate agreement amongst practicing elementary school teachers and pre-service science teachers to discern whether gaps in environmental content knowledge (Dove, 1996; Mikhail, Stamou, & Stamou, 2006; Khalid, 2003; Summers, Kruger, Childs, & Mant, 2000) substantially affects use of the rubric and agreement levels.

One issue that emerged with evaluator responses concerns the perceived credibility of images. Although agreement about credibility of image source was the highest for any of the four criteria, evaluator comments initiated some concerns. A tendency for unquestioning acceptance of images produced under the auspices of government organizations, or household names such as National Geographic or the Public Broadcasting Service raises concerns that such ‘automatically approved’ images may not be subject to the degree of critical scrutiny that this sophisticated population of evaluators would be capable of. This effect may be even more pronounced amongst less educated evaluators. It was also evident that photographic images were accepted (“Not from an authoritative source but how important is this for an untouched photograph?”) with less reserve than were fine art illustrations, which elicited some suspicion (“Source is respectable but we don’t know about the depth of the artist’s knowledge”). This distrust may eliminate some fine images from consideration: many of the most informative natural history illustrations originate from information and sketches in field notebooks, where the artist was intimately familiar with the habits and habitat of the organism. Examples of the former might include: Erasmus Darwin’s detailed drawings of the fertilization process in the freshwater plant *Vallisneria spiralis* (Darwin, 1791), the illustrated diary kept by Charles Darwin during the five year voyage of the HMS Beagle (Keynes, 2001), and Maria Merian’s entomological studies of Surinam (Merian, 1771; Tuft, 1962). More recently, two award-winning children’s picture books - *My Season with Penguins* and *Looking for Seabirds: An Alaskan Voyage* – were created by ornithological artist Sophie Webb from illustrated journals of research expeditions in the Antarctic and Alaska (Webb, 2004; Webb 2000). Webb’s watercolors are very far removed from technical illustrations, yet as Marriott (2002) commented, useful images of nature can be “flamboyantly idiosyncratic, yet accurate and effective” (p. 181). Similar illustrations are found in *The Tiny Seed* (Carle, 1987) in which a seed survives natural and man-made hazards before becoming a flower. It may be that this evaluator population, as higher education faculty, took a somewhat severe stance on the suitability of illustrations for use in education. It remains to be seen in further study with other populations if the use of credibility as a criterion will eliminate some categories of image from consideration for educational use.

The inclusion of maps as a category of environmental image was perhaps one of the more unusual and remarkable features of this study, and one that deserves some comment on evaluator reactions and also attention to the question of how maps could be employed in environmental education. In contrast to the other categories of image employed in this study, there exists a substantial body of research on understanding, interpreting, and teaching with maps as conventional representations of large scale spaces and their uses (e.g.: Anderson & Leinhardt, 2002; Rossano & Morrison, 1996; Schofield & Kirby, 1994; Ward & McCabe, 2000; Winter, 2007). The map images utilized in this study were rated as only ‘partly met’ overall for content, context, and information density, yet evaluator comments indicated that implied environmental content was plentiful. The rich implicit content suggests that maps might be more fruitfully employed with students who already have some background in the area of environmental science and are thus able to make inferences. A viewer might also benefit from a degree of geographic literacy about scales, symbols, keys, and legends and the ability to interpret maps in terms of this ‘objective’ knowledge before being able to understand them as environmental images. However, such prerequisites as preexisting environmental science knowledge and conventional cartographic interpretive skills might be circumvented by careful choice of the map image and also by encouraging a more constructivist approach to maps in the classroom. One middle level geography textbook, *Investigating Geography* (Grimwade and Durbin, 2002) has advocated adoption of a ‘freer, more imaginative...perspective on map knowledge...within a more student centered pedagogical framework’ (Winter, 2007, p.357) in which maps are interpreted more subjectively and the viewer is encouraged to decide what is important within the map. World maps within a section of *Investigating Geography* entitled ‘Do Maps Tell the Truth?’ show environmentally relevant phenomena such as lights from urban areas, oil production flares, and burning vegetation. In contrast, the map images employed in this study were somewhat conventional representations, and presenting users with more enticing and relevant images might result in better identification of explicit content and environmental
human interactions with the environment, such as medicinal use of plants, over-fishing, and diversion of water. Despite these caveats, a number of articles in practitioner journals have described successful routes to teaching about environmental science with conventional maps. Woolever (1956) describes use of local city, county, state, national, and world maps in teaching about foods, natural enemies, fisheries, insects, migrations, erosion, agriculture, natural parks, reclamation areas, sanctuaries, hunting areas, soil types, population changes, rainfall, watersheds, climate, altitudes and depths, natural barriers, and artificial boundaries by expanding the function of a map from ‘what is where’ to a vehicle for posing and answering questions about why, when, or how it got there. Locke (1963) employed road maps in biology teaching in elementary and middle grades by having students identify biological terms in town names (e.g., Parsley, Cotton, Buffalo, Coyote, and Salmon) and then tracking down their origin and relevance. Swab (2010) illuminates a college seminar with maps developed during the voyage of the HMS Beagle. Thus it seems that there are routes to developing uses of maps as environmental images, but this particular category of image may require its own carefully scaffolded rubric.

Plants as environmental images also seem somewhat problematic. Given the critical importance of plant life in a sustainable environment, the response of evaluators to the plant images was overall quite disappointingly unenthusiastic. The majority of evaluators had difficulty identifying environmental science content, ranked the plant images low for appropriate context unless placed in a narrative background, and considered few of the images information-dense. It is reasonable to suppose that less scientifically educated viewers would echo this negativity in their responses. This lack of engagement with this category may be a manifestation of the phenomenon of ‘plant-blindness’, defined and described by Wandersee & Schussler (2001) as “the inability to see or notice the plants in one’s own environment—leading to: (a) the inability to recognize the importance of plants in the biosphere, and in human affairs; (b) the inability to appreciate the aesthetic and unique biological features of the life forms belonging to the Plant Kingdom; and (c) the misguided, anthropocentric ranking of plants as inferior to animals, leading to the erroneous conclusion that they are unworthy of human consideration” (p.2). Schussler & Olzak (2008) provided evidence in support of the plant-blindness model by demonstrating that plant images were recalled less frequently than animal images by undergraduates enrolled in psychology and biology classes at a large state university. These authors have proposed that plant-blindness be combated by biology teachers by presentation of equal numbers of plant and animal examples, and selection of the most memorable plant images possible to offset selective attention to animals. In this study, it is possible that the evaluations of context, content, and information richness of the plant images were affected by a zoocentric orientation on the part of the evaluators.

In addition to the overall poor evaluations of the plant images, the specific images rendered by botanical illustrators were also given low rankings for credibility, as the evaluators appeared uncertain of the artists’ credentials in science. Given that botanical illustration as visual scientific description has a long and illustrious history (e.g., Sherwood, Harris, & Juniper, 2005), and is an area of scientific endeavor that is still emerging in the form of image-driven digital plant keys (Simpson, 2011: Valkenburg, Duistermatt, & Boer, 2013), this response is curious. This lack of appreciation for the field by the evaluators in this study may be a further manifestation of plant-blindness, reflecting the lack of emphasis on botany in life science curricula in recent decades (e.g., Darley 1990; Hershey, 1993, 1996; Nichols, 1919; Uno, 1994): evaluators may simply not have been exposed to scientific botanical illustration. Evaluator comments on the plant images tended to focus on plant—human interactions (e.g., ‘Used around encampments to deter evil spirits’), implicitly supporting the suggestion that ‘plant-blindness’ at all educational levels is most effectively countered by approaching plant study through ethnobotany (Babaian and Twigg, 2011).

The high rankings given by evaluators to images of terrain, and to images of animals situated within a landscape background reinforce the common perception that the allure of attractive landscape images (‘nature pictures’) increases engagement with the environment. A potential drawback of this response is that an emotionally charged aesthetic response to a landscape may distract and detract from a thoughtful and critical response to the environmental content. Popular concepts of the environment are frequently constructed from a vision of “nature as exotic and idyllic, enigmatic and inscrutable, precarious yet romantic” (Marriott, 2002, p.176) and the educator will not wish to further propagate such misconceptions in the images chosen for environmental education. Landscape images are undoubtedly engaging, but identifying environmental content from images in this category may be especially challenging for those viewers whose encounters with animals consists mostly of contact with domestic pets and zoo inhabitants, who are disconnected from natural landscapes outside of visitor-centers and highway way stations, who are ‘plant-blind’ (Wandersee & Schussler, 2001), and who have no sense of the role of abiotic forces such as water, wind, and sun (Marriott, 2002). Viewers of images intended to educate about the environment will benefit from a visual challenge to their preconceptions, and to be effective, the landscape images presented for this purpose (particularly those in which animals appear) might be deliberately selected to confront both romantic pastoralism and suburban familiarity.
resources were the dominant theme of evaluator comments in all four categories of image, echoing and reinforcing other findings that many individuals, including students, are considerably aware of environmental problems due to human activity, although understanding of the mechanisms connecting cause to effect is frequently lacking. Empirical evidence across cultures—the United States, the United Kingdom, Mexico, Australia, Germany, and Russia—indicates that children and teenagers are aware of and concerned about environmental issues, most commonly those of pollution, global warming, lack of water, and deforestation (Barraza, 1999; Hicks & Holden, 2007; Hutchinson, 1997; Strife, 2012). Investigations into these environmental concerns of children and youth have indicated that feelings of helplessness and the ensuing pessimism engendered by this anxiety tends to result in a disengagement from environmental issues and impacts the willingness of youth to engage in pro-environmental behaviors (Barratt & Barratt Hacking, 2003; Connell, Fien, Less, Sykes, & Yencken, 1999; Sobel, 1999). Presentation of thoughtfully selected environmental images might assist in combating this resignation to environmental degradation: it is more difficult to disengage from a striking visual, and such may be effectively used in the classroom and other educational forums as a springboard to conversations that unearth pessimism and redirect this negativity into active engagement with possible solutions. Sobel (1999) has demonstrated in educational practice that children’s connection with the natural world begins locally, in their own neighborhoods and towns. By extension, making environmental connection through images may also be best accomplished by choice of visuals that depict local and otherwise familiar environments and organisms.

A well-designed rubric that takes into account all of the issues previously discussed might considerably facilitate the selection of the richest and most effective images for environmental education, but the ability of educators to utilize the rubric to its fullest capacity is also critical to the selection process. The extent to which educators understand environmental science concepts, and the causes, mechanics, and effects of environmental issues affects their ability to identify images containing appropriate content, and gaps in knowledge and understanding have been documented at a number of educator levels. Khalid (2003) noted an array of misconceptions about the causes and effects of the greenhouse effect, ozone depletion, and acid rain in pre-service high school teachers. A study of 155 practicing elementary school teachers (Michail et al., 2007) found that although 70% expressed ‘rather great’ or ‘great’ interest in environmental issues, and could frequently identify the human activities contributing to pollution, climate change etc., many were fairly uninformed of the mechanisms of the problems (e.g., the names of specific gases contributing to the greenhouse effect). Other studies of ‘teachers’ ideas about anthropogenically initiated environmental concerns such as acid rain (Dove, 1996; Khalid, 2003)), biodiversity (Gayford, 2000; Summers et al., 2000), the greenhouse effect (Dove, 1996; Khalid, 2003), and depletion of the ozone layer (Boyce, Chamber, & Stanisstreet, 1995; Dove, 1996; Khalid, 2003; Summers et al., 2000) have indicated a similar lack of scientific understanding: findings indicate that many teachers have difficulty distinguishing between issues and separating causes and consequences. Likely contributing factors to this haphazard and inadequate knowledge of environmental issues are: poor quality of information in the mass media (which Michail et al. (2007) found to be the major source of environmental information for many elementary teachers), interference from a romantic image of nature that conceptualizes the natural world as a place of perfect harmony that is endangered by changes and fluctuations (Cooper, 2001; Cuddington, 2001), and a tendency to focus on companion meanings at the expense of cognitive meanings in science education (including environmental science) discourse (Michail et al, 2007). Companion meanings (Roberts, 1998) are the social and humanistic implications that accompany science content, and while these promote engagement and ‘relevance’ of the factual content, student focus on such connections may conceal that underlying content understanding is incomplete or faulty (Michail et al., 2007). It was apparent in this study that even higher education faculty were vulnerable to focusing upon these companion meanings, evidenced by the number of comments that focused on human interactions with the environment. Thus as the process of image selection is further developed and refined, it will be appropriate to develop a rubric designed specifically to orient teachers to the science content of the images rather than companion meanings.
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APPENDIX 1

Rubric for Environmental Image Selection

Reviewer Name _______________________________________________  Image Title________________________________________ Image Number _______

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion 1: Content - The image is rich in explicit and implicit environmentally relevant science content.</th>
<th>Fully Met-4</th>
<th>Mostly Met-3</th>
<th>Partly Met-2</th>
<th>Not Met-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question: Does the image explicitly depict environmental science content?</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: Please note the content you identify in this image

Examples of possible content based on National Science Content Standards (NRC, 1996):

a) Interdependence of organisms.
   - The image depicts an ecosystem (biological and physical community of interacting organisms).
   - The image depicts organisms engaged in interactions beneficial to one or more of the participant species, by providing food, shelter, or some other resource.
   - The image depicts organisms competing or engaged in interactions, which have negative effects on one or more of the participant species (such as predation).
   - The image depicts modifications to the natural ecosystem by humans.
   - The image depicts or suggests negative results of ecosystem modifications by humans (E.g., pollution, over-harvesting, atmospheric changes).

b) Population growth and natural resources
   - The image depicts an ecosystem reaching its carrying capacity (number of people in relation to resources able to support the given environment).
   - The image depicts humans using natural resources to improve quality of life.

Criterion 2: Context - The image shows content in an accurate environmental context.

Question: Does the image portray organisms in an accurate environmental context, and does the image emphasize environmental science content and data rather than decorative elements?

Examples of accurate contextual environmental content: (e.g., a giraffe in a savannah eating acacia leaves.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Criterion 3</strong></th>
<th>Information Density of Image - Amount of information and data shown or implied in the depicted image.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question:</strong></td>
<td>What is the approximate percentage of information and data related to environmental content shown or implied in the depicted image?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What percentage of the image on the page transmits environmental information?</strong></td>
<td>___ 0-25%  ___ 25-50%  ___ 50-75%  ___ 75-100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Criterion 4:</strong></th>
<th>Credibility of Image Source - The image source is considered scientifically and/or historically credible and trustworthy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question:</strong></td>
<td>Is the image source considered scientifically and/or historically credible and trustworthy?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Check the one that applies:** | ___ 1. The image is **not** from a scientifically and/or historically credible source  
  ___ 2. The image is from a somewhat scientifically and/or historically credible source  
  ___ 3. The image is for the most part from a scientifically and/or historically credible source  
  ___ 4. The image is from a completely scientific and/or historically credible source |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Fully Met-</strong></th>
<th><strong>Mostly Met-</strong></th>
<th><strong>Partly Met-</strong></th>
<th><strong>Not Met-</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Comments:** | |
| **Criterion 3** | |
| **Criterion 4** | |
Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) as a method of assessment of learning outcomes for students of Nursing

ABSTRACT

Background: Traditional nursing education is based on the transfer of knowledge. However, education based on skills and competencies is focused not only on knowledge but also on professional attitudes and psychomotor skills. Such a notion of education provides for safe and effective nursing practice without the need of direct supervision. Its implementation requires the refinement of learning outcomes and the use of appropriate methods of assessment, e.g. Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE).

Aim of the study: The aim of this study was to evaluate the implementation of a new method of assessment of learning outcomes for nursing students – a shortened OSCE as part of the classes in Fundamentals of Nursing.

Materials and methods: The study involved 298 students at their first year of full-time studies of 1st degree in Nursing at INM JU MC in Kraków. The study was performed twice at the end of the course in the skills laboratory: in January and April 2013. The course was credited by means of a shortened OSCE. That method formatted (shaped) the evaluation of the learning outcomes. After the examination, students filled in an evaluation questionnaire. The study used the method of diagnostic survey, the technique of survey questionnaire, and the research tool of proprietary evaluation survey questionnaire.

Results: The method was highly praised by the majority of students as useful in the development of intellectual, practical and affective skills. In the students' opinion, examination in the form of mini-OSCE should be evaluated favorably both in terms of content and organization. It scored high and very high in the majority of categories.

Conclusions: According to the authors' research, the scope of evaluation requires broadening and OSCE session needs multiple repetitions. The preliminary results obtained can be regarded as an attempt to objectify the new method in order to verify the effects of education among nursing students.

Keywords: nursing, learning outcomes, OSCE

INTRODUCTION

Education and verification of results are inseparable and inter-related elements of the process. Just like the learning outcomes and teaching methods leading towards them, the methods of verification of such learning outcomes exhibited by students can differ. It is particularly important that the methods not only verify the knowledge but also consider other categories of learning outcomes. The methods of skill verification should refer to these forms of classes which allow students to demonstrate their skills, i.e. to project-specific tasks and exercises in the skill laboratory. The learning outcomes (expected and achieved) should be regarded as superior to the study curriculum; they should be measurable and be expressed in terms of knowledge, psychomotor skills and social/affective skills. Verification of learning outcomes in the context of subject/training module (that is according to the terms used in an international environment, a broadly-defined subject or group of subjects) should be understood as a test of students’ efforts and a decision related to meeting the learning outcomes defined for the subject/training module. This approach is the result...
of the tasks contained in the Bologna Declaration signed on 19 June 1999 by the Ministers of Education of 29 countries, including Poland, and by the Ministers of other 11 countries in 2005, in order to create a harmonious system of higher education in Europe, and in the National Qualifications Framework for Higher Education in the amended Act – the Law on Higher Education in 2011 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

The effectiveness of training is often used interchangeably with the ‘effectiveness of teaching,’ ‘teaching efficiency’ or the ‘efficacy of training.’ The term is not only understood differently, but also evaluated and investigated from different perspectives, e.g. in terms of educational, economic and sociological background. From a pedagogical point of view, it is the information related to the learning and teaching results achieved by students, reflected in assessments and in promotion to further years of study [9].

According to U. Jerusza [10], the effectiveness of vocational training is the relevance between the effects of vocational training and the adopted objectives of that training, i.e. the degree of achievement, with evaluation of the scope and level of these objectives, considering the job requirements for their formulation, with minimal means and resources in the process of achieving these outcomes.

The effectiveness of training is often equated with the quality of education understood as ‘fitting for purpose’ or meeting social needs – the ones which are observed and expected. Constructing a training program based on professional qualification standards and their accreditation are some of the elements that guarantee the provision of educational quality [8, 11].

Achievement of the expected learning outcomes is possible while respecting the taxonomy of purposes, or arranging them in order of importance. The taxonomy of educational objectives by B. S. Bloom is the most well-known taxonomy in and outside Poland. The theory and practice related to learning objectives in Polish didactics was extensively developed by B. Niemierko. He divided the purposes into cognitive, practical and motivational classes. The use of taxonomies in vocational education enforces the use of such modern teaching methods by academics that allow students to achieve their objectives independently [8, 12, 13, 14]. So far, in the vocational training of nurses, attempts were made to formulate learning objectives in terms of taxonomy, especially in the specialization subjects (the fundamentals of nursing, specialist nursing), and to a much lesser extent or not at all in the core subjects (anatomy, physiology, psychology, pedagogy) [15]. Development of educational objectives may become the basis for standardization of measurement tools [12].

Monitoring and evaluation are integral to the teaching-learning process [16]. Vocational training at schools of nursing should distinguish three types of assessment [8]:

- Formative assessment defined as current assessment carried out in the course of theoretical and practical training designed to detect and remove defects in students’ information and skills, stimulating their development, abilities and interests, and implementing self-control and self-evaluation.

- Summative or final assessment carried out at the end of an educational stage, e.g. a module or year of study. The purpose of this assessment is to determine the degree of students’ achievement of educational goals adopted for a given stage. This assessment requires identifying at least one qualification for students to master at a given stage of education as separated from the whole structure of professional qualifications. It enables further education on a higher level. An applicant for admission to second-degree studies in nursing must already have the first-level qualifications (knowledge, skills, attitudes) and competences (qualifications, responsibility, authority) necessary for continuing education at second-cycle studies of nursing.

- Formal assessment carried out at the end of the whole cycle of training, the aim of which is to confirm the overall professional qualifications obtained by the student. It is used to formulate opinions on the effectiveness and accuracy of university’s work.

So far, there has been no single method identified as effective in all the cases of practical training assessment in relation to students of nursing. Literature presents various methods to evaluate the students of nursing and dentistry: a list of skills [17, 18], a form of clinical profile [8], a test with multiple-choice questions unrelated to the clinical context (Multiple Choice Question), a test with multiple-choice questions based on clinical cases (Case-based Multiple Choice Question), a written examination (essay), every-day clinical assessment (daily evaluation), one-time immediate observation (single direct observation), long-term evaluation (longitudinal assessment), immediate monitoring of procedural skills (direct observation of procedural skills), record review, Triple Jump Exercise, assessment based on portfolio (portfolio), self-evaluation performed by the student (student’s self-assessment), computer-based simulation, evaluation of the scientific report and presentation (paper and presentation assessment), assessment based on the number of required treatments (unit requirements), 360-degree assessment, critical and summative task assessment (Critically Appraised Topic Summary), Clinical Competency Examination and OSCE (Objective Structured Clinical Examination) [19, 20].
To date in Poland, there has been no study presenting the use of the OSCE-type examination methods in practice; few studies are devoted to theoretical considerations [19, 20, 21, 22]. Several years ago, that form of examination in selected subjects was introduced at the Medical Institute at the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry in Kraków, and in 2013 in relation to Nursing and The Fundamentals of Nursing at the Faculty of Health Sciences for full-time first-degree studies. The above-mentioned form examination method was introduced after the teachers of nursing completed the course in “Advanced Techniques in Medical Education” as part of the project entitled “Pro bono Collegii Medici Universitatis Jagiellonicae” carried out in 2010-2013 by the Jagiellonian University Medical College under the Operational Programme Human Capital (Priority IV, Higher Education and Science, Measure 4.1 Strengthening and developing the didactic potential of universities and increasing the number of graduates of key importance to the knowledge-based economy, Sub-Measure 4.1.1 Strengthening the capacity of university teaching potential).

Literature mentions different terms for OSCE: as a form, a method of examination, and a clinical skills assessment tool [19, 20, 21, 22]. For the purposes of this article the authors adopted the term of ‘the method of assessment of learning outcomes’. OSCE is considered the “gold standard”, a model for the assessment of clinical skills in the field of clinical sciences [23]. In Western Europe (especially the UK), the United States of America and in Canada it has been used for several years now and already is an integral part of medical education, although, as based on the questionnaire surveys among 93% of dental schools (43/45) in the USA, Albino et al. [as cited in: 20, pp. 469] showed that the most common method in the evaluation of training results/outcomes of dental students is a multiple-choice test based on clinical cases (16%) and OSCE is rarely used (3%). The method was introduced in 1970 by R. Harden. It is used for standardized assessment of skills in simulation conditions. It can be also used as formative or formal examination. It is designed to assess such competencies as interviewing the patient, performing physical examination, dealing with ethical issues in a variety of clinical situations, patient education and counseling, exhibiting technical skills (blood pressure measurement), coping with life-threatening conditions (for the patient), being able to communicate, evaluating the patient’s mental status and interpreting clinical data [21, 22, 24, 25]. For the training of nurses and midwives, it can be used to monitor vital signs or perform personal hygiene activities [19], etc. Competencies are assessed by special lists (checklists) while rotating students through a series of stations where they perform specific tasks. These actions are observed by the examiners. Typically, each task is awarded 1 or 0 points. However, exceptions to this rule are possible, depending on the importance of the assessed activity. Negative points are usually not awarded, except the cases of gross negligence. It is assumed that the optimal number of stations is 14-18, with about 10 minutes to perform each of them (the acceptable range is 7-20 minutes, depending on the complexity of task). The time for each station also depends on the total number of tasks and people taking part in the examination [24, 26]. Stations may also be related to one another: one examines clinical skills, another one examines the synthesis of information, another one assesses the ability to interpret the information and the ability to think critically. Thematic division of stations is possible, e.g. if the examination consists of 10 stations, 3 of them deal with the physical examination, another 3 deal with patient interview, another 3 are related to communication, and 1 station contains a question that must be answered [27].

AIM OF THE STUDY

The aim of this study was to evaluate the implementation of a new method of assessment of learning outcomes for nursing students – a shortened OSCE as part of the classes in Fundamentals of Nursing.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The study involved 298 students of Nursing at their first year of full-time 1st degree studies at the Institute of Nursing and Midwifery, Faculty of Health Sciences in the Jagiellonian University Medical College. The study was performed twice at the end of the course in the skills laboratory as part of the subject entitled ‘The Fundamentals of Nursing – classes’ in January (the winter semester) and April (the summer semester) 2013. The course could be credited by means of a shortened OSCE. The method formatted (shaped) the evaluation of learning outcomes. Due to the limitations of staff and time and its pilot nature, the study took a shortened form. Also some of its assumptions were modified, i.e. a student would draw a ticket with one of the 4 stations, but it would take him/her 15 minutes to do the entire task because the preparatory, proper and cleaning activities making up the performance of a given procedure (nursing, diagnosis, treatment, rehabilitation) were linked. In accordance with a special list (checklist) tasks were evaluated in terms of knowledge (each station resulted with a response to one of the several questions prepared), technical skills (the first (winter) semester: re-making the bed with the patient in it, arterial blood pressure taking, insulin administration using an insulin pen, inhaling the patient; the second (summer) semester: measuring capillary blood drawn from the patient’s finger and determining the level of blood glucose, inserting an intravenous cannula, preparing and connecting drip infusion, sterile perineum washing) and communication skills. The correctness of each task performed by individual students in simulation conditions was verified by two teachers.
The study used the method of a diagnostic survey, the technique of survey questionnaire, and a research tool of proprietary evaluation survey questionnaire.

Statistical calculations were performed using Statistica 7.1. For all statistical calculations the assumed level of significance "p" did not exceed the value of .05. Calculations were performed using the chi-square test.

RESULTS

The study group consisted of 294 women and 4 men. The age of respondents ranged between 19 and 25 years of age. 154 students participated in completing the shortened OSCE at the end of winter semester; 144 students took part in the exam in the summer semester.

The respondents were asked if they had previously participated in that type of examination. Almost all participants (98.7%) confirmed that they had never taken part in such an examination.

Those surveyed assessed the suitability of a shortened OSCE in terms of knowledge, practical skills and affective abilities. As seen from the data obtained, 48.0% of the respondents considered the type of examination as partially useful; 42.6% claimed that it is very useful in the verification of theoretical knowledge. When asked whether it has verified their practical skills (manual/technical, organizational skills), more than half of the respondents (51.0%) confirmed its very high usefulness and 43.0% confirmed a partial usefulness of this form of examination. Only 4% of students stated that it was "probably not useful"; 1.0% of the respondents claimed that it was "not useful" at all. Students also assessed their affective/communication skills as part of the shortened OSCE. 44.3% of students confirmed that the examination was partially useful in the verification of such skills and 38.3% claimed that it was very useful (Fig. 1).

The respondents were also asked to assess the shortened OSCE in terms of content and organization. Their task was to assess each category on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = low, 5 = high). In terms of "adapting tasks to the curriculum in the skills laboratory", more than half of the students (54.0%) chose the highest value, while only 1.0% of them felt that it was not an important factor and chose 1 point. In the evaluation of the category described as "the clarity of tasks description", 57.7% of respondents chose the value of 5 points, while only 2.3% of them chose 2. Another category being assessed was the "organization of the examination." Almost half of the respondents (43.3%) chose the highest value for organization and 1.7% chose the lowest value. The evaluation also related to the category of "management of examination time". Nearly 70.0% of the respondents considered that as an important factor and awarded it 5 and 4 points (34.2% and 33.2%, respectively). Almost half of the students (48.7%) assigned the maximum value to the category described as "the method of evaluation." The method was of little importance only to 0.7% of respondents. The final factor to be evaluated was the category related to "the atmosphere during the examination". As many as 53% of respondents awarded the highest value to that category, while only 3.7% of them chose the lowest value.

As many as 75.4% of the students confirmed that the classification of a shortened OSCE encourages them to systematically pursue further education; 15.2% of them felt that it strongly motivates them to develop further, and only 8.0% of the respondents would refrain from answering the question.

Those surveyed had a chance to suggest a better course of a shortened OSCE. The vast majority of the respondents (85.9%) did not provide any suggestions, while 12.8% indicated the following suggestions or difficulties.

Fig. 1. Usefulnesses of the credit of the type shortened OSCE at an angle of the knowledge, practical skills and attitudes in opinions examined
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encountered during the examination:

- extension of the time allocated for the candidates to complete a task,
- more tasks to perform;
- overly precise criteria for task evaluation;
- excessive stress experienced during examination, especially in the first semester;
- not being familiar with the location (the laboratory where each student would draw a ticker with the station task to complete).

The research also considered any statistical relationships between the assessment of a shortened OSCE given by students and the semesters after which the examination was conducted. Analysis of data from the winter and summer semesters resulted in finding the relationship between the maximum grade point related to "the management of examination time" and the winter and summer semesters. The students performing assessment in the summer semester significantly more often attributed a higher point value to better "management of the examination time" in the summer semester as opposed to the winter semester (chi-square = 24.468; df = 4; p = .00). A similar trend was observed in the assessment of "the method of evaluation" (chi-square = 19.981; df = 4; p = .01). Respondents in the summer semester, as compared to the winter semester respondents, also significantly more often pointed to a higher point value associated with "the atmosphere during the examination" (chi-square = 17.620; df = 4; p = .01) (Tabl. 1). There were no significant statistical relationships between the other variables.

Tabl. 1. The interpretation of the estimation of the atmosphere under of the credit for variable the semester winter - and of summer (the cross-shaped table, chi-squared test)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The estimation of the atmosphere under of the credit</th>
<th>The credit the winter- semester</th>
<th>The credit the summer - semester</th>
<th>Whole of a public</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole of a public</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Essentiality asimptomatic (two-sided)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearsona</td>
<td>17,620</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotient of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Important</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observation</td>
<td>294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUMMARY

Any of the learning results assessment methods, including OSCE, must: provide the ability to distinguish between safe professional practice and risk-posing practice; reflect the progress from simple to more complex tasks; be linked to the achievement of expected results of practical training. The methods should also be reliable and accurate.

Among the many methods used in the assessment of learning outcomes exhibited by nursing students are certain
ways to comprehensively assess multiple domains/components of qualifications and competences. Extremely important is the choice of appropriate methods of assessment that would answer the question of whether a competent nurse resulted from his/her training. It seems that the OSCE-type examination can be the recommendable method to assess one’s readiness to take professional responsibility as a student nurse in the context of a triangular model of the assessment in terms of qualifications and competences. Still, as in Rushforth’s publication [23], the method is not the “gold standard.”

Studies to evaluate that method are conducted in countries where the OSCE-type examination is used in nursing education. Most reports state that it is a good method for assessing clinical skills. Candidates evaluate it as fair and comprehensive, that is covering a wide range of knowledge. It consists of multiple tasks and allows to compensate for any deficiencies of knowledge or skills. It is practical, useful and it eliminates objectivity bias, but it is also expensive (from EUR 31.51 to EUR 145.23 per individual) [28, 29, 30].

The authors’ own studies showed that the method was highly praised by the majority of students as useful in the development of intellectual, practical and affective skills. According to the students, examinations in the form of shortened OSCE should also be evaluated favorably both in terms of content and organization. They scored high and very high in the majority of categories.

According to the authors’ own research, the scope of evaluation requires broadening and OSCE session needs multiple repetitions. The preliminary results obtained can be regarded as an attempt to objectify the new method in order to verify the effects of educating nursing students.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analysis of literature and the results of the authors’ own study, OSCE:
- Orients the process of educating nursing students to gaining skills and qualifications;
- Is an alternative method of verifying the effects of education, including the verification of knowledge, psychomotor skills and social/affective skills;
- Can be used for formative and formal assessment of the students’ skills and thus for the 3-year cycle of nursing training.
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School Counselor Involvement and College Degree Attainment: A Quantitative Conundrum
Jason Kushner [1], G. Michael Szirony [2]

ABSTRACT
One of the most salient protectors of individual and family economic growth both is achievement in the area of education. Higher education in particular can serve as a mediator for those who come from lower socioeconomic backgrounds or other roadblocks to success. In the United States school counselors provide substantial assistance to students regarding academic planning. In this study, data collected from the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS) reviewed participants (N = 12,144) who sought assistance from school counselors in an attempt to identify factors salient to college degree attainment. Data were analyzed using Logistic Regression in an effort to determine whether school counselor involvement resulted in the prediction of successful achievement of postsecondary education. Results were mixed, suggesting the need for further research in this area.
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INTRODUCTION

School counselor involvement and college degree attainment: A quantitative conundrum.

One of the most salient protectors of individual and family economic growth both in the United States and, indeed, the world, is achievement in the area of education, and in particular post-secondary education. (Pong, 1998; Powell & Downey, 1997; Delaney, Harmon, & Redmond, 2011). Discussion going on in the United States at this particular juncture is the notion that higher education can help to mediate the roadblocks people face who come from low socioeconomic backgrounds, poor schools, difficult family environments, lack of history of success in school, and those who may not be motivated to achieve in the area of education. While a cultural context is framed within the view of the Western notion of individual achievement by higher education, and measured by educational and economic success, the idea of achievement in whatever form is a universal goal, regardless of the context. Given the relative global uncertainty about the economy in many nations, it is still very much true that wherever people are seeking to advance, higher education is one of the best predictors of the likelihood of success across the world (Horn & Berger, 2004).

Understanding which factors contribute to the success of students is critical so that scarce resources are not invested in programs and policies that bear little success in helping students to attain postsecondary education.

Helping professionals in schools are in a unique position to help bridge the success gap between students of lower socioeconomic status, hereafter SES, and those who came from high SES homes. Knowing and applying the factors that contribute to educational achievement is critical for secondary and postsecondary counselors to help students meet their educational goals. Academic counselors work in concert with other support systems to ensure student success as they are unable to mediate all the contributors to student attrition due to the high student to counselor ratio in secondary and postsecondary institutions (American School Counselor Association, 2003). Factors for baccalaureate degree attainment begin as early as middle school, and they remain constant in predicting postsecondary educational attainment years later (Trusty, 2004). Research for the effect of counseling interventions for specific populations is needed. While there is plenty of evidence to suggest that postsecondary education is an important vehicle for status attainment in the world, the specific programs, interventions, dispositions, and motivators for students remains less
clear. In fact, in the United States in 2012, less than 26% of its population (NCES, 2012) has a post-secondary education level equivalent to a baccalaureate degree, and in the rest of the world, that number fluctuates as well, but even in the most advanced nations when it comes to postsecondary education, that number is hovers around 50% of the population; however, defining completion varies by type of educational attainment and degree. (Miller, Warren, & Owen, 2011). Even with access to postsecondary education becoming financially prohibitive relatively speaking compared to a generation earlier in the United States, college enrollments remain at or near the historical high mark, indicating little slowing in the perceived value of postsecondary education. Moreover, given the need for some form of high-level training to attain a quality job in most of the world today, national governments, including that of the United States Department of Education, are seeking ways to increase the number of students enrolled in higher education, and, more importantly, increasing the likelihood of success for those students who do choose to enroll in higher education programs. United States Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, has promoted the idea that some form of postsecondary education, in his view, is necessary for all citizens. Academic researchers, Trusty (2004), have suggested further research should focus on the use and effect of individual planning on long-term educational achievement, and the goal of the present study is to determine outcome data for the use of school counseling services in predicting postsecondary education, defined here by the attainment of a baccalaureate degree.

School counselors are the main source of academic planning information and resources in high schools in the United States, and because school counselors are charged with, among other tasks, providing college planning, career guidance, college information, academic readiness, preparation for standardized testing, and an limitless pantheon of related pro-academic services to students, they are perhaps in the best position to lay the foundation for helping students to attain the skills necessary to find success in postsecondary education. The research question investigated here is what effect does academic and personal counseling have on college degree attainment in the United States.

Background

Completing a degree program, or even graduating from high school, takes a certain amount of initiative on the part of the student, and credit is to be given where it is due. The research also indicates that other personnel help to guide students along the path to their overall goals. Helping professionals in the schools play a key role in helping students to achieve their graduation, but more than that, they are charged with the task of aiding students in their selection of which college to attend, the major of study to choose, and the career options available to them at the completion of their degree.

The model of the American School Counselor Association (ASCA), serves as a framework to unify school counseling services to deliver guidance and counseling to students in a consistent fashion across the United States. The model was developed in response to administrators, teachers, parents, and others being unaware of what school counselors do. ASCA states “The ASCA National Model supports the school’s overall mission by promoting academic achievement, career planning and personal/social development” (ASCA, 2003). ASCA’s mission continues in the college years in that ASCA’s three areas of emphasis are aligned with the goals of many of the student retention programs discussed the persistence literature.

Studies on the ASCA model’s use and effectiveness illustrate that its comprehensive scope is useful even though the model is applied inconsistently. For instance, Foster, Young, and Hermann (2005) studied the ASCA model’s application and found school counselors to devote most of their time and resources to the academic counseling component of their positions but that the respondents to their survey thought they did not address career development and personal/social development in as complete a fashion as they perceived necessary by the National Standards for School Counseling Programs (NSSCP, 2001), the standards from which the ASCA model was developed. The authors note, however, that a limitation of their study was that it sampled only National Certified Counselors (NCC), a non-representative demographic, as most school counselors are not NCC credentialed.

To be effective counselors for students, Trusty and Brown (2005) suggest school counselors develop advocacy competencies to define their role and delineate their activities. The authors explained that counselors need to develop competency in family empowerment, social advocacy, resource development, systems change, assessment, collaboration, organization, and problem solving, among other areas. Trusty and Brown devised a model for achieving advocacy dispositions which concern following through on what is recommended by the ASCA model.

Advocacy is important as school counselors often influence students in their future plans, and they often serve as bridge personnel between students’ secondary education and higher education. Dickey and Satcher (1994) found that school counselors often are not aware of the postsecondary educational options for students with learning disabilities, a disturbing finding because colleges and universities are increasingly accessible to the population of students with learning disabilities. Mills-Novoa (1999) suggested that students of color also may feel disenfranchised on campus, and to remedy the situation, college counselors can play a pivotal role in helping students of color to negotiate the barriers of high majority campuses. While institutional programs address the needs of unique campuses, the overall
trend continues to evidence a separation of educational delivery between the primary, secondary, and postsecondary systems of education in the United States.

The separation of interventions by the type of institution is not unusual given the generally parochial nature of the way that education is structured in the United States. The ASCA model, and the state models that simulate it, sought to decrease the substantial differences between guidance delivery programs across the United States, and even the individual schools within districts. In addition, the variables that make the biggest difference for whether or not a person ultimately graduates from college is somewhat of a moving target in the sense that there are a number of qualitative issues that influence whether or not a student persists or not, and those variables are quite individual. For this reason, it is complicated to determine exactly what it is that makes the biggest difference. Some college admissions officers in the United States have determined that it is something called "grit," (Hoover, 2012), while others prefer to quantify those college success variables in very obvious predictable formulations based upon grade point average and standardized test scores, the best predictor of college degree attainment (Adelman, 2006). Trusty (2004) called for implementation of a long-term educational development (LTED) model to remedy the problem of the compartmentalized educational structure currently in place. Indeed, most of the literature on education focused on specific populations or categories (middle, high, college), which is a problem because, as Trusty argues, education is a life-long process victimized by the present structure of education. This project aimed to add clarity to the role of school counseling professionals in the attainment of a baccalaureate degree.

**METHODS**

Data were collected from the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS). The NELS is one of many comprehensive studies sponsored by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), USA, to address the need for large-scale nationally representative data on educational characteristics and achievement in the United States. The NELS was developed to study the “educational, vocational and personal characteristics of students at various stages in their educational careers and the personal, familial, social, institutional, and cultural factors that may influence that development” (NCES, 2002). The NELS is one of three completed longitudinal surveys conducted by the United States National Center for Education Statistics.

**Participants**

Participants were 12,144 members interviewed in the fourth follow-up of the NELS:88 base year, twelve years following the beginning of the study. The participants represented students from intact and single-parent families, high, middle, and low SES groups, both genders, and each of the race/ethnicity categories delineated by NCES, African-American, Asian, Hispanic/Latino, White, and Native American in the United States. To control for statistical significance based upon large samples, statistical weighting was applied to compensate for the effect, and to increase the likelihood that the findings are valid in the representation of a realistic portrait of the population under study.

**Variables**

Counselor involvement was measured using items selected from the NELS where students were asked about academically related counseling received in high school as well as the frequency of visits to college counselors, academic advisors, and financial aid advisors. Questions for this construct were taken directly from the NELS analysis variables by the researcher to develop the measure of counselor involvement. Specifically, the questions representing the frequency of academic and personal counseling constituted the overall variable of counselor involvement. Although this is a broad measure of counseling, it is the best estimate available in the NELS for information regarding the level of involvement of counseling professionals for college students. The construct aims to determine the effect of institutional support personnel in helping students to attain their degrees. Socioeconomic Status was used as a control variable in order to test the effects of the variables under study. Research indicates that socioeconomic status (SES) is the best predictor of academic attainment, and that low-SES forecasts low attainment (Ginther & Pollack, 2004). In this study, SES is characterized by the economic, social and physical environments in which individuals live and work, as well as by demographic and educational factors. For the purpose of this study, measures of SES included five equally weighted, standardized components: father’s education, mother’s education, family income, father’s occupation, and mother’s occupation (National Center for Education Statistics, 2004). The dependent variable is a dichotomous variable indicating degree attainment or no degree attainment by eight years following graduation from high school in the United States.

Logistic regression analyses were computed to address the research questions and to determine the degree to which the predictor variables contribute to the outcome. The dependent variable, degree attainment, was coded as a “0” or a “1” to indicate degree completion or not. Logistic regression tests multiple independent variables against a discrete dependent variable (Kirk, 1995). The regression technique tests each variable and the combined variables on degree attainment.
RESULTS

Counselor involvement did not contribute to postsecondary degree attainment in the sample in the study. The variables selected for counselor involvement from NELS consisted of items related to whether students sought information or counseling from their high school counselor concerning academic or personal matters. The academic counseling factor contained questions about the number and duration of counseling sessions devoted to selecting courses, seeking information about postsecondary education, and information regarding preparation for college such as what courses to take and information regarding the ACT/SAT exams and financial aid. The personal counseling factor was comprised of questions related to the amount and duration of counseling for personal reasons. An interesting finding is that personal counseling had a significant negative association with postsecondary degree completion. That is, students who saw a high school counselor for personal reasons were less likely to graduate college. Counselor involvement did not influence postsecondary degree attainment in the positive direction. The academic counseling and personal counseling variables that comprised the counselor involvement factor had a neutral relationship for academic counseling and a significant negative relationship for personal counseling (p < .001).

DISCUSSION

While there is plenty of anecdotal evidence that school counselors, college counselors, and other influential people can make a substantial difference in the likelihood of students matriculating through college degree graduation, the present study indicates that it remains a challenge to quantify what it is that counselors do. Indeed, capturing counseling outcome research, particularly in the absence of research like the present study, where counselor influence is tested years after the counselor engagement, is difficult because there is little research published on the subject from a quantitative methodology not only because it is difficult to find a sample for such a study, it is also true that studies that do not find promotion of counseling services are less likely to be published in the counseling literature. The findings of this particular research were that academic counseling did not have any substantial effect toward degree attainment, and personal counseling had a significant negative relationship to college degree attainment. The findings are not too surprising in that personal counseling would lead to a decrease in the likelihood of college degree attainment because students who have personal problems of a nature so severe that they need to seek counseling are likely to continue to have problems later in life that decrease the chances of graduating from college, as supported by the findings in this study.

The particular challenge of understanding the influence of school counselors on college degree attainment is that quantitative studies are limited because of the problem of finding from a counseling view particular data points associated with college degree attainment. Indeed, large-scale data sets such as that used in this study find that the strongest predictors of success in college degree attainment largely cluster around the academic areas, and, in particular, the taking of high-level courses, in math and science, which is a measurement easier to capture because transcript analysis can be correlated with college degree attainment in a way that is less challenging than quantifying matters of a more interpersonal nature related to personal counseling or even academic counseling for personal reasons. The limitations of the study are clear. It is limited to the frequency counts of seeing a school counselor for personal reasons or academic reasons where the academic reasons for seeking school counseling tend to be for low performance in academic areas. Students who do well in school generally do not see school counselors for reasons related to deficits either in a personal or academic sense, and because of this, there is some selection bias in the sample because students who do well in school would not necessarily be singled out for counseling because of academic deficits: i.e., they would not have seen the school counselor at all, and so would not have been in the sample.

Policymakers have been able to shape the direction of the curriculum of schools for acknowledging the research related to high-level course taking and college degree success. Indeed, many school counselors recommend, and districts require, students take high-level courses in the areas of algebra, geometry, and calculus, along with biology, chemistry, and physics. In addition, most school districts in the United States require four years of English and writing skills along with courses in history, government, and economics. School counselors are in a unique position to shape the future direction of students in their schools, and while outcome data related to personal counseling is dubious when it comes to predicting college degree attainment, the services are particularly necessary because they do contribute to the likelihood that students will graduate from high school, an important variable alone. Finally, the present study indicates the difficulty of trying to quantify counseling outcomes because there is plenty of research both qualitative and anecdotal that suggests that school counselors do make a positive influence for students, and it is a particular challenge of the counseling profession though, making the case that counselors can quantify empirically the effect the counseling has over the course of years for students’ academic, personal, and career aspirations.
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**ABSTRACT**

In this research, from Total Quality Management, in order to find out the convenience of sectors down to earth quality efforts, total quality management main principles context, the views of total quality management was argued. The studies about this topic have been examined with literature scan. Some findings have been reached in this research. Total Quality Management shows qualifications about organizational activities and improving efficiency. As a result of the analysis, “general quality” and “product/service quality” there are differences between the sectors. However, between “worker quality” and “customer quality” there is no reliable difference. Total Quality Management, produces the combination of classic and Neo-classic approaches. The particular efficiency values about classics and in the other hand agreeing on divisions particularly includes Neo-classic values such as, social responsibility, like people and focusing (Erkılıç, Soc. & Appl. 2007)

**Keywords:** Competition power, Management approaches Management System, Quality Politics.

**INTRODUCTION**

The main objective of this study is to determine the proficiency level of sectors according to the achievability of quality efforts and if there is, to put forth the level differences between sectors. For this purpose, a survey was carried out from 1059 businesses which some of them are manufacturing and the others are non-manufacturing and it is asked to the administrators’ of these businesses how they evaluate their sectors according to “overall quality”, “employee quality”, “product / service quality” and “customer quality” (Başaran and Aydemir 2005). These studies, starting from the idea that quality efforts are a journey, the point that the businesses started to the journey is based on the assumption that it is vitally important. The importance of the starting point to the quality studies is understood better when we look the businesses which are witnessed the high momentum exchange in the areas of social, cultural, economic and political as of the last quarter of the twentieth century and at this process when it is take into account the features like quality culture, participation and customer focus which are indispensable and also difficult to access for the Total Quality and Management Policies. It can be possible to access a quality product and service with a good education. With John Akers’s expressions “how will the businesses compete if the students do not compete today?” (Schargel 1993: 67).

Deming, one of the quality masters, expresses that the education has a key role in the production of quality goods and services (Schargel 1993: 68). The quality education is one of the most important conditions to keep pace with the modern and technological changes taking place in the world. But it is not seen possible to keep pace with this change in Turkish Republic of North Cyprus with the traditional (classical) education concept. In this study the outlines of the inadequacies of the traditional educational approach will be introduced and Total Quality Management concept will be tried to be explained as an alternative in the education area.
Classical (Traditional) Educational Conception

In educational institutions in our country, the traditional concept of education is dominant. This understanding trains the students to be the human model who is largely passive, insecure, weak quality researcher, not adaptable quickly to changes and innovations. In the understanding of classical education according to the “closed system” the education carries on with the passive education understanding. While acknowledging the importance of the education’s inputs, it is not possible to mention in a development that can improve the quality of inputs. Higher education institutions are not cooperated with the sub-institutions (secondary schools and high schools) which will provide inputs to increase the quality of the students. In our country, education activities are in the form of a one-way transfer of information which is usually from teacher to student with the method of deductive. Students are not required to participate actively, listening quietly courses are seen as a suitable environment for teaching. In this environment, the success is the remainder of the informations which are transmitted to students by the teachers. It is not important if the outputs which are graduated from universities are appropriate or not to the societal needs. In traditional education approach it is seen that there is almost no information exchange between the education institutions and “Suppliers” and “customers”. The success of the system at this level depends on planning all inter-agency activities.

While educational institutions are searching the reason for not reaching their desired goal in training in disobeying the determined rules, they are not required to cooperate with the agencies where our graduates work at. In this understanding the motivation of the teachers and the students are not cared.

Total Quality Understanding in Education

Total Quality Management (TQM)’s main aim; by determining the quality requirements of customers, according to this satisfying the customer by providing accurate output and continue on improving the quality by ongoing researches. The most important feature of TQM is that it is not leaving the whole work to a few of people shoulders”; it shares with all of the people in the system. “Do the right job, in the right way” is detected (King and Cichy 2006). In management science, especially in TQM’s work, it is expected to meet with the needs of the quality, cost or service offered to people (customers) (Yamak, 1998). In this context, in an increasingly competitive environment, hospitals, supermarkets, transport companies and educational institutions see the TQM as an alternate method in order to offer customers the services they expect and the quality concept which is usually seen as “The most beautiful, the most accurate form of” is seen that undergoes a transformation to offer the most beautiful and the most accurate of goods or services to the customers.

Features of Total Quality Education

Relation with Suppliers

Unlike traditional management, TQM envisages close cooperation with the other educational institutions which provides students to itself. The understanding in here is; if the “input” quality is low, it is not possible to provide an education at the desired level. For this purpose, it is very important to give high quality education by the institutions which are providing students for the receiving educational institutions. Today in universities the education is not at the expected quality because of the secondary and high schools are not educating the students at the expected standard before the education activities take place in universities. In this situation the universities administrations’ should cooperate closely with the institutions and organizations related to secondary and high schools, they should mention what they are waiting from the profile and the features of the students’ and to provide these they should give the necessary support.

TQM is a modern management approach and it should be discussed as a synthesis of the contemporary approaches in management science, classical and neo-classical management approaches. When it is evaluated from this basis, TKY gives importance neither only the effectiveness-efficiency nor only human-environment. This bilateral relationship should be maintained at the same level in the organizations that provide the other inputs of the education system. Otherwise the faulty “production” cannot be avoided in the system.

Take into Account the Customer and Employee Needs

Focus on customer feedback is important in developing their expectations. In order to achieve a successful training all employees are required to create the perfect conditions. In an educational institution, one of the most important problems which need to be solved is “self-confidence” problem. Students and teachers should be together against failure problems due self-confidence. The teachers have great roles and responsibilities to help students to get rid of the failure due to self-esteem. These problems will be solved almost entirely especially with a serious dialogue between the teachers and students. As well as leadership and production processes partnership, continuous learning, to adopt time-market approach for efficiency, to measure competition, increase competition in renewal and commitment to customer satisfaction may be considered as the success winning formula (Zairi, 1995). The quality sense of product accepts that the outputs are the quality criteria to meet with the customers’ prompts and requirements
The second refers to the measurement of external customer satisfaction (Dahlgaard and others, 1995: 450). In order to raise the quality of educational institutions, it is important that the implementation of the reporting system by collecting a process oriented activity which requires to be aware of the causes of the problems or failures and to care about them processes related to each other which are producing “input” to the next process or “output” to the customers. TQM is the internal and the external measurement methods. The first is related to the measurement of the basic processes. by the corporate managers, employees and students in internal processes (Dahlgaard 1995: 451).

Employee is the teacher and the customer is the student. Educational institutions can be defined as a sum of the Participation in Education

Continuous Improvement

In Total Quality the development requires the continuous improvement of the educational process. The innovations in the education should instantly be reflected in the curriculum and the new learning methods must be applied. This process will also enhance the quality of the trained students and the quality of the products. In the process of education, while implementing the principles of Total Quality, determining quality requirements, policies and plans can be demonstrated is vitally important for organizations. Quality policy and quality objectives should be in applicable processes. After TQM incorporated into the system, it will be required to apply the determined strategy to the all employees. With its strategic quality leadership which is like paradoxical is not only for management; TQM tries to provide everybody to feel like a leader in the institution. This situation gives the responsibility of assuming leadership roles to everybody around his/her responsibility environment in an integrated way with the institutions. During this process the institution which applies TQM is the “learning organization” and the employees are “learning leaders.” (James, 1996).

TQM which have started to take an important part in public opinion in terms of management approaches since the first half of the 2000s constantly debated in terms of application integrity theory, benefits which it provides to employers and employees.

The applications like the increasing performance of TQM with the continuous development, the creation of individual, community and corporate vision, to ensure auto-control, the creation of synergies by doing team works to show the people’s talents, to ensure the functioning of the reward system at all stages and with applications such as participation in making decisions reviving the significant successes in the institutions and it is seen that they are achieving (Cafaoglu, 1999).

The keyword used continuously in the evolution is “learning”. The most important part of the TQM’s healing process is learning and the process of improving what you have learned. Removing the teachers from the knowledge transfer position using one-way communication channel; they become a part of preparing the learning environments to accelerate the education, guiding, in the router of developing knowledge and skills also supporting, therefore provides a status through continual success. With the effective implementation of Total Quality, the teachers become a supporter to the learner instead of judging themselves, they guide instead of giving the information directly, the teachers start working together with families, students, administrators, teachers, employees with workplace and all public rather than being isolated in a classroom.

Working with Data

It is a very important status to solve the data in TQM. Like Lord Kelvin mentioned, if we can evaluate the thing that we are talking about and expressing it in figures we can say that we know something about it. If we are evaluating the data but cannot show them in figures mean that we do not have enough information in this topic. Appropriate data are needed to manage the process properly and in order to monitor the developments closely. Data will express the truth. This data is only achieved by the “measurement”. There are two key metrics which are used in TQM; these are the internal and the external measurement methods. The first is related to the measurement of the basic processes. The second refers to the measurement of external customer satisfaction (Dahlgaard and others, 1995: 450). In order to raise the quality of educational institutions, it is important that the implementation of the reporting system by collecting the data related measurement and quality.

The purpose of the quality of educational institutions is employee’s and customer’s satisfaction inherently. Employee is the teacher and the customer is the student. Educational institutions can be defined as a sum of the processes related to each other which are producing “input” to the next process or “output” to the costumers. TQM is a process oriented activity which requires to be aware of the causes of the problems or failures and to care about them by the corporate managers, employees and students in internal processes (Dahlgaard 1995: 451).

Participation in Education

The teaching staffs are not only people who have to realize the quality in educational activities. As we mentioned before the purpose is not to load the information. The administrators in the educational institutions are responsible from maturing the educational conditions. To ensure the maximum participation the motivation of the teaching staffs, students and other workers should be increased. The basic condition to ensure quality is to provide the active participation of whole participants to the work teams or quality circles. The teams related with the education are
an important and inseparable part of the institution quality organization (Dahlgaard vd. 1995: 454). Quality politics are mentioned as a number of basic assumptions which show what an institution should do in the future (Iman ve Turan, 2001).

One of the musts to create an institution that works in a planned and systematic way can be possible by managing the system with managing the processes (Kafrakoğlu, 1996). Process management includes all the businesses and operations linked with suppliers, partners and customers like the purpose and functioning agency identification, production of goods and services, distribution and providing service support services (Hellriegel and the others, 1999).

In teamwork the whole subject can be grasped, he will know that he will have a role in the team which he is in when overcoming the problems and to improve the success he will be in solidarity with himself and his teammates with claiming his responsibilities. TQM is a systematic approach for the marketing which is connected to product, service, process and quality control functions and the development of production in accordance with customer expectations (Boone and Kurtz 1996).

RESULTS

Total Quality Management has superiors compared to the classical education approach in the development of education system and in educating qualified personnel whom answer the contemporary expectations of the individuals. Total Quality Management creates an opportunity to the development of the educational system. The personnel who are needed by the businesses and the modern world will be possible with the continuous development of the education system. It is not possible with the closed traditional system to keep pace with the amazing development in the world. The improvement of education system with Total Quality Management will cause the production power of a country to increase. For this reason Total Quality Management Approach should be applied in the education system before it is applied to the manufacturing enterprises. The educational works which are connected to the research can be supported with TQM for the purpose of solving problems. It is needed to be prepared to the awards processes to increase the participation to the TQM applications. It can be advised to give education, research, development and motivation to internalize the TQM (not to make it just for awards). In addition to this it can be advised to compare the institutions which are using TQM and institutions which are not using. The businesses will catch the social change in the modern world market and they will compete with the other markets by TQM. TQM will give a new pale to the educational system by providing important successes.
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Toward A Justice Oriented Education: An Analysis of Turkish Education from a Rawlsian Perspective

Rasit Celik [1]

ABSTRACT

It is argued that a narrow overlapping consensus on education may allow applying a politically liberal account of justice oriented education in a developing democratic society. In this regard, this article examines whether there is a narrow overlapping consensus on education in Turkey.

Keywords: Turkish Education, Justice, Political Liberalism

INTRODUCTION

John Rawls (1993) argues in his Political Liberalism that in a politically liberal democracy – or what he calls a well-ordered society – citizens live as free and equal individuals under their society’s democratic institutions and public political culture based on the principles of justice that are secured by an overlapping consensus agreed by various incommensurable comprehensive doctrines that are reasonably affirmed by the members of such society. The stability of this justice oriented society is dependent upon the characteristics of its citizens. Citizens in a well-ordered society are free insofar as they know that each individual has the ability to have a conception of the good and conceive of every one as not bound to pursue a specific conception of the good inescapably but as able to revise or abandon their conceptions of the good. Additionally, they are equal insofar as each individual is conceived of having the two moral powers in order for them to be lifelong participants in social cooperation and insofar as each member is represented equally in political discussions while arriving at agreements and framing the principles of political justice. The idea of citizenship in a politically liberal society is defined by the conception of reasonableness. Reasonable citizens in such society take justice as the first virtue and they are ready to propose and accept principles of justice that never assign anyone lesser basic rights than others. Also, they are always willing to comply with the fair terms and principles of political justice.

In this sense, creating reasonable citizens in a politically liberal society is highly crucial for the survival of the culture of justice. In fact, justice oriented reasonable individuals can be developed based on the inherent capacities that each individual have. According to Rawls, individuals have the two moral powers, a capacity for a sense of justice and a capacity for a conception of the good. In Rawls’s (2001) words, the former is “the capacity to understand, to apply, and to act from (not in accordance with) the principles of political justice that specify the fair terms of social cooperation” (pp. 18-19), while the latter is “the capacity to have, to revise, and rationally to pursue a conception of the good” (p. 19) that specifies what is valuable for one’s life. In such a developed democratic society, according to Rawls (1993), citizens develop their own conceptions of the good and senses of justice through their participation in democratically organized social and political life, which is called by him as the wide educational role of the public political culture. Primarily for this reason, Rawls does not provide a full-developed educational account that may aim at helping individuals to develop their senses of justice and conceptions of the good, and thus at producing reasonable citizens.
Yet, Rawlsian educational scholars have developed essential aspects of politically liberal approach to education based on Rawls’s politically liberal theory. For example, Macedo (1995) discusses that an explicit emphasis is to be put on citizenship and some liberal values such as public reason and tolerance. Reidy (1996) argues that idea of citizen as free and equal, the rule of law, reasonable pluralism, and some basic liberal principles such as mutual respect and toleration are to be taught in schools. Bull (2008, 2012), in addition, identifies basic curriculum elements of civics education in order to help students to develop their own conceptions of the good and senses of justice, and defines basic principles of social justice in higher education from a politically liberal perspective. In short, Rawlsian scholars have framed general principles, content, and aims of politically liberal approach to education. One thing that is common to those Rawlsian educational thinkers, however, is the general aim at contributing to the advancement of a well-ordered society through its education system. More specifically, they intend to educate reasonable citizens so that the stability of a developed politically liberal democracy is secured and the society’s just order is perpetuated by new generations. This common aim, in part, comes from the general idea that liberal theories are limited to Western democracies (Levinson, 1999; Shils, 1995). Beyond this general idea and in contribution to the overall discussion about the politically liberal approach to education, I argue that a developing democracy may also apply an educational account that is established based on politically liberal theory in order to contribute to the advancement of a culture of justice in such a developing democracy. But how?

The idea of an overlapping consensus is a basic element of Rawls’s politically liberal theory. Basically, an overlapping consensus in a well-ordered society is a constitutional agreement on a political conception of justice among those who hold incommensurable reasonable comprehensive doctrines, which is achieved through public reason with citizens’ equal participation and which guarantees the just order of the society under the administrations of different political parties in different periods. An overlapping consensus is agreed by different groups of a pluralistic society because they believe that it is just since an overlapping consensus is not based upon a particular comprehensive doctrine. In other words, an overlapping consensus is supported by all the reasonable comprehensive doctrines in a pluralistic society because it provides justice to all without committing to any comprehensive doctrine but limiting itself to the domain of the political, and it guarantees freedom and equality of each citizens of a well-ordered society. In such a society, developing and implementing a politically liberal educational account is justified because an overlapping consensus ensures – among various aspects of the basic structure – the basic principles that specify the content, aims, and purposes of education in a politically liberal society.

In this sense, I argue that a developing democracy may have an agreement on some of its social and political organizations, such as its judiciary system. Yet, such society may still be in need of arriving at agreements on various aspects of its basic structure. In this sense, if a developing democracy has reached an agreement on its education system including its content, aims, and purposes based upon basic liberal principles such as individual liberties and freedom, then it becomes legitimate to apply an educational account developed from a politically liberal perspective. This may be called as a narrow overlapping consensus on education. To exemplify, let us take the case of the European Union (EU). A candidate state is to comply with the acquis based on different chapters on various topics in order to become a member state. Yet, each candidate state may align its legislation with the acquis through complying with different chapters at different times. For example, while bringing its legislation into line with the acquis regarding the chapter on Judiciary and Fundamental Rights, a candidate state may still need to show more progress on the chapter on Social Policy and Employment. In the same manner, a candidate state may already fulfill the requirements of the chapter on Education and Culture, while falling short of complying with some other chapters on different topics. Now, consider this society as a developing democracy that has not reached an overlapping consensus on all aspects but has reached an agreement on its education system including its content, aims, and purposes, which may be called a narrow overlapping consensus on education. Therefore, it appears to be legitimate to implement an educational account developed from a politically liberal perspective in such a developing democracy since the agreements on its education system do not conflict with the basic liberal principles.

After clarifying the basic idea about how a politically liberal approach to education can be promoted in a developing democracy, I intend to analyze whether an educational account developed from a politically liberal perspective may be applicable to Turkish education system. To do so, I will examine if there is a narrow overlapping consensus on the education system in Turkey. With this in mind, I will, in the section below, look at the constitution of the Turkish Republic with reference to the key articles about education and the Basic Law of National Education that, along with other laws, regulates educational policy in Turkey. Then, I will examine whether the current agreement on education is consistent with the main conditions for a narrow overlapping consensus on education. Finally, I shall conclude, in accordance with the basic ideas of political liberalism, whether the agreement on education in Turkey satisfies the conditions for a narrow overlapping consensus, in order to understand if a justice oriented educational approach that is developed from a politically liberal perspective can be applied to Turkish education.
General Structure and Legal Basis of the Education System in Turkey

General Structure

The Constitution of the Republic of Turkey, the Basic Law of National Education, and the Law for the Unification of Education fundamentally determine the principles of the education system and frame the organization and responsibilities of educational institutions in Turkey. For example, Article 42 of the Constitution secures the right to education by stating that no one shall be deprived of a right to education and specifying that primary education is compulsory for everyone and free of charge in state schools. The Law for the Unification of Education, which was enacted in 1924, makes all educational institutions the responsibility of the Ministry of National Education (MONE). The MONE is organized in accordance with the Basic Law of National Education and with related laws that regulate the education system.

The MONE is the central state agency that is responsible for administrating all educational services in Turkey, including formal and non-formal education. The MONE includes central, provincial, and foreign offices. Provincial and district directorates represent the MONE in each province in Turkey and are responsible for administrating educational activities in accordance with decisions of the MONE and its various offices. In addition, the MONE’s educational inspectors supervise all educational activities at local, provincial, and central levels.

Currently, compulsory basic education lasts for 12 years in Turkey, beginning at the age of six. After four years of primary education, students continue to four years of middle school and complete compulsory education with four years of high school. Higher education is available for those who wish to continue, based on their performance on a standardized examination that is developed and conducted by a state organization that is primarily responsible for selection and placement of students in higher education institutions nationwide.

In this highly centralized education system, some organizations play important roles in determining the nature of education in Turkey. For example, the Board of Education, which reports directly to the Minister, is responsible for developing and revising curriculum and for defining the content of course books that are used at all levels of compulsory education nationwide. Decisions taken by the Board of Education about curriculum, educational materials, and other educational issues are submitted for final approval by the Minister of National Education. In addition, while the MONE administers all stages and types of education up to higher education, the Council for Higher Education is responsible for educational planning, coordination, allocation of budgets, faculty appointments, and defining the core curriculum and guidelines for undergraduate programs. The Council for Higher Education sponsors different affiliated organizations that are responsible for organizing higher education activities, such as the Teacher Training Committee that is responsible for organizing and evaluating teacher training programs in collaboration with the MONE and faculties of education. The Council for Higher Education is a non-governmental national board of trustees. However, the president of the Council for Higher Education is appointed by the President of the Republic of Turkey. Both the basic education and higher education systems, in short, are centrally organized and administered, which leaves little autonomy for educational institutions in Turkey.

Aims and Principles of Turkish National Education

The general aims of Turkish national education are defined in Article 2 of the Basic Law of National Education. According to the Article, Turkish national education aims to:

1. Develop citizens who are committed to Atatürk’s reforms, principles, and nationalism as defined in the Constitution; who internalize, protect, and promote the national, moral, and cultural values of the Turkish nation; who love and foster their families, homeland, and nation; who have knowledge of their duties and responsibilities toward the Republic of Turkey—a democratic, secular, and social state of law based on human rights and the basic principles defined in the Constitution—and reflect this knowledge in their behaviors,

2. Develop persons who are in physical, mental, moral, spiritual, and emotional balance and have a healthy personality and character, thinking ability that is independent and scientific, and a broad worldview; who respect human rights, value enterprise and individuality, and are responsible toward society; and who are constructive, creative, and productive,

3. Prepare all members of the Turkish nation—by means of developing their own interests and abilities and of providing them with knowledge, skills, and cooperative working habits—for life and professions that will make them happy and will contribute to the welfare and happiness of society.

The Article further specifies that:

In this way, Turkish national education aims, on the one hand, to enhance the happiness of Turkish citizens and society and, on the other, to promote economic, social, and cultural development by means of national
solidarity so that eventually Turkey will become a distinguished member of modern civilizations.

The same Law – in Articles from 4 to 17 – also specifies the principles of Turkish national education, which are:

(1) Universality and equality: educational institutions are open to all without any consideration of race, religion, language, or sex and without any privilege given to any family, group, or class.

(2) Social and individual needs: educational services are to fulfill needs of individuals and society.

(3) Orientation: individuals are directed to programs in accordance with their interests and abilities.

(4) Right to education: basic education is everyone’s right.

(5) Equal opportunity: men or women, and those who suffer from poverty or who need special care are to be equally provided with education.

(6) Continuity: general and vocational education are provided throughout life.

(7) Atatürk’s principles, reforms, and nationalism: all types and levels of education are to give special emphasis to Atatürk’s reforms, principles, and nationalism and to promote the use of the Turkish language in educational and scientific areas.

(8) Democracy education: students are to be provided with a notion of democratic ways of life.

(9) Secularism: Turkish national education acknowledges secularism as fundamental.

(10) Scientific approach: in accordance with developments in science, educational programs and materials are to be revised continually.

(11) Planning: educational services are to be planned in accordance with economic, social, and cultural development goals.

(12) Co-education: students are educated together regardless of sex.

(13) School-parent cooperation: school and parent cooperation for the realization of educational goals is to be promoted.

(14) Education everywhere: education not only in formal educational institutions but also in non-formal environments – including family, work, and other places – is to be promoted. Any educational institution – including state, private, or charity organizations – are under the control of the MONE.

As primarily specified in the Basic Law of National Education and as stated in various laws that regulate the education system in Turkey, specific aims of educational institutions of different types and at all levels are defined in accordance with the general aims and principles of Turkish national education. Thus, primary education, as defined in Article 23 of the Basic Law of National Education, aims to generate good citizens by providing students with the skills and knowledge necessary for national moral values and to prepare them for the next level of education. Secondary education, as specified in Article 28 of the same law, aims to provide students with a common basic culture, to introduce them to social problems, to encourage them to seek possible ways to resolve those problems, to enable them to acquire the ability to contribute to economic and cultural development, and to lead them to higher education in accordance with their interests and skills. Also, as framed in Article 35 of the same law, higher education aims to fulfill professional work needs, to teach scientific knowledge, to enhance scientific knowledge for resolving Turkish society’s cultural, technical, and scientific problems, to do research on the country’s problems that benefits the society, to publish research results that will contribute to the development of science, and to educate society through disseminating scientific data in both written and oral forms.

The general aims and principles of Turkish national education as specified in the Basic Law of National Education are derived from the Constitution of the Republic of Turkey. For example, Articles 42 and 58 of the Constitution secure the right to education, unity in language, free compulsory basic education for all citizens, state control over the education system, science as the basis of education, Atatürk’s principles and reforms, and education for the integrity of the state. Article 27 ensures the right to study and teach science and art freely, unless this freedom is used for changing the form, characteristics, and national traits of the state as defined in the first three articles of the Constitution. Article 24 guarantees the freedom of conscience, belief, and religious commitment. It also specifies that moral and religious
education, which is among compulsory courses in basic education, is provided under the control and supervision of the state. Alternative religious education is optional according to students’ and their legal representatives’ desires. In addition, Article 62 allows the state to provide education for citizens’ children who live abroad. Articles 130, 131, and 132 of the Constitution specify the organization and administration of higher education system in detail.

IS THERE A NARROW OVERLAPPING CONSENSUS ON EDUCATION IN TURKEY?

The general structure and legal basis of education in Turkey imply a highly centralized education system with clearly defined principles and aims that are secured by the Constitution. Now, the question is whether this well-defined agreement on education system of Turkey can be considered to be a narrow overlapping consensus about education. In order to clarify this inquiry, let us first recall the basic conditions for an agreement to be an overlapping consensus. In accordance with what Rawls (1993) discusses, it can concisely be stated that in order for an agreement to be conceived of as an overlapping consensus, it is to be reached thorough free public justification and equal participation of the members of a pluralistic society, and it is to be affirmed and complied with by those who hold incommensurable comprehensive doctrines from their own perspectives – not from the perspective of a particular comprehensive doctrine – and because they consider the agreement to be just. Now, let us discuss the agreement on education in Turkish society in light of these conditions to determine if it can be counted as a narrow overlapping consensus.

A Historical Overview of Educational Reforms in Turkey

The Tanzimat era appears to be a phase of history to which the modernization of Turkish society and the Turkish education system can be traced. For this reason, an overview of this modernization process may be a plausible first step in determining whether the current system meets the conditions for a narrow overlapping consensus. The educational reforms implemented during the early republican period and the current educational developments that have been undertaken by the Justice and Development Party (JDP) administration appear to have special importance in arriving at a conclusion about this matter. The long debate between secular and Islamic worldviews has been reflected in the educational policy of the Turkish Republic. Thus, after a historical discussion about educational reforms and the current situation of Turkish education, I shall conclude whether currently there is a narrow overlapping consensus on education in Turkey.

Early Republican Period and Foundations of Education. Before the Tanzimat era, the main types of schools were Sibyan schools, Enderun, and Medreses. Sibyan schools were private primary schools that taught students based on Islam. Enderun schools taught children from non-Muslim families and educated them to become soldiers, commanders, and statesmen for the Ottoman Empire at different levels up to the position of Grand Vizier and Sheikh-ul Islam. Medreses in general, correspond to contemporary universities, in which various but mostly religious fields were studied as taught by prominent scholars. Those who graduated from Medreses also served the Empire at various places and levels.

Beginning with the Tanzimat era, modernization also affected the education system of the Ottoman Empire. Different types of schools were established in order to modernize the education system based on western education systems. However, while new schools were introduced, the old system was barely changed. Consequently, the Ottoman Empire operated a dual education system during its last decades (Tekeli & Ilkin, 1993; Evered, 2012). Also, the first modern course books appear during the Tanzimat era (Doğan, 2011). More specifically, the first western-style course books were introduced in 1850 (Arslan, 2010). However, most of the books taught in schools were translations and adaptations of western course books until the establishment of the Republic of Turkey (Arslan, 2010).

The social and political problems that led the Ottoman Empire to collapse also created a fundamental concern for the integrity of the newly established Republic of Turkey. Safeguarding the survival of the new state appeared to be a most vital issue for the founders. Nationalism based on Turkism was embraced as the basis for the new nation-state. Creating national solidarity based on a common language, history, and cultural traits regardless of ethnic and religious differences was the aim of the social and political reforms implemented during the early Republican period, with the ultimate goal of Turkey becoming a developed western-style democratic state. A complete transition to democracy, including political, economic, and cultural transformation, was vital in creating a specifically Turkish nation-state. Education in this transition process was conceived of an essential instrument for reshaping the social order, informing citizens about democratic ways of life, and disseminating the new ideology. For this reason, a basic feature of Turkish modernization since the establishment of the Turkish Republic appears to be a state-centric educational project (Akinoglu, 2008; Çayır & Gürkaynak, 2008; İrem, 2012; Özsoy, 2009).

To realize this transition to democracy, the Atatürk administration appealed to the experiences of foreign educators during the establishment of the Republic of Turkey. For example, John Dewey, who has been the most influential foreign thinker within the Turkish education system, was invited to make an educational proposal for Turkey.
in 1924. His notion of progressive education in this proposal influenced educational reforms and regulations in the following decades (Bilgi & Özsoy, 2005; Kazamias, 1966; Tarman, 2011; Uygun, 2008). Dewey’s idea of democratic education helped in developing among new generations an understanding of democracy in Turkey, even though the educational reforms influenced by Dewey’s report reveal a conceptual gap between Dewey’s ideas about democracy and the ideology of the Turkish Republic (Dorn & Santoro, 2011).

One of the most important educational reforms at this time is the Law for the Unification of National Education, enacted on March 3, 1924, which is still in effect as mentioned above. Also, the adoption of Latin script in 1928 and the law passed in 1931 that required all children to attend Turkish schools in order to develop a national consciousness and prevent foreign influence over children are seen as among the most important policies (Önsoy, 1991). The 1924 educational law primarily aimed at establishing a single system to replace the dual system established in the Tanzimat era. The old system was abandoned and the new education system was reorganized under the control of the Ministry of National Education.

In fact, the educational policy of the Atatürk era primarily aimed at overcoming the duality between the old and new education systems, organizing the new system based upon a state-centric ideology derived from Turkish nationalism, and disseminating the Kemalist worldview to every corner of the country through education (Ergün, 1982). For example, the first curriculum of the Republic, which was developed in 1924, disregarded such topics as the sultanate, the Ottoman dynasty, and the Caliphate while introducing new topics such as the Turkish Independence War, the establishment of the Turkish Republic, and the abandonment of the Caliphate in order to develop national solidarity and obedience to the newly established state (Arslan, 2010). In the following years, the main civic aims of education became obvious. For example, the aim of primary education program was stated as “raising good citizens” in 1926, “raising people physically and psychologically fit to be Turkish citizens” in 1929, and “raising republican, statist, secular, [and] revolutionary citizens” in 1936 (Çayır & Gürkaynak, 2008, p.51).

Disseminating a new worldview of the Turkish Republic was a main educational strategy to achieve a democratic culture in Turkey. By 1935, Kemalism became a complete system of thought. Kemalism was announced in the 1935 congress of the Republican People’s Party (RPP) as a systematized ideology with four cardinal principles – Fatherland, Nation, Constitution, and Public Rights – and six essential principles – Republicanism, Nationalism, Populism, Statism, Secularism, and Reformism – which were later adopted in Article 2 of the Constitution of the Republic of Turkey (Kili, 2003). As mentioned above, these principles still constitute the legal foundations of Turkish education based on the current Constitution of the Turkish Republic. Education in the early Republican period, in sum, was conceived of as a main instrument in organizing society and forming citizens’ notions of democracy and was aimed at disseminating an understanding of a democratic nation-state and developing a society unified by sentimental allegiance to national traits.

Civic Knowledge in Course Books. As stated in the Constitution and Laws that regulate the education system in Turkey, education is to develop citizens in accordance with what is officially defined by the state. At this point, a look at course books on citizenship that have been influential in developing students’ conceptions of themselves as citizens may be of help in arriving at a conclusion about whether a narrow overlapping consensus on education exists in Turkey. These books are significant because the MONE, which is responsible for administering the centralized education system, is also the sole authority over curriculum and course books throughout the nation.

As briefly mentioned above, the Board of Education is an important organization of the MONE reporting to the Minister of Education. The Board of Education as it was renamed in 1983, was first established in 1926 as the National Education and Instruction Office based on the law about the organization of education (Law No: 789). The Board of Education is primarily responsible for analyzing the progress of the education system, providing suggestions that may lead to future progress of Turkish education, developing and revising curriculum, determining the content of course books, and approving course books to be used in schools. In other words, no book can be taught in any course without approval of the Board of Education. Course books are developed in accordance with educational programs that comply with the general aims and principles of Turkish national education and represent the aims of education as outlined by the Board of Education. Particularly, the course books that are related to civic education reveal the conception of citizenship to be cultivated in students because all course books taught in that specific course align with the state’s perspective on democracy, the nation, and the individual.

Citizenship education was initiated using a course book entitled Information about the Fatherland in 1924 (Kadioğlu, 2005). While the first course books did not state a definition of a citizen, those after 1929 began providing a definition of citizenship (İnce, 2012a). Until the 1950’s, course books taught in primary and secondary education stated a communitarian definition of the citizen as one who is devoted to the state and nation (Üstel, 2004). Course books during the early republican period emphasize such concepts as national unity and solidarity based on the idea of Turkishness (Çayır & Gürkaynak, 2008). Citizenship education in this period was based on duties rather than rights of citizens (Kadioğlu, 2005).
With the transition to a multi-party democracy, course books taught in 1950's began including a notion of democracy with reference to that system (Çayır & Gürkaynak, 2008). The Democratic Party (DP), did not make substantial changes in the political order after defeating the RPP (Özbudun, 2008). Accordingly, the DP kept the educational policy of the previous period intact during its ruling period (İnce, 2012b). During the 1960's, the duty-based notion of citizenship was replaced with an active and participatory notion of citizenship in accordance with the overall social and political atmosphere that is characterized as the most liberal period in the history of Turkey (Çayır & Gürkaynak, 2008; İnce, 2012b, Soyark-Şentürk, 2005). Accordingly, course books emphasized pluralist democracy and rights of citizens rather than duties. However, as an outcome of the 1971 military involvement in politics, duties and passive citizenship became dominant notions in course books again (İnce, 2012b). The social and political chaos of the 1970's and the following military coup of 1980 led authorities to intensify the emphasis on the conception of a single nation and shared national traits, while emphasizing internal and external threats to national unity as a central theme of course books (İnce, 2012b, Üstel, 2004). Until 2012, for example, a course titled National Security Knowledge was compulsory in tenth grade and was taught by military officers using course books written by a commission consisting of military staff. This course aimed at teaching students that the military was vital for Turkey given regional and global politics and at imposing upon students a comprehensive ideal of the military (Altınay, 2004). It also put an emphasis on external threats to the Turkish state, such as secret plans of neighboring states to seize the Turkish lands, which promoted xenophobia in students toward the neighbors of Turkey. This course was justified as preserving national unity and order (Çayır & Gürkaynak, 2008).

All the periods mentioned in the history of Turkish education share a common set of characteristics concerning citizenship education. For example, emphasis on citizenship, duties toward society and state, territorial integrity, principles and reforms of Atatürk, and unity in national features such as history, language, and ideals appear to be common to all these periods. As Çayır and Gürkaynak (2008) observe, all school curricula and courses have been developed in order to create patriotic and responsible citizens, and citizenship education, which emphasizes nationalist, duty-based, and militarist perspectives, is a cross-curricular theme in the Turkish education system.

Recent Developments in the Turkish Education System. A fundamental change in approach to primary school curriculum in Turkey was made in 2005. Prior to 2005, the approach to the primary education curriculum placed teachers at the center of instruction so that teachers were considered as the ultimate source of knowledge in classrooms while students were passive information receivers who were not encouraged to think critically (Koç et al., 2007). In 2005, in reaction to the inability of this approach to enable students to meet contemporary educational expectations, primary school education was reorganized in accordance with a student-centered model. With the new primary school curriculum, students began to be conceived of as individual beings with their own characteristics and relations to the environment, to their families, and to others. Students also became the center of instruction while teachers supposedly became instructors who encourage students to construct their own knowledge through inquiry, exploration, discussion, and reasoning (Koç et al., 2007).

For this reason, the new curriculum approach can be labeled student-centered. However, it appears to be more society-centered with regard to some other issues. For example, a competency-based curriculum also became a core element. The EU’s reports on Turkey and some non-governmental organizations contributed to this curriculum. For example, the EU’s progress reports on Turkey put emphasis on the importance of changing the education system to reflect the needs of a competition-based economy, which was also supported by some influential business associations in Turkey (Koşar-Altinyelken & Akkaymak, 2012). The main reasons for the changes in the structure of the curriculum appear to be based on the economic outcomes of the education system. For this reason, the JDP administration is criticized on the grounds that the demands of the market economy were the primary concern while social values of education were ignored. In this sense, therefore, the new approach to the curriculum places emphasis on society-centered educational aims more than student-centered outcomes.

In addition, critics argue that the JDP government adopted this reform because epistemological constructivism appealed to Islamist intellectuals – even though constructivism is often valued by secularists – because this version of constructivism allows a pedagogical method that supports a relativist understanding of scientific knowledge that rejects the universality of that knowledge (Ünder, 2012). According to Ünder (2012), the JDP adopted this version of the constructivist, student-centered approach to enable students to construct their own knowledge since it, as opposed to a positivist approach, provides space for religion, promotes a justification for religious education in schools, and enables students to interpret scientific knowledge from Islamic perspectives. It is also important to note that the content of the curriculum remained significantly the same as in the previous curriculum while the approach to instruction methods changed (Koç et al., 2007). In addition, teachers were neither sufficiently prepared for properly implementing the new approach in classrooms nor provided with the underlying philosophy that led this curriculum reform (Bikmaz, 2006). Moreover, the educational outcomes of courses such as mathematics and social sciences remained predetermined, which indicates a contradiction with the student-centered approach in which students construct their own knowledge through their personal experiences (Bikmaz, 2006).
Considering these aspects of and criticisms of the new approach to the primary school curriculum, it appears that the JDP administration created a mixed and self-contradictory approach to curriculum while placing economic outcomes and religious education at the center of educational policy. In fact, this educational program of the JDP points to an important aspect of the Turkish education system. Education in Turkey has been subject to a dispute among secularists, the military, and Islamists since the establishment of the Turkish Republic. Most recent changes in the Turkish education system continue this conflict over education in Turkey.

With the most recent educational reform under Law No: 6287 enacted on March 30, 2012, compulsory education became twelve years long starting with the 2012-13 education year. Critics of the JDP and opposition parties opposed this reform primarily because they believed that the real purpose of the reform was to promote intensive religious education in schools and to enable Imam and Preacher Schools (IPSs) to flourish again. The RPP brought a suit against Law No: 6287 to the Supreme Court charging that some articles of the Law are in contradiction with various articles of the Constitution, especially with those that secure the secular structure of the Republic of Turkey. Yet, the Supreme Court concluded in September 20, 2012, in favor of Law No: 6287 as it was framed.

What has been brought about by this educational reform? Law No: 6287 made various changes in several laws that regulate the education system in Turkey. For example, compulsory basic education was previously eight years of primary school. Now compulsory education includes eight years of basic education, divided into four years of primary school and four years of middle school. Four years of high school education also became compulsory. Also, Law No: 6287 enabled middle schools to be integrated into either primary schools or high schools.

These aspects of Law No: 6287 aim to increase the amount of schooling and to develop an education system that complies with the demands of contemporary societies. However, such changes in the structure of primary education have raised concerns over the secular foundations of the Republic of Turkey. This reform is seen in secularist circles as a response to the previous educational reform that was enacted in 1997 in which compulsory basic education became an uninterrupted eight years long. Because of the military’s involvement in politics in 1997, the Islamist-oriented government resigned and various sanctions were imposed against Islamist organizations. At this time, the middle school system was abandoned and grades 6, 7, and 8 were included in primary education, which increased compulsory education to eight years of schooling from five. For this reason, middle school levels of high schools, including IPSs, were closed down, and religious education was limited to the high school level. With the most recent educational reform, however, not only were various elective religious courses included in the curriculum but also IPSs began flourishing and grades five to eight of such schools were reopened since Law No: 6287 allows combining the second four-year level with the third four-year level of compulsory education.

Why are IPSs of importance to this analysis? As mentioned above, the traditional dual education system was unified under the control of the MONE with the Law for Unification of Education in 1924. This Law also enabled the state to control religious education while closing down the old religious institutions, Medresses. IPSs were established in the first year of the Republic of Turkey in 29 districts and abandoned in 1932 on the grounds that the aims of the IPSs were in conflict with the secular structure of the education system of the Turkish Republic. IPSs were reopened in 1952 when the DP was in power. In the following decades, the number of IPSs increased, especially once religious education became compulsory in primary and secondary schools after the 1980 military coup as was required by the 1982 constitution (Ocal, 2007; Önsoy, 1991). Since the introduction of the multiparty system, right-wing conservative parties have used the dispute over IPSs as a way to gain popular support. Yet, the JDP’s educational policies reveal a closer relationship between the JDP and IPSs than was the case of any previous conservative party (Coşkun & Şentürk, 2012).

CONCLUSION

Turkish education is a profoundly centralized and state-controlled system. The Constitution and the Basic Law of National Education articulate the foundations of the education system and specify aims and principles of Turkish national education. The first significant educational reform in the twentieth century Turkish education appears with the Law for Unification of Education in 1924. This law unified and centralized the education system under the control of the MONE. It also placed religious education under the control of the state, which in the following decades led to tension between secularists and Islamists.

Early republican governments carried out a state-sponsored democratization project that primarily relied on the education of citizens about democracy and on disseminating the foundational principles of the state, such as secularism and nationalism. The Kemalist worldview and its principles became an essential component of the ideology of the Turkish Republic throughout the early period. The principles and reforms of Atatürk were codified in the Constitution, and their promotion has been a main aim of the Turkish education system.

Accordingly, civics education that aims to develop citizens for the Turkish Republic based on fundamental
principles that are defined in the Constitution has been a main aspect of education in Turkey. In this manner, Turkish education has aimed at developing national citizens who are devoted to the indivisible Turkish nation, imbued with national sentiments, habituated to work for the ideals of the nation, and committed to secular democracy since the Atatürk era. In addition, the civic aims of Turkish education have been achieved not only through specific citizenship courses but also through various courses in the entire curriculum.

However, Turkish education that was established upon a Kemalist worldview has been a target for, especially, Islamist elements in Turkey who conceive of themselves as marginalized by the secularist structure of the state since they are committed to religious ways of life. Beginning with the multiparty system, the tension between secular and religious elements has been a central theme in Turkish politics, which also led the military to become involved in politics at different times as a self-proclaimed guardian of the Kemalist state.

IPSs, in which citizens are educated to be committed to an Islamic worldview have been at the center of this secular-religious conflict over education. Since the DP administration, conservative political parties have favored IPSs. The most recent educational reform revitalized the IPSs in reaction against the 1997 policy of the military and not only enabled IPSs to flourish but also introduced into the national curriculum various religious courses (Under, 2012). The JDP, moreover, has been unwilling to provide equal opportunities for other religious groups and even Islamic sects different from the one supported by the JDP. For example, the European Court of Human Rights, after considering the case that was brought against Turkey by an Alevi Muslim family, concluded on October 9, 2007, that the Turkish education system does not provide appropriate methods for ensuring respect for parents’ convictions and does not meet the requirements of objectivity and pluralism with regard to religious instruction (Akbulut & Usal, 2008). In the following school year, some information about the Alevi faith was included in religious course books at the twelfth-grade level, which was seen as a reluctant and unsatisfactory response to the case and did not alter the general opinion that the government has tried to Sunnify Alevism, since the state imposes a Sunni-Islamic worldview through religious education in state schools in Turkey (Akbulut & Usal, 2008).

These and various other incidents have led to the conclusion among the critics that the JDP has been imposing its worldview through education. This widely shared anxiety in secular circles was intensified when Erdoğan stated in early 2012 that the JDP administration aims to create “pious generations,” a statement that dominated public educational discussions especially during February 2012 and increased the worry among critics of the JDP that it is imposing a religious worldview through education. For some critics, such an aim has always been an underlying educational goal of the JDP government, which was eventually declared by Erdoğan once gaining political power over institutions of the state, such as the military and the Supreme Court, as well as the media (Under, 2012).

The first significant educational reform undertaken by the JDP administration was the 2005 curriculum reform. With the support of some influential international organizations and non-governmental associations in Turkey, the JDP government placed importance on the demands of the market economy. Course books after this reform began emphasizing certain personal characteristics such as those of producers, consumers, and entrepreneurs, while ignoring individual liberties and giving special prominence to religious elements in the curriculum as mentioned above (Koşar-Altunelken & Akkaymak, 2012). For this reason, it can be argued that the educational aims of the JDP government have been, on the one hand, developing individuals for the market economy and, on the other hand, creating a society based on Islamic morals and values (İnal & Akkaymak, 2012). However, neither the 2005 curriculum reform nor the 2012 education reform were universally accepted. For example, some scholars and non-governmental organizations criticized the development process of the 2005 curriculum on the grounds that it excluded their involvement (Aksit, 2007). As mentioned above, the ongoing dissatisfaction with the 2012 reform also signifies that it was controversial.

In the final analysis, the Turkish education system was established as a part of a modernization project conducted by the central state authorities and has remained centralized and authoritarian. From the early republican period to the JDP administration, education has been a powerful instrument in the hands of ruling political organizations. Although the Turkish education system ostensively aims to create a culture of democracy, ruling parties have shaped their educational policies in accordance with their own conceptions of democracy. In this sense, it can be concluded that a ruling political organization in Turkey uses political power — that is gained through democratic means — to promote its own comprehensive doctrine by means of the education system. In fact, considering the democratization project of the early republican period, the 1997 educational reform, and the recent educational reforms implemented by the JDP, none of the important phases in the recent history of Turkish education provides an example of a popular agreement on education achieved through free public justification and citizens’ equal participation in discussions on educational matters. Moreover, considering minority controversies including the Alevi-Sunni dispute over religious education and the tension between secular and religious worldviews, none of the educational reforms has been accepted by various groups in light of the comprehensive doctrines they affirm and because they believe that these reforms are just. In sum, considering the conditions given above for an agreement to be regarded as an overlapping consensus, it can be concluded that the educational reforms in the recent history of Turkish education and the principles derived from the
Constitution have not been reached through free and equal participation of citizens based on public discussions of the meaning of equality and justice for education. Thus, there is not and has never been a narrow overlapping consensus on education in Turkey.

Moreover, the organizational structure of Turkish education system makes the state the sole authority over the education system and leaves almost no authority to local educational agencies, schools, parents, and students. As mentioned, the MONE has the right to determine curricula of all courses and books that are to be taught in classrooms nationwide, for example. Teachers are obliged to educate students in accordance with what is dictated by the central authority. In other words, teachers are responsible for implementing the decisions taken by the MONE. Unfortunately, with these characteristics and organizational features, the Turkish education system does not represent a narrow overlapping consensus on education.

However, the authoritarian and centralized structure of the Turkish education system that provides the ruling party with absolute power over education does not undermine the argument that Turkish society can agree upon a justice oriented education system. Turkey is a constitutional democracy. Yet, the common understanding of democracy in Turkey appears to be one that is not wide and deep enough to establish a culture of a just constitutional democracy that goes beyond a procedure to arrive at decisions in democratic ways. One way to contribute to the development of a culture of justice in a developing democracy, however, is promoting a proper educational approach that may help developing justice oriented reasonable citizens who may further the advancement of such culture in their society. In this regard, even though there is not a narrow overlapping consensus on education in Turkey that could allow us to discuss how to integrate a justice based educational approach into the current agreement on education, there might be other means to discuss how to, first, develop and, later, advance a justice oriented educational approach in Turkey. Therefore, a further research is to be conducted on the possibility of developing and applying a justice oriented educational account under the absence of a narrow overlapping consensus on education in Turkey.
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What Makes Them Still Tick?  
A Study of Job (Dis) Satisfaction among Long Serving Teachers in Malta  
Brian Vassallo [1]

ABSTRACT

The paper seeks to investigate factors leading to teacher job satisfaction or dissatisfaction among a sample of 108 long-serving teachers in Malta. Literature on teacher satisfaction shows that teachers are increasingly dissatisfied with their work and this has prompted the researcher to delve into the concept to teacher job (dis)satisfaction among long-serving Maltese teachers by identifying factors affecting both phenomena. The researcher identifies the relationships which job satisfaction has with respect to a number of teachers’ characteristics such as age, teaching experience and sector of education. He also identifies the frequency of factors responsible for levels of job dis(satisfaction). A mixed method of investigation was used throughout the study. Results show that long-serving teachers derive great satisfaction from working with their students and from contributing to society. The study concludes by suggestions aimed at counteracting the effects of job dissatisfaction factors.

Keywords:

INTRODUCTION

Job satisfaction as a social construct does not have a precise definition despite having drawn the attention of a number of researchers. Teacher job satisfaction may be defined as the teacher’s “affective relation to his or her teaching role and is a function of the perceived relationship between what one wants from teaching and what one perceives it is offering to a teacher” (Zembylas &Papanastasiou, 2006). According to Spector (1997), job satisfaction is defined as “simply how people feel about the different aspects of their jobs”. Additionally, Mbua (2003) defines job satisfaction as "the fulfillment acquired by experiencing various job activities and rewards" whereas for Robbins (2005), the concept job satisfaction refers to the employee’s feelings about her or his job. Similarly, job satisfaction is “a positive feeling about one’s job resulting from an evaluation of its characteristics” (Robbins & Judge, 2008). However, Evans (1997) contends that whether researchers in this field agree or disagree on the definition of certain concepts is not an issue of significance. Job dissatisfaction is not the contrary of job satisfaction. According to the Merriam-Webster online dictionary (Merriam-Webster, online, 2013) the term dissatisfaction denotes “an emotion felt when one’s expectations are not met”. This is similar to Saari and Judge (2004), who argue that an employee’s attitudes towards her or his work are either positive or negative. Therefore, if workers have negative attitudes towards their work, they are then said to be dissatisfied.

Research on Teacher Satisfaction

Research on job satisfaction is one the most classic in academic literature. Among the most famous is the Hawthorne study carried out by the Western Electric company at their Hawthorne plant in the 1920's (Franke &Kaul, 1978). Recent studies have however devoted particular focus on particular professions notably the teaching profession. Naylor (2001) claims that teaching is mirroring society’s tendency towards harder while (Hargreaves, 1994) suggested that teaching is becoming more “intensified”. Lack of professional autonomy, imposed accountability procedures,
curricular changes, meager resources, lack of recognition from society and low pay have an impact on low teacher job satisfaction levels in many countries. (e.g. Dinham and Scott, 1998, 2000a; Scott et al., 2001; Vandenberghe & Huberman, 1999; van den Berg, 2002). The effects of these trends include lower job satisfaction levels, lack of aptitude to meet students’ needs, increase in emotional disorders leading to stress, anxiety, and increased absenteeism (Farber, 1991; Troman & Woods, 2000). Also, and perhaps more significant, is the link between teacher dissatisfaction and teachers leaving the profession (Huberman, 1993; Woods et al., 1997). Thus, job satisfaction research among those in the teaching profession is becoming an integral part of policy making exercises since a significant number of teachers are leaving the profession and those who remain are besieged by feelings of discontent and distress.

Research on job satisfaction conducted by Dinham and Scott (2002) has shown that teachers derive satisfaction by matters intrinsic to the role of teaching such as student successes, counseling students, positive relationships with parents and students, and personal growth. External factors such as salaries, holidays and working hours did not rank high in teacher satisfaction levels. It is for this multiplicity of reasons that researchers (e.g. Bonsang & Farber, 1991; Friedman & Farber, 1992; Kyriacou, 1987; Mykletun, 1984; Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1979; Smithers & Robinson, 2001) argue that context seems to be the most powerful predictor of overall satisfaction. As Cherniss (1995) points out: “People can make their lives better or worse but what they think, how they feel and what they do are strongly shaped by the social contexts in which they live”.

Other studies have concluded that teacher job satisfaction is clearly related to levels of intrinsic motivators such as the intellectual challenge of teaching and promoting professional growth. On the other hand, teachers perceived job dissatisfaction has also been linked to work overload, poor pay and the portrayal of teachers by the media. A number of studies have also focused on individual and school characteristics as determinants of job satisfaction (e.g. Rapti & Karaj, 2012). Lawler (1973) argued that teacher satisfaction refers to a teacher’s affective relation to his or her job and depends on perceived relationship between what one wants and what one achieves from the teaching itself. On a similar line of thought, Watt and Richardson (2008) argue that career development aspirations are important factors in job satisfaction. Therefore if the teaching environment does not facilitate the satisfaction needs of teachers, then teachers are unhappy and unproductive. On a rather parallel track, Maeroff described teachers’ “sense of empowerment” as a major way “to make teachers more professional and to improve their performance” (1998).

Singh and Rawat (2010) and Shann (2001) identified other factors that contribute to increased teacher discontentment: problems arising from changes in administrative routines, overwork – especially paperwork, students’ evaluations, schools’ grading procedures, behavior problems, low pay, student indiscipline, few possibilities for career progression and the overall decline of society’s esteem towards teaching. Furthermore, Arnett and Polkinghorne (2010) identified the following factors as contributing to teacher’s satisfaction or dissatisfaction: nature of recent education reforms, inclusion of students with special needs, support and recognition from school administrators, teacher’s salary, physical conditions of the school, daily work of teaching itself, class size, student discipline and behavior, lack of resources and lack of opportunities for career progression.

In 1997, the US Department of Education conducted a large scale on American teachers. The study showed that a large proportion of American teachers were not happy with their workload, lacked resources to perform their duties, lacked support school administrators and were not happy with the auditing procedures used to evaluate their work. The report identified “more administrative support and leadership, good student behavior, a positive school atmosphere, and teacher autonomy” as the working conditions that were associated with higher teacher satisfaction (US Department of Education, 1997). Other factors such as sector of education (state or independent schools), teachers’ background characteristics or school demographics were not influential towards increasing levels of job satisfaction. The study also found that those teachers who received parental support reported higher levels of job satisfaction than teachers who did not. The study also revealed that there was no correlation between teacher satisfaction and benefits such as salary, holidays and working hours. Research conducted by Lumsden (1998) showed that teachers spent most of their time in the classroom and therefore had few opportunities to share their successes with colleagues. Hence they tended to rely more often on the students’ level of response.

The MetLife Survey of the American Teacher (Markow & Pieters, 2012) revealed some interesting results which are interesting to the context of our study:
Teacher job satisfaction has dropped 15 points since 2009, from 59% who were very satisfied to 44% who are very satisfied, the lowest level in over 20 years.

The percentage of teachers who say they are very or fairly likely to leave the profession has increased by 12 points since 2009, from 17% to 29%.

The percentage of teachers who do not feel their job is secure has grown since 2006 from eight percent to 34%.

Majorities of parents and teachers say that public school teachers are treated as professionals by the community (71% of parents, 77% of teachers), that public school teachers’ health insurance benefits are fair for the work they do (63% of parents, 67% of teachers), and that public school teachers’ retirement benefits are fair for the work they do (60% of parents, 61% of teachers).

Slightly more than half (53%) of parents and two-thirds (65%) of teachers say that public school teachers’ salaries are not fair for the work they do.

Teachers with lower job satisfaction are less likely than others to feel that their job is secure (56% vs. 75%) or that they are treated as a professional by the community (68% vs. 89%).

Teachers with lower job satisfaction are more likely to be in schools that have had layoffs of teachers (49% vs. 37%) or other school staff (66% vs. 49%), or the reduction or elimination of arts or music programs (28% vs. 17%), after-school programs (34% vs. 23%), or health or social services (31% vs. 23%).

Teachers with lower job satisfaction are more likely to report that in the last year they have seen increases in: average class size (70% vs. 53%), students and families needing health or social services (70% vs. 56%), students coming to school hungry (40% vs. 30%), students leaving to go to another school (22% vs. 12%), and students being bullied/harassed (17% vs. 10%), (ibid, 2012).

Other factors have been suggested that promote teacher’s enthusiasm and how these factors are related to teacher satisfaction. These include opportunities to try new ideas, participation in decision-making and reform efforts, social relations, self-esteem, independence, intellectual growth, expression of creativity and opportunity for learning (Barnabe and Burns, 1994; Bishay, 1996; Borg and Riding, 1991; Dinham and Scott, 2000b; Evans, 1998, 2001; Odell and Ferraro, 1992; Zigarelli, 1996). Researchers of the International Teacher 2000 Project also identified a “three domain model” of teacher career satisfaction which highlights “the growing yet variable influence and importance of societal based factors and forces which are acting to influence teacher and school executive career satisfaction, dissatisfaction and stress” (Dinham and Scott, 2000a). The report also highlighted that, an overemphasis on educational attainment, lack of participation in decision-making processes, failure to provide essential instructional resources, lack of administrative support, and lack of trust in the professional expertise of teachers seem to increase the degree of teacher dissatisfaction (Kelchtermans, 1999; van den Berg, 2002). Dinham et al, (2000) reported that teachers rated their overall satisfaction as low and many found themselves more dissatisfied as their career into teaching progressed however, levels of dissatisfaction were not uniform across all aspects of the work.

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)’s report Teachers Matter found that the numbers of teachers retiring reached large proportions in schools residing in disadvantaged areas and could not predict a positive change in the recruitment and retention of teachers in such schools (McKenzie & Santiago, 2005; Quartz, 2003; Guin, 2004). Some of these studies also portrayed long-serving teachers as being unmotivated as they reached the final stages of their career (e.g. Huberman, 1993). Other researchers presented more positive images of teachers who, in these later years, have reached a sense of purpose and fulfillment (Cohen and Moffitt, 2009; Day and Gu, 2013). Similarly, Woods and Weasner explain that teachers who began teaching in the 1980s have had to engage in identity work “as they have had to realign their values in their later working lives as the human element gives way to the commodified experience” (2002: 96). Goodson and Hargreaves suggest that this has been a deliberate consequence of globalised educational discourses such as “school improvement” and “performance management” (1996). Long serving teachers have experienced a move to a performance culture, characterized by targets and accountability, within the workplace where, according to Ball, ‘value replaces values –commitment and service are of dubious worth within the new policy regime’ (2003: 217). It is this emphasis on accountability and the administrative aspects of teaching that has led to the production of policy documents encapsulating the official view of what constitutes teachers’ work. It has also been recognized that experienced teachers differ from less experienced ones in terms of knowledge, attitudes and skills and therefore it can be concluded that they also differ in their professional and development needs. Hence, as teachers continue to advance in their career, the importance of lifelong professional learning becomes of vital importance.
The Maltese Educational System and the Social Context of the Study

The Maltese Educational system offers a three tier system of elementary and secondary education. The Maltese government offers free and compulsory education to all children from the age of 5 to the age of 16, regardless of gender, beliefs or socio-economic background. The system provides education from state, church and independent schools which offer curricula to children and adolescents from elementary to secondary, and sometimes even upper-secondary education. The Education Act of 1988 provides the necessary guidelines upon which schools operate. Students may then proceed to Junior College or opt to study at the Malta College of Arts Science and Technology or the Institute for Tourism Studies. Here students specialize in specific subject and may also further their studies at the University of Malta. This study took place in parallel with a consultation strategy for the Maltese National Curriculum framework which took place between May 2011 and January 2012. In the document entitled ‘The National Curriculum Framework 2011, The Way Forward’, the Ministry of Education, Employment and the Family is calling for a paradigm shift in the way learning, teaching and the curriculum are perceived by the various professionals working within the educational system. Through its document, the Maltese Ministry of Education is furthering its commitment towards a collective effort to “challenge the status quo, to challenge entrenched views and positions and to create meaning with different stakeholders” (MEDE, 2011). The document emphasizes the commitment from all stakeholders and is strongly urging everyone to take part in the consultation and implementation phases. Currently, the Maltese National Curriculum framework is under a period of evaluation and it is hoped that the study provides insight into the various reforms intended by the Ministry.

METHODOLOGY

The snowball sampling method was used to recruit teachers for the study. Teachers were asked to indicate other teachers with long term experience as teachers and who were willing to participate in the questionnaire and interviews. The research was carried out over two years, from March 2010-March 2012. The first part of the study consisted of data collection through a survey sent by e-mail to elementary and secondary school teachers (with at least 20 years of teaching experience) in Malta and in its sister island Gozo. The purpose of the questionnaire was primarily to elicit demographic data and other information related to Teacher Job Satisfaction. Secondly, the survey would also provide the researcher with a group of teachers that would compose a solid base on which interviews could be conducted. Overall, there were 108 respondents who took part in this phase. In the second phase of the study, interviews were conducted through skype (a voice-over-Internet Protocol service) with 52 teachers. While the quantitative method provided insight as to what factors are incumbent on satisfaction or dissatisfaction, the qualitative method provided more opportunity to examine other sources which might have a contribution and also to triangulate evidence obtained from quantitative methods.

Quantitative Method

The main objectives of the quantitative method was to investigate the extent to which in-service teachers differ in their satisfaction levels on a number of background variables namely age, gender, years of experience, sector of education and highest qualification reached. The first part of the questionnaire consisted of demographic data related to respondents. The second part of the questionnaire asked participants questions related to their level of satisfaction with regards to their teaching profession, including whether they were influenced in choice of profession, the extent of which they are satisfied with the school administration, their current working conditions, opportunities to participate in seminars, involvement in school decision making, the current auditing procedures and others. The questions on this section of the questionnaire were measured on a 7-point likert scale that ranged from 1=highly dissatisfying, to 7= highly satisfying. Hence, the maximum score of job satisfaction as indicated by the questionnaire was that of 294 (42x7) while minimum was 42 (42x1).

Qualitative Method

The qualitative study was designed to shed light to the following research questions:
1. What are the critical factors influencing job satisfaction among long-serving Maltese teachers?
2. What are the critical factors influencing job dissatisfaction among long-serving Maltese teachers?
3. To what extent are these factors (satisfying or dissatisfying) influencing the commitment of teachers to further extend (or not extend) their number of years in teaching.

The interviews typically lasted around 45 minutes providing plenty of opportunity for interviewees to express themselves freely. The interviews were semi-structured based on a small number of basic questions on what satisfied
(or dissatisfied) them in their job, why they enjoyed (or did not enjoy) their jobs and whether the factors they identified are contributing to extend (or otherwise) their careers as teachers. Interviews were recorded and through the use of NVivo- a Qualitative Data Analysis software, emerging patterns were noticed. These patterns were triangulated with findings from the surveys distributed in the first part of the study. Analysis proceeded by recoding references teachers made to the sources of satisfaction in their work such as: working with children, interaction with colleagues, centralized policies, autonomy, etc., or dissatisfaction such as: student failure and lack of discipline. Themes were described in great detail by the teachers and these provided the foundation for the interpretations of findings.

RESULTS

Quantitative Study

The sample consisted of 40 (37%) male and 68 (63%) female teachers with over 20 years of teaching experience. The average age of the sample was 51.1 years old, with a standard deviation of 11.22. The average number of years during which this sample has been teaching is 30.03 years (SD=9.33). The questionnaire examined possible reasons that might have motivated these teachers to choose the teaching profession. Sixty-four percent of teachers indicated that they always wanted to become a teacher while 29.6% respondents indicated that they were attracted to the teaching profession because of the benefits of the profession such as salary, holidays and short working hours. Twenty-eight percent indicated that they entered the teaching profession because they were attracted by the hours and holidays of the profession, while 30.5% were attracted because of the salary. Only 13.9% indicated that there was pressure from their families to become teachers.

This strongly contrasts with research conducted by Zembylas and Papanastasiou (2004), who in their study on Job Satisfaction among teachers in Cyprus stated that only 32.3% of the sample indicated that they always wanted to become teachers. It can therefore be concluded that satisfaction itself is a predictor of a prolonged engagement in teaching activities. The average job satisfaction of long-serving teachers was measured at a score of 549 out of a maximum score of 746. This results in an overall job satisfaction of 73.6%. The mean score for males was 5.28 while that for females was 5.37. One-way Anovas were then conducted to determine whether the means obtained were statistically different from each other. The results showed an $F_{obt} < F_{crit}$ (at $F_{crit} = 3.94$, $P=0.720$, $\alpha = 0.05$) which means that gender is not a predictor of job satisfaction among long serving school teachers in Malta (see table 1).

### Table 1: The effect of gender on long-term job satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender: Male</td>
<td>Between =0.22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender: Female</td>
<td>Within =172.87</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1.712</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect of teaching experience was also measured. The mean score for teachers with experience between 20 and 29 years was 4.14, for teachers whose experience ranged between 30 to 39 years had a mean score of 5.26 while those more than 40 years of experience gave a maximum score of 7. This shows that teachers with the most experience in teaching rated themselves as highly satisfied. In order to test for significance a one way analysis of variance was performed and this resulted in an $F_{obt} = 24.81$ (at $F_{crit} = 4.82$, $P=0$, $\alpha = 0.05$). This indicates that the mean scores obtained from the three sets differed statistically from each other, with the longest serving teachers (40+) scoring a maximum of 7 – the highest possible score (Table 2). This is an important result because it shows that satisfaction improved steadily with teaching experience.
Then, the effect of age on job satisfaction of long serving teachers was calculated. The mean score of teachers between 40-49 years of age was 4.54 while for those between 50 and 59 years was 5.06 while for those teachers whose age was more than 60, the mean score was 5.73. A One-way Analysis of Variance was computed to determine whether these results have statistical significance on the entire sample of teachers. This revealed an $F_{obt}$ of 14.47 (against an $F_{crit}$ of 4.82, $P=0$, $\alpha=0.05$). This means that the three means obtained were statistically different from each other with the oldest age scoring the highest on Job Satisfaction (Table 3). This result is of great significance since it illustrated the need for educational authorities to nurture teachers as they move into the later stages in their careers, as these are the most satisfactory.

Next, the effect of level of education (elementary or secondary) on job satisfaction was investigated and analysed. The sample revealed that from a sample of 108 teachers, 45(42%) were elementary school teachers while 63 (48%) were secondary school teachers. The mean score for long serving teachers at primary level of education was 5.66 while that at secondary level was 5.81. A one-way Analysis of Variance revealed that the two means did not differ statistically from one another ($F_{obt} < F_{crit}$ with $F_{obt}$ being scored as 0.88 (as compared with $F_{crit}$ of 6.90, $p=0.35$, $\alpha = 0.01$) (Table 3). This means that the level of education taught (elementary or secondary) is not a predictor of job satisfaction for long-serving Maltese teachers.
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Table 4: The effect of Level of Education on job satisfaction of long serving teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elementary Level of Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Teaching 5-11 year olds)</td>
<td>Between = 0.59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Level of Education</td>
<td>Within = 70.96</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Total = 71.55</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, the effect of sector of education was analysed in order to determine whether teachers in state, church or independent school could be affected in their level of job satisfaction by the particular sector they teach. The means of the three different sectors of the resulted in a mean of 5.24 for state school teachers, a mean of 5.57 for church school teachers and a mean of 5.70 for independent school teachers. The three means, together with their standard deviations were used to compute a one way analysis of variance (Anova). This resulted in an F score of 1.67 which is less that F crit of 4.82 (P=0.193, α =0.01). The results mean that the three means obtained did not differ statistically from each other (Table 5), which implies that the sector of education that the teachers work in is not a predictor of the level of job satisfaction.

Table 5: The effect of Sector of Education on job satisfaction of long serving teachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sector of Education: State School</td>
<td>Between = 3.15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector of Education: Church School</td>
<td>Within = 99.0</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector of Education: Independent School</td>
<td>Total = 102.1</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, the effect of Educational Qualifications on job satisfaction was analysed, with the results being displayed in Table 6. The mean score obtained from teachers with Bachelor’s Degree was 5.73, while the mean obtained from teachers with Masters degree was 6.06. For teachers who hold other qualifications the mean was 5.57. An Analysis of Variance was conducted to examine whether the three means were significantly different from each other. This resulted in an F crit of 1.77 (at F crit =4.82, P= 0.176 , α=0.01). This shows that F obt<F crit and hence the three means are not statistically different from each other. Therefore qualifications possessed by teachers were not a significant determinant on perceived job satisfaction levels among long-serving teachers.

Table 6: The effect of educational qualifications on Job Satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highest Educational Qualification:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s Degree</td>
<td>Between = 2.74</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.369</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Educational Qualification:</td>
<td>Within = 81.29</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters Degree</td>
<td>Total = 84.03</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quantitative analysis has shown that the factors having effect of job satisfaction among long serving teachers in Malta were teaching experience and age. On the other hand factors which did not have an effect on teacher job satisfaction were level of education and educational qualifications.
satisfaction were gender, level of education, sector of education and qualification.

Qualitative Study

Fifty-two teachers from the initial sample of 108 teachers wished to take part in the second part of the study. This consisted of an interview of about 45 minutes in which long-serving teachers explained the factors leading to their job satisfaction or dissatisfaction and also explained the influence that these factors had on their long term experience as teachers. The results of the interviews were then grouped according to the importance which teachers themselves gave to the factors identified. Factors were then ranked and categorized into themes that most clearly captured the emotions of satisfaction and dissatisfaction underlying teachers’ work.

Sources of Satisfaction

Findings in this study confirmed those documented in many studies (Eg: Dinham and Scott, 1999, 2000a), i.e. that the main sources of teacher job satisfaction are the daily satisfactions derived from working with children, aiding their development and seeing them being actively involved in society whilst making a contribution to the welfare of others. Many expressed the joy of seeing past students in their school establishing themselves in society and earning a good living. Long Serving Teachers also derived high levels of satisfaction when working collaboratively with colleagues and achieving personal professional growth. Teachers being interviewed also confirmed earlier findings that salary, short working hours and holidays were not high in their satisfaction list. According to the teachers, these were merely associated benefits which made the profession more attractive.

All teachers interviewed revealed that their primary source of satisfaction is the children themselves. Many recounted different experiences of ‘miracles’ which they performed while taking care of their students. Many teachers spoke about feelings of excitement at the beginning of every scholastic year and of their ability to ‘touch lives’. These findings confirm the results obtained by Cockburn, 2000; Lortie, 1975 and Nias, 1989 who contended that the satisfaction of working with children, forming relationships with them, having the opportunity to contribute to the growth and achievement of young individuals, may be common internationally, regardless of country context. The emotional rewards of teaching effect what teachers teach, the way it is taught and the modalities and curricular adaptations which they undergo in order to make sure that all students under their care are benefiting from the teaching they are providing. Many teachers spoke about “loving their children”, “going out of their way to help them” and “establishing a warm and safe environment in their classrooms”. From the interviews it became clear that long-serving teacher have successfully attempted to develop warm and lasting emotional relationships with students and their parents. Such relationships are so inherent in this work that “… separating myself from such experiences is almost impossible” (teacher’s statement).

An area from which teachers appear to derive a sense of self-fulfillment and satisfaction is their contribution to society. They highlighted the importance of being able to guide students in their life choices and thus contributing effectively to society. Most teachers emphasized their commitment to society as an important precept towards their general job satisfaction despite the negative effect that social problems have on their work and the “lack of respect for teachers nowadays”. Most teachers felt proud that some of their past students are now teachers themselves and that they are following their own footsteps. As one teacher commented:

I feel proud of my work. When I remember my students and recall their achievements, some in politics, some in medicine, some in teaching, I say to myself... well this is my contribution to society! Well done! ... and I think that this is what kept me going for so long in my career.

Many teachers emphasized the importance of collegial relationships as a prime determinant towards strong feelings of job satisfaction. Although some emphasized that colleagues are cooperative, others shared different opinions, stating that sometimes, the drive for promotion overrides the spirit of collaboration among teachers. Thus, collegial collaboration can both be a source of satisfaction and of dissatisfaction. This is concomitant with research conducted by Cockburn (2000) who found out that colleagues at work are seen as a source of friendship and a source of social and emotional support. When this emotional support is absent, teachers feel sad, depressed and lonely.

Most of the teachers interviewed stated that during their career that had some opportunities for professional growth but they would have liked tailor-made courses which took into account their experience. These comments clearly indicate that the teachers’ sense of satisfaction is connected to intellectual and professional stimulation and also opportunities for growth. As long as teachers are provided with opportunities for innovation, stimulation of their intellectual curiosity and increased creative outputs, then they would still be kindling the passion for their profession and further contribute towards students’ achievements.
During the interviews teachers repeatedly stressed that their long staying in the profession was not at all influenced by holidays, salaries and short working hours. This is similar to research conducted by Bastick (2002), who found that long-serving teachers were less extrinsically motivated (e.g. by salary) and significantly more intrinsically motivated (e.g. from working with children) than were teachers with lesser experience. Nevertheless teachers highlighted the importance of good salary. Although many teachers, in the first part of the study commented that their salary was adequate for their daily needs, they still felt that their salary was rather low compared to the amount of work they perform and compared to the salaries of other professions.

With regards to short working hours most teachers commented that working hours are not at all short. They firmly iterated that after a long day of work they are expected to prepare resources, construct lesson plans and schemes of work, and correct an ‘infinite’ number of copybooks, workbooks and examination papers. As one teacher stated, “... if I am paid for the amount of hours I spend correcting and preparing material for the next day, then my salary will have to be at least double” (her emphasis). Another teacher however had a different view about teaches benefits and stated that for many teachers, benefits such as salary, short hours and holidays are important factors when one chooses a profession. He stated that teaching still provides “a lure for women who need that amount of flexibility to manage a profession and at the same time execute all functions of a full time mother”.

With regards to holidays most teachers emphasized that these were not the primary reason for the choice of their career. However, similar to the concept of short working hours, holidays were certainly an important factor which kept them going so long in their career. As one teacher eloquently states:

if it weren’t for the holidays, it wouldn’t be possible to sustain the stress which teaching itself brings with it ... just imagine ... piles (of copybooks) for correction, handouts, past papers, designing examination papers, construction of Individualized Educational Programs for the students, etc etc. I think that holidays are a right and much deserved too.

Sources of Dissatisfaction

The study also researched sources of dissatisfaction among long serving school teachers. These were ranked according to the number of times these were mentioned by the teachers. Student failure, the effect of social problems, work overload, lack of student discipline, lack of respect from students and parents, lack of recognition from society, lack of autonomy as a result of perceived centralization, lack of collegial relationships, time constrictions and extensive syllabi were the factors mentioned by teachers and contributing to job satisfaction.

Most teachers recounted that the major source of dissatisfaction lies in the failure of students to achieve the desired academic outcomes. As one teacher emphatically puts it:

I plan, I organize, I approach students as groups and individually, I speak to their parents ... but sometimes there are situations that you cannot do away with... there are situations where all your efforts result in nothing...These are, by far, most dissatisfactory.

“Work overload” is an expression which came up often during interviews. Teachers seem to derive particular dissatisfaction at the amount of paper work they do especially “piles of copybooks”, “file keeping”, “printed lesson plans”, “schemes of work”, “individualized educational plans” and “paperwork, paperwork, paperwork...too daunting!” (teachers’ emphasis). Most teachers commented that while they saw the validity of organizing one’s work, teaching has become “too technical” and “(work overload)...is robbing the joy of teaching”.

Many social problems were mentioned in the interviews. These included both the teachers’ social problems and the student ones. Social problems interfere in communication processes between teachers and students and these have an effect on the performance of both teachers and students in the teaching and learning process. Among those mentioned were the steady rise in family problems, increased number of marital separations and divorces, arrival of children from immigrant parents, multiculturalism in the classroom, poverty and others. During interviews teachers shared intense feelings of dissatisfaction as a result of having to deal with the effects of social problems in their classrooms. A number of teachers shared the fact that many a time they had to deal with students’ lack of resources themselves. As one teacher states:

It is not the first time that I had to deal with pupils who did not have lunch or adequate stationary. These are the things which everyone takes for granted but they are very much in existence... yes in 2012! There is no
recognition whatsoever for the work a teacher does where s/he have to go beyond their duties to make sure a child gets the necessary care. This is very disappointing and demotivating.

Many of the teachers interviewed insisted that respect towards teachers from both parents and students has diminished. Most comments conveyed a sense the disenchantment resulting from perceived expectations for respect and recognition which have never been fulfilled through the years. This has given rise to general feelings of dissatisfaction and low morale. The lack of respect and recognition of teachers has been the subject of research in many studies (eg: Konanc, 1996; Lumsden, 1998; Ingersoll, 2001). Hence, these sources of dissatisfaction are not unique to Malta but are present in many countries across the world.

Some of the strongest feelings of disappointment expressed by teachers during interviews were related students’ academic failure, discipline problems and morality issues such as cheating, bullying, threatening, stealing and others. According to the teachers interviewed, there have been many times that they have it difficult to cope with the situations outlined above and there were also times when they considered quitting because “it was simply too much to take”.

Some of the teachers interviewed commented about their perceived lack of autonomy as a result of the Maltese Educational System. Some teachers were dissatisfied with their lack of autonomy, others with imposition of extensive curricula and others with “too many changes in such a short time”. This issue was intensified by the fact that the present research study was carried put in the midst of Educational reform for which, some felt, haven’t been consulted enough. During their interviews teachers compared their autonomy to that of other professionals such as doctors and lawyers. That stated that, being professionals, teachers need to have more autonomy so that they could direct students to better career paths.

Many of them mentioned the auditing process (part of the current reform) at which they expressed concern over the way it is being managed. This is concomitant with research conducted by Ball who claims that teachers are overwhelmed by the ‘…performance culture, characterized by targets and accountability, within the workplace where value replaces values –commitment and service are of dubious worth within the new policy regime’ (2003: 217). Interviewed teachers stated that they felt a sense of disempowerment over a number of issues being discussed. These findings are also concomitant with results published by Dinham & Scott (1998, 2000) who state that a major influence in determining how teachers feel about their work comes from factors at the system level, as well as wider social forces, such as teacher status, centralized policies, and the portrayal of teachers in the media. Findings from interviews suggest parallelism with research conducted by Dinham and Scott, 2000) who claim the existence of a ‘third domain’ i.e. the existence of societal based factors in teacher job (dis)satisfaction. Promotion prospects were also cited as sources of great dissatisfaction for the majority of long-serving school teachers. Many teachers expressed their intense disdain about their perceived lack fairness in the current teacher evaluation system which, according to the teachers interviewed: “is creating negative feelings and undesirable consequences on teachers’ motivation, general health and perceived job satisfaction levels”.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this work was to use a mixed-methods approach to investigate factors leading to satisfaction and dissatisfaction of long-serving Maltese teachers. Both methods of investigation showed that long-serving teachers in Malta chose the teaching profession for intrinsic reasons since the majority of them indicated that they always wanted to become teachers. On the one hand, a deeper look at qualitative data indicated that Maltese teachers were, to some extent, also influenced by external factors to choose their career such as salary, short working hours and holidays associated with this profession. The discrepancy between the results obtained from the two methods could be explained from the fact that the sample in the two methods of investigation was different (108 teachers for the quantitative method and 52 teachers for the qualitative method). Hence, the results obtained from the two methods have to be interpreted differently based on the respective samples and methodology. Also, the quantitative method of investigation provided statements which did not necessarily come up in the teacher interviews during the qualitative method. The qualitative method dealt with the presence of factors related to teacher job (dis)satisfaction rather than with their frequency and this could explain the disparities in results.

The findings presented in this paper make a significant contribution to the investigation of job (dis)satisfaction
among long-serving school teachers in Malta. Maltese teachers’ perceptions of their job-satisfaction strongly correlated to the pleasure derived from working with children, overseeing their growth and their contribution to their general well being. Maybe surprising is the emphasis that teachers placed on the importance of their job into making a ‘contribution to society’. The importance of this powerful source of satisfaction cannot be ignored and more research needs to be done as to how Educational authorities can extend this source of satisfaction into meaningful activities. Salary, short working hours and holidays were considered important but not superseded by the satisfaction derived from working with children and contribution to society.

The study shows that teachers’ (dis)satisfaction is a complex social construct which is influenced by a number of factors in continuous flux. Research findings also reveal many aspects of dissatisfaction which need to be counteracted effectively to limit dissatisfaction among teachers. Particular attention need to be directed to measures which deal effectively with social problems, students’ misbehavior, a decline in teachers’ respect and status, improving relationships with educational directorates, and increase in teachers’ contribution in the educational decision-making processes. A greater recognition and understanding of teachers’ work would enable them to focus on those factors that they enjoy most, i.e. working with children and contributing to society. A change in criteria for teacher evaluations could develop into a fairer system of auditing. If teachers’ work was more positively expressed, especially through the media, then an increase in perceived job satisfaction levels would be expected. This would, in turn, have a positive effect on the performance of both teachers and students.

Limitations of The Study

The sample of 198 teachers and the selection of 52 teachers for interviews could in no way be representative of the entire teaching population. Besides, the further categorization of teachers into gender, sector of education and years of teaching experience has given rise to even smaller numbers to be considered in any way representative. As with all self-reporting studies, the results are limited by the participants’ responses. The participants may have felt the need to provide answers the researcher was looking for rather than what they believed to be true. Also, singular interviews have limitations in terms of trust and comfortableness in disclosing feelings which can touch the personal lives of respondents.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study brings to the surface the complexities involved in understanding teacher job satisfaction in a manner which could be way which could be of utility to policy making. The study, however does give food for thought towards more serious considerations of how the understanding of the concept of teacher job satisfaction could be applied when considering reforms in the Maltese educational system and how these reforms are incumbent on teachers’ working lives. The findings clearly indicate that there is an urgent need for school directorates and administrators to recognize the fact that educational quality is closely linked teacher job satisfaction. As teachers continue to evolve, so do their professional needs. Professional training courses emphasizing the importance of lifelong learning is central to this goal (Zeichner & Noffke, 2001).

Improvement in teachers’ working conditions is not a luxury we can do away with, but an essential component of effective policy-making (Hargreaves, 1994; Pollard et al., 1994). As Hean & Garrett (2001) eloquently phrase it: ‘happier teachers are better teachers’ and it is therefore important for all educational stakeholders to be vigilant on teachers’ needs and do their utmost to maximize teacher’s job satisfaction and minimize dissatisfaction not only for the benefit of teachers themselves but also for the sake of the learners under their care. Surely, the experience of long-serving teachers must not be disregarded when considering reforms. Judging from the responses of teachers interviewed and from the body language during the interviews it was clear that long-serving teachers could contribute a great towards policy making and effecting reform implementation. This research has clearly raised further questions for research: What factors transform some teachers’ perceptions from satisfaction to dissatisfaction over time? Why do some teachers enjoy their jobs while others do not? What can be done to counteract feelings of dissatisfaction and what can be done to cultivate increased satisfaction? How might long-serving teachers be more included into policy-making processes? How can increased autonomy help in increasing satisfaction levels among teachers? Are there other factors which can give rise to fluctuating levels of job satisfaction?

Experienced teachers need opportunities to share collaborative and self-reflective practices in an environment which recognizes the acquired knowledge and sensitive judgment developed in the course of their careers. Professional development seminars should be designed in a way which challenges them to take other roles and functions within schools (Zeichner & Noffke, 2001). For example they might be challenged to act as mentors for newly qualified teachers, as this
would ensure that their experience is positively transmitted to others, while at the same time providing them with opportunities to rekindle their enthusiasm for teaching whilst keeping abreast to new theoretical frameworks. More research needs to be commissioned to delve into other factors affecting job satisfaction among teachers. Such research would be an indispensable tool towards a collective effort to ‘...challenge the status quo, to challenge entrenched views and positions and to create meaning with different stakeholders’ (MEDE, 2011).
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APPENDIX

Questionnaire: PART 1

Instructions: For each question please tick (√) in one of the spaces provided.

1. Teaching Experience (years), Please trick √
   
   Less that 20 [ ]  20- 29 [ ]  30- 39 [ ]  40+ [ ]

   (If you have ticked Less than 20 please do not proceed. Thank you for your participation.)

2. Gender Male ( ) or Female ( )

3. Age: ........... in Years

4. Level of Education: Elementary, 5- 11 years ( ); Secondary 11-16, years ( )

5) Sector of Education
   
   State School [ ] Church School [ ] Independent School [ ]

6. Highest Educational Qualification reached:
   
   Bachelor Degree ( ), Masters Degree ( ),
   Others ( ) please specify ___________________________________________.

Questionnaire PART 2

Please read carefully the following statements.

Circle from (Strongly Disagree)………to…………. ( Strongly Agree)

1) I always wanted to become a teacher.

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2) I was influenced by my parents (or other acquaintances) to become a teacher.

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3) I entered the teaching profession because of its good pay.

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4) I entered the teaching profession because of the holidays.

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5) I had a realistic view of teaching before I become a teacher.

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6) Teaching is an interesting job to me.
7) I feel satisfied with my professional ability to perform my job.

8) I am satisfied with autonomy I have in making decisions about my daily tasks.

9) I am satisfied with the successes gained by my students

10) I am happy with the cooperation I receive from my workmates.

11) I feel comfortable with my present level of responsibility in my job.

12) Society appreciates my job as a teacher.

13) I am satisfied with opportunities for workshops organised within and outside the school.

14) I am satisfied with my yearly increments.

15) I am satisfied with in-service training opportunities available for me as a teacher.

16) I feel comfortable with rewards I get for doing a good job at school.

17) I am satisfied with the appreciations I get from my employer for the contribution I make in the school.

18) I am comfortable with the geographical location of the school in which I teach.

19) I am not intending to look for another well paying teaching job in another school.
20) I am satisfied with the school’s physical working environment.

21) My colleagues value my contribution in the school.

22) I am comfortable with the promotion opportunities available to me as a teacher

23) I enjoy collegial relationship with fellow teachers.

24) I am satisfied with support I get from school administrators.

25) I would not like to be transferred to another school.

26) I feel fairly paid by my employer.

27) I feel satisfied with opportunities for training and professional development available.

28) I am not intending to change my profession.

29) Teaching provides me with opportunity to use all my skills.

30) Teaching is a challenging job to me.

31) The promotion process and procedures used by my employer are fair.

32) I am satisfied with bonuses I receive from my employer.

33) I am satisfied with opportunities to attend seminars within and outside the school.

34) I am satisfied with the auditing procedures employed by the Directorate of Quality and Standards for Education.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35)</td>
<td>I am satisfied with my perceived level of professional autonomy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36)</td>
<td>I am satisfied with my involvement in school decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37)</td>
<td>I am satisfied with the changes the Maltese Educational System is currently undergoing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38)</td>
<td>I am satisfied with the amount of resources I am given to work with.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39)</td>
<td>I am satisfied with my current working hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40)</td>
<td>I am satisfied with the way the educational system recruits teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41)</td>
<td>I am satisfied with media criticism on teachers’ work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42)</td>
<td>It is my intention to continue teaching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please indicate whether you would like to participate further in the study by volunteering for an interview based on your responses: **YES** ☐     **NO** ☐     ☐